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CRUISE TRENDS

“I never imagined I could feel this light...”

• New 2-for-1 fares
• $2,000 “All-Inclusive. As You Wish.” spending credits
• Free Business or Economy air on most voyages
• Price guarantee

To learn more about our award-winning service, exotic worldwide destinations
and special 20th Anniversary offers available on most voyages,
contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor.

Red Sea

www.egypt.travel

Celebrate 20 years of legendary service with Crystal Cruises.

Incredible Destinations, Unbelievable Values.

Beautiful Places, Attractive Savings.

This fall and winter are the perfect seasons for exploring New England & Canada or the Panama Canal and Mexican Riviera. The timing is even
more perfect when you help celebrate Crystal’s 20th Anniversary with special values such as free air on select sailings and 2-For-1 Fares.

Picture yourself exploring the Mediterranean. Now imagine enjoying Crystal’s special 20th Anniversary savings such as 2-For-1 Fares, up to
$2,000 “All-Inclusive. As You Wish.” spending credits and free Business or Economy air. Simply beautiful, isn’t it?

Sail with Crystal and enjoy shipboard credits and more.

Voyage

0222
0223
0224
0225
0226
0227
0228
0229
0230

Destinations. Service. Space. Quality. These are just a few of the reasons we’ve been voted World’s Best by the readers of
Condé Nast Traveler and Travel + Leisure more than any other cruise line, hotel or resort in history. To honor our World’s Best
award and to celebrate our 20th Anniversary, we’re offering special 20th Anniversary gifts for you: New 2-For-1 Fares; $2,000
“All-Inclusive. As You Wish.” spending credits; free Business or Economy air; and an unparalleled price guarantee.
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Crystal Symphony
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Enjoy special values such as free air and 2-For-1 Fares.

“As You Wish”
Credit Per Couple

Brochure
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2-For-1 Fare

$1,000
$1,000
$1,000
$1,000
$2,000
$1,000
$1,000
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$8,980
$8,980
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$4,490
$4,490
$4,490
$4,275
$4,930
$2,165
$2,165
$2,165
$2,990

Step aboard a horse-drawn carriage for an exploration Old Québec. Relax over afternoon tea at the Citadel in Halifax. Join a guided walk through
Costa Rica’s rainforest. Take a private swim with dolphins in Acapulco. Witness views of black limestone cliffs as you soar over Grand Cayman in
a helicopter. Or, use your “As You Wish” credits and let us create a Crystal Private Adventure® just for you.
Experiences of Discovery®: CS- Crystal Society Reunion EA- Emerging Artists FS- Fashion & Style G- Golf H- Holiday MBS- Mind, Body & Spirit
ST- Science & Technology WF- Crystal Wine & Food Festival

Contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor to book your cruise aboard the World’s Best and receive exclusive Virtuoso Voyager Club amenities.
Fares listed are per person, in U.S. dollars, based on double occupancy for category E on Crystal Symphony and category C on Crystal Serenity, subject to availability, capacity-controlled and do not include port, security and handling charges (airfare not
included on Panama Canal and Mexican Riviera sailings). 2-For-1 cruise fares are per person, based on 50% of brochure fares, reflect all promotional savings, do not include port, security and handling charges and are subject to availability. Brochure fares
may not have resulted in actual sales and may not have been in effect during the last 90 days. The up to $2,000 “All-Inclusive. As You Wish.” spending credit (based on double occupancy, up to $1,000 per person) applies to the first two full-fare guests only,
is non-transferable, cannot be used in the casino or for bingo, redeemed for cash or credit and cannot be applied as a deposit toward a future cruise. Free Business Air promotion applies to categories PH, PS, & CP on Europe sailings only; Free Economy Air
promotion applies to all other categories on Europe sailings and all categories on New England & Canada sailings and both promotions are available on select routes and carriers for first two full-fare guests. Round-trip flights must be booked through
Crystal Cruises’ Air Department from select gateway cities. Flight itineraries are booked at Crystal Cruises’ discretion and are subject to flight and class availability at the time of booking. The Crystal Assurance Plan Price Guarantee assures that you will
receive the lowest Crystal Cruises-published fare for your voyage; special programs as designated by Crystal Cruises may not apply. All promotions are capacity-controlled, subject to change without notice and may be withdrawn at any time. Individual Virtuoso
Voyager Club amenities are available on select sailings. Virtuoso Voyager Club events and amenities are subject to change without notice and may require a minimum number of participants. Amenities vary by departure date. Contact your Virtuoso Travel
Adviser for more details. All fares, itineraries and shore excursions are subject to change. See crystalcruises.com for complete terms and conditions of all offers. ©2010 Crystal Cruises, Inc., Ships’ registry: The Bahamas
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$9,690
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$6,110
$5,940
$5,045
$5,345
$5,940
$5,080
$4,845
$4,525

Discover the ancient archaeological site of Ephesus during your visit to Turkey. Marvel at the beauty of the Italian coast and sample exquisite
wines with your scenic excursion from Sorrento. Visit the mosques and marketplaces of Casablanca. And if you have a dream excursion in
mind, why not use your “As You Wish” credits and let us create a Crystal Private Adventure just for you?
Begin relaxing before you even leave home with our Price Guarantee. All guests are guaranteed the best applicable fare, and you’ll enjoy
our lowest minimum cruise deposits ever and our new relaxed cancellation policy. Plus, book with your Virtuoso Travel Advisor and receive
exclusive Virtuoso Voyager Club amenities on select sailings, including:
• Competitive cruise fares
• Pre-paid onboard gratuities
• Personable onboard host

• Onboard welcome reception
• Full day shore event or credit for customized options or shipboard credit
• Contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor for customized options

Contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor to book your cruise aboard the
World’s Best and receive exclusive Virtuoso Voyager Club amenities.

Celebrate 20 years of legendary service with Crystal Cruises.

Incredible Destinations, Unbelievable Values.

Beautiful Places, Attractive Savings.

This fall and winter are the perfect seasons for exploring New England & Canada or the Panama Canal and Mexican Riviera. The timing is even
more perfect when you help celebrate Crystal’s 20th Anniversary with special values such as free air on select sailings and 2-For-1 Fares.

Picture yourself exploring the Mediterranean. Now imagine enjoying Crystal’s special 20th Anniversary savings such as 2-For-1 Fares, up to
$2,000 “All-Inclusive. As You Wish.” spending credits and free Business or Economy air. Simply beautiful, isn’t it?

Sail with Crystal and enjoy shipboard credits and more.
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Destinations. Service. Space. Quality. These are just a few of the reasons we’ve been voted World’s Best by the readers of
Condé Nast Traveler and Travel + Leisure more than any other cruise line, hotel or resort in history. To honor our World’s Best
award and to celebrate our 20th Anniversary, we’re offering special 20th Anniversary gifts for you: New 2-For-1 Fares; $2,000
“All-Inclusive. As You Wish.” spending credits; free Business or Economy air; and an unparalleled price guarantee.
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Step aboard a horse-drawn carriage for an exploration Old Québec. Relax over afternoon tea at the Citadel in Halifax. Join a guided walk through
Costa Rica’s rainforest. Take a private swim with dolphins in Acapulco. Witness views of black limestone cliffs as you soar over Grand Cayman in
a helicopter. Or, use your “As You Wish” credits and let us create a Crystal Private Adventure® just for you.
Experiences of Discovery ®: CS- Crystal Society Reunion EA- Emerging Artists FS- Fashion & Style G- Golf H- Holiday MBS- Mind, Body & Spirit
ST- Science & Technology WF- Crystal Wine & Food Festival

Contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor to book your cruise aboard the World’s Best and receive exclusive Virtuoso Voyager Club amenities.
Fares listed are per person, in U.S. dollars, based on double occupancy for category E on Crystal Symphony and category C on Crystal Serenity, subject to availability, capacity-controlled and do not include port, security and handling charges (airfare not
included on Panama Canal and Mexican Riviera sailings). 2-For-1 cruise fares are per person, based on 50% of brochure fares, reflect all promotional savings, do not include port, security and handling charges and are subject to availability. Brochure fares
may not have resulted in actual sales and may not have been in effect during the last 90 days. The up to $2,000 “All-Inclusive. As You Wish.” spending credit (based on double occupancy, up to $1,000 per person) applies to the first two full-fare guests only,
is non-transferable, cannot be used in the casino or for bingo, redeemed for cash or credit and cannot be applied as a deposit toward a future cruise. Free Business Air promotion applies to categories PH, PS, & CP on Europe sailings only; Free Economy Air
promotion applies to all other categories on Europe sailings and all categories on New England & Canada sailings and both promotions are available on select routes and carriers for first two full-fare guests. Round-trip flights must be booked through
Crystal Cruises’ Air Department from select gateway cities. Flight itineraries are booked at Crystal Cruises’ discretion and are subject to flight and class availability at the time of booking. The Crystal Assurance Plan Price Guarantee assures that you will
receive the lowest Crystal Cruises-published fare for your voyage; special programs as designated by Crystal Cruises may not apply. All promotions are capacity-controlled, subject to change without notice and may be withdrawn at any time. Individual Virtuoso
Voyager Club amenities are available on select sailings. Virtuoso Voyager Club events and amenities are subject to change without notice and may require a minimum number of participants. Amenities vary by departure date. Contact your Virtuoso Travel
Adviser for more details. All fares, itineraries and shore excursions are subject to change. See crystalcruises.com for complete terms and conditions of all offers. ©2010 Crystal Cruises, Inc., Ships’ registry: The Bahamas
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Discover the ancient archaeological site of Ephesus during your visit to Turkey. Marvel at the beauty of the Italian coast and sample exquisite
wines with your scenic excursion from Sorrento. Visit the mosques and marketplaces of Casablanca. And if you have a dream excursion in
mind, why not use your “As You Wish” credits and let us create a Crystal Private Adventure just for you?
Begin relaxing before you even leave home with our Price Guarantee. All guests are guaranteed the best applicable fare, and you’ll enjoy
our lowest minimum cruise deposits ever and our new relaxed cancellation policy. Plus, book with your Virtuoso Travel Advisor and receive
exclusive Virtuoso Voyager Club amenities on select sailings, including:
• Competitive cruise fares
• Pre-paid onboard gratuities
• Personable onboard host

• Onboard welcome reception
• Full day shore event or credit for customized options or shipboard credit
• Contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor for customized options

Contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor to book your cruise aboard the
World’s Best and receive exclusive Virtuoso Voyager Club amenities.
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Beautiful Places, Attractive Savings.

This fall and winter are the perfect seasons for exploring New England & Canada or the Panama Canal and Mexican Riviera. The timing is even
more perfect when you help celebrate Crystal’s 20th Anniversary with special values such as free air on select sailings and 2-For-1 Fares.

Picture yourself exploring the Mediterranean. Now imagine enjoying Crystal’s special 20th Anniversary savings such as 2-For-1 Fares, up to
$2,000 “All-Inclusive. As You Wish.” spending credits and free Business or Economy air. Simply beautiful, isn’t it?

Sail with Crystal and enjoy shipboard credits and more.
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Step aboard a horse-drawn carriage for an exploration Old Québec. Relax over afternoon tea at the Citadel in Halifax. Join a guided walk through
Costa Rica’s rainforest. Take a private swim with dolphins in Acapulco. Witness views of black limestone cliffs as you soar over Grand Cayman in
a helicopter. Or, use your “As You Wish” credits and let us create a Crystal Private Adventure® just for you.
Experiences of Discovery®: CS- Crystal Society Reunion EA- Emerging Artists FS- Fashion & Style G- Golf H- Holiday MBS- Mind, Body & Spirit
ST- Science & Technology WF- Crystal Wine & Food Festival

Contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor to book your cruise aboard the World’s Best and receive exclusive Virtuoso Voyager Club amenities.
Fares listed are per person, in U.S. dollars, based on double occupancy for category E on Crystal Symphony and category C on Crystal Serenity, subject to availability, capacity-controlled and do not include port, security and handling charges (airfare not
included on Panama Canal and Mexican Riviera sailings). 2-For-1 cruise fares are per person, based on 50% of brochure fares, reflect all promotional savings, do not include port, security and handling charges and are subject to availability. Brochure fares
may not have resulted in actual sales and may not have been in effect during the last 90 days. The up to $2,000 “All-Inclusive. As You Wish.” spending credit (based on double occupancy, up to $1,000 per person) applies to the first two full-fare guests only,
is non-transferable, cannot be used in the casino or for bingo, redeemed for cash or credit and cannot be applied as a deposit toward a future cruise. Free Business Air promotion applies to categories PH, PS, & CP on Europe sailings only; Free Economy Air
promotion applies to all other categories on Europe sailings and all categories on New England & Canada sailings and both promotions are available on select routes and carriers for first two full-fare guests. Round-trip flights must be booked through
Crystal Cruises’ Air Department from select gateway cities. Flight itineraries are booked at Crystal Cruises’ discretion and are subject to flight and class availability at the time of booking. The Crystal Assurance Plan Price Guarantee assures that you will
receive the lowest Crystal Cruises-published fare for your voyage; special programs as designated by Crystal Cruises may not apply. All promotions are capacity-controlled, subject to change without notice and may be withdrawn at any time. Individual Virtuoso
Voyager Club amenities are available on select sailings. Virtuoso Voyager Club events and amenities are subject to change without notice and may require a minimum number of participants. Amenities vary by departure date. Contact your Virtuoso Travel
Adviser for more details. All fares, itineraries and shore excursions are subject to change. See crystalcruises.com for complete terms and conditions of all offers. ©2010 Crystal Cruises, Inc., Ships’ registry: The Bahamas
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wines with your scenic excursion from Sorrento. Visit the mosques and marketplaces of Casablanca. And if you have a dream excursion in
mind, why not use your “As You Wish” credits and let us create a Crystal Private Adventure just for you?
Begin relaxing before you even leave home with our Price Guarantee. All guests are guaranteed the best applicable fare, and you’ll enjoy
our lowest minimum cruise deposits ever and our new relaxed cancellation policy. Plus, book with your Virtuoso Travel Advisor and receive
exclusive Virtuoso Voyager Club amenities on select sailings, including:
• Competitive cruise fares
• Pre-paid onboard gratuities
• Personable onboard host

• Onboard welcome reception
• Full day shore event or credit for customized options or shipboard credit
• Contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor for customized options

Contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor to book your cruise aboard the
World’s Best and receive exclusive Virtuoso Voyager Club amenities.

“I never imagined I could feel this light...”

• New 2-for-1 fares
• $2,000 “All-Inclusive. As You Wish.” spending credits
• Free Business or Economy air on most voyages
• Price guarantee

To learn more about our award-winning service, exotic worldwide destinations
and special 20th Anniversary offers available on most voyages,
contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor.
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tastic locations

tastic spas

tastic rooms

tastic dining

The world’s most luxurious hotel group in the world’s most exciting destinations.
For reservations, please call your Virtuoso travel advisor.

Drifting together.
Live the moment.

One&Only is a portfolio of distinctive and memorable resorts in The Bahamas, Cape Town, Dubai, Maldives, Mauritius and Mexico.
One&Only The Palm, Dubai opening October 2010.
To book, please contact your Virtuoso travel advisor.
oneandonlyresorts.com

LONDON • ANCHORAGE • SYDNEY • HOLLYWOOD • BANFF • WASHINGTON D.C. • PARIS • MACHU PICCHU • KILLARNEY • HEIDELBERG

Let /T^YPd connect you with the world.
And each other.

•

•

ROME • SEDONA • CAPE TOWN • HONG KONG • DUBLIN • SAN FRANCISCO • JACKSON HOLE • SHANGHAI • TUSCANY • GALAPAGOS

Adventures by Disney guided group vacations were created especially for families, with breathtaking trips spanning six continents.
Meet local experts, enjoy VIP treatment and exclusive experiences you might miss on your own, and indulge in immersive
activities, including special thrills just for kids. All hosted by the finest storytellers the world over. Your Disney-trained
Adventure Guides. And we’ll handle the details. So you can spend your time having the time of your life.
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CALIFORNIA
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Explore our world-renowned
collection of 250 boutiques,
30 restaurants and 4 performing arts
venues for an experience you’ll find only
at South Coast Plaza.
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800.782.8888 traveler.southcoastplaza.com
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Wor ld Voyage

Luminous

We invite you to feast. To captivate not only your palate, but your eyes as well.
To dine in a manner not easily forgotten; to release your inner sous-chef;
to indulge the notion to have breakfast appear daily on your private
verandah. We invite your senses to be delighted, time and again, on your
spacious mid-sized ship. We invite you, and we are at your service.
For reservations, please call your Virtuoso travel advisor.

Ships’ Registry: The Netherlands

EDITOR’S NOTE

Staying Savvy
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is diverse, spanning land and water,
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EDITORIAL DIRECTOR
esrnka@virtuoso.com

Virtuoso is proud to be part of the travel and tourism industry, which employs more than 220 million people
worldwide and generates nearly ten percent of global GDP.

FOR MORE INFORMATION
and reservations, please contact your
Virtuoso travel advisor
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MANNY RODRIGUEZ

R

ECENTLY, A VETERAN WRITER,

in this sublime place, nature is the artist in residence.
Panoramic ocean views surround you while an impeccably appointed retreat awaits.

a hotel is where you stay. montage is where you live.

tm

30801 south coast highway

•

laguna beach, ca 92651

For reservations, contact your Virtuoso travel professional.

P R O M OT I O N

VIRTUOSO PEOPLE & PLACES
®

Experiencing travel to the farthest corners of the earth and maintaining powerful one-to-one connections with an impressive list of
industry contacts around the globe showcases why the world’s finest agencies and advisors are Virtuoso.

Penguin Magic. Natasha Rhodes of Vision 2000 Travel Group journeyed with Orion
Expedition Cruises through the Sub Antarctic islands of New Zealand and Australia.

Scenic Scape. Shari Kalt (R) of Bee Kalt Travel with a friend at the
Ponta dos Ganchos Resort near Florianopolis, Brazil.

Grand Opening. Travelwise received clients and guests at their new offices in the exclusive sector of Piantini in Santo Domingo. After a ribbon-cutting cermony owners
Jaime Leon and Laura Asilis, Travelwise, along with Virtuoso CEO Matthew Upchurch officially opened their new offices with a memorable night of celebration and fireworks.

Royal Friends. Monaco’s Prince Albert
with Virtuoso travel advisor David Lowy of
Renshaw Travel Ltd. at the 2010 Winter
Olympics in Vancouver, B.C.

Picture Perfect. Jet Set World Travel hosted a client event at Figjam Portraiture in New York. Back Row (L to R): Karen
von Ruffer, client; Trisha Foresman, Virtuoso; John Daw, South Australia Tourism Commission; Jill Taylor, Jet Set World
Travel; Kathy Johns, Lindblad Expeditions; Don Martinson, Natural Habitat Adventures; and Francis Hills, client. Front Row
(L to R): Renee Goode, Great Southern Rail; Monika Weinsoft, Jet Set World Travel; and Anne Pace, Swain Tours.

American Way. Joan Kerr of Strong Travel Services posed at the American
Airlines C.R. Smith Museum in Fort Worth during the recent Virtuoso South
Central Regional Meeting.
Celebrating 25 Years. Century Travel marked their 25th anniversary with a party for more
than 400 of their valued clients. (L to R): Gene Lashley, Century Travel; Matthew
Upchurch, Terrie Hansen, David Hansen, Virtuoso; and Peter Lloyd, Century Travel.

El Tango. Jesse Upchurch, Virtuoso (center), gathered with fellow Voyager Club
passengers and tango dancers during his recent Crystal world cruise.

Adventure Seekers. Virtuoso travel advisors met with Micato Safaris at the
recent Virtuoso North Central Regional Meeting in Chicago.
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CONTRIBUTORS
“Hong Kong is so hyped as the world’s ‘food capital’
that I feared it couldn’t live up to its reputation,” says
writer JESSICA MUELLER (“Chinese Lessons,” page
60). “But just the breakfast buffet in my hotel blew
me away – my first bowl of congee with tofu, cilantro,
and insanely hot red chilies surpassed all expectation.”
Mueller is senior editor at Intermezzo Magazine. She
lives and writes from her personal gastronomic capital
of Austin, Texas.

FRANCESCO LAGNESE
(“Grecian Formula,” page 110)
has traveled the world for
Town & Country, Condé Nast
Traveller (UK), and other publications on assignments that
range from photographing
members of Italy’s royal family
to flying above Victoria Falls
in an ultralight. On Mykonos,
he learned how to appease a
captain. “The owner of a hotel
suggested I shoot models
on the property’s yacht,” he
recalls. “He forgot to tell me to
check with the captain, who
was quite upset to discover a
bunch of strangers having fun
on his boat. It worked out in
the end, once he understood
the circumstances and saw
the beautiful girls.”

Boston-based cruise
writer FRAN GOLDEN
(“Shipshape: Top Cruise
Trends,” page 103) has
sailed on nearly 100 ships
and takes pride in having
introduced many friends to
cruising over the years –
including reluctant ones –
thus proving there’s a
cruise for everyone. “Ten
years ago I may have joked
about seeing roller coasters and ziplines on ships,”
she says. “But to see it
actually happen, wow.”
Golden’s book credits
include Frommer’s Alaska
Cruises & Ports of Call. Her
articles regularly appear
in the New York Daily News
and Porthole magazine.

Havana-born, Dallas-based
photographer MANNY
RODRIGUEZ (“Tuning In
to Torrontés,” page 54)
composes images so they
feel completely natural. “I’m
known for yelling ‘Throw it
in there’ at the stylist,” he
says. “ ‘No, really, just throw
it in there!’ They look at me
like I’m crazy, but there’s a
spontaneous perfection that
comes from not overthinking – composing shots to
look like they haven’t been
styled.” Rodriguez shoots for
D and Organic magazines, as
well as Neiman Marcus and
Williams-Sonoma, among
other clients.
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New Zealand, Australia,
Samoa, Cook Islands,
Tonga, Vanuatu,
New Caledonia
and London.

“Traveling around the world, talking to architects, and exploring their work is my favorite sport,” says contributing writer
MICHAEL WEBB (“Mexico City, Done Right,” page 66). “I only
return to L.A. to write up the experiences.” He recently spent a
week of unalloyed delight in Mexico City, soaking up the energy
and warmth of a metropolis he cherishes as a second home.
Webb is the author of 26 books on architecture and design,
and writes regularly for European and U.S. magazines.

lease call your
For reservations, please
Virtuoso travel
el advisor
Virtuoso
M AY | J U N E 2 0 1 0
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CuisinArt Resort & Spa, Anguilla

“Opposites make the world go round: matter and antimatter, protons and electrons, north poles and souths.
The mirror of early-start days at CuisinArt are the
late-finishin’ nights at the Dune, about 50 yards down
the beach.” - Gary Walther, “ eveille on n uilla,”
July/ u ust 2003

On the c ver:

Hotel Santa Caterina, Amalfi Coast

“The Amalfi Coast has a wonderfully cozy, relaxed air
about it. The passion that the people have for their
town, their food, and their architecture is contagious.”
- uca rovato, “ n Pictures: he malfi oast,”
January/ ebruary 2004

Frégate Island, The Seychelles

On the c ver:

“In the Victorian era, dotty British historians even
speculated that the Seychelles islands were once the site
of Eden, or the mountaintops of the magical, sunken continent of Lemuria.” – ony Perrottet, “ eychelles
urvivor,” ovember/December 2004

On the c ver:

The Westin Excelsior, Rome

On the c ver:

Amanyara, Turks and Caicos

“In the 1960s the glitterati gathered on the leafy Via
Veneto, inspired in part by the film La Dolce Vita. It was
the place to be seen, and the Excelsior was the place
to stay.” - isa ostantino, “ orever oun ,” ay/June 2007

“This peaceful resort’s 40 private pavilions with soaring
30-foot ceilings and sliding-glass doors that open to
the tropical breezes make the most of its natural setting.”
- cho

ont omery Garrett, “ om rehensive aribbean,”

ay/June 2009
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Celebrating
10 Years
of Inspired
Pursuits
C
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Over the past decade, some of the world’s finest hotels have graced
the cover of Virtuoso Life (formerly Travel + Life). Here’s a look back.

On the c ver:

F
o

Cover Beauties

C

L

10TH ANNIVERSARY

For reservations, please contact your Virtuoso travel advisor.

EXCLUSIVES

High Five

Hot deals, trips, and hotel stays available only through your Virtuoso travel advisor.

THE LURE

THE DETAILS

THE BOTTOM LINE

1

California wine country
villas and estates from
BeautifulPlaces.

Oenophiles booking seven-day stays at select villas pick up a
collector’s bottle of Screaming Eagle wine. One to consider:
seven-bedroom Villa Andrea, a 30-acre estate complete with
a pool, hot tub, sauna, and wine cave.

Villas must be
booked by June
15 for stays June 1
through August 1,
2010. Villa Andrea
from $17,500
per week.

A $1,700 to
$2,000 value.

2

South Coast Plaza, Orange County’s top shopping destination, where
new stores include Miu
Miu, Henri Bendel, and,
as of May, Prada.

Shop in style with complimentary valet parking and entrance to the
VIP Suite (for refreshments and concierge services), a leather luggage tag, and $400 worth of discounts at more than 160 shops and
restaurants. The plaza also offers complimentary round-trip transfers
to Virtuoso guests at Montage Laguna Beach and lunch for two at
Charlie Palmer for those staying at The Ritz-Carlton, Laguna Niguel.

Contact your
Virtuoso travel
advisor for
credentials.

A $450 value, plus
$150 in savings for
Montage Laguna
Beach transfers and
$50 for lunch at
Charlie Palmer.

3

Silversea cruise line’s
11-day voyage from
Hong Kong to Bangkok.

Sip cocktails in the former home of Henry Cabot Lodge, the
U.S. ambassador to South Vietnam in the 1960s. Voyager Club
members (a complimentary benefit for Virtuoso’s cruisers) visit
the restored residence for a gala dinner and Vietnamese dance
performance, followed by a tour of Ho Chi Minh City when
returning to the 382-passenger Silver Shadow.

Departure:
October 19, 2010;
from $6,697.

A $350 value.

4

Monte Carlo’s 146room Hôtel Metropole
Monte-Carlo.

Cruisers get one-way transfers between the airport and the hotel, and the hotel and the Monaco pier, in addition to the extras
granted to all Virtuoso travelers: breakfast at Joël Robuchon; a
$110 dining credit; complimentary transfers to the private beach;
and free entrance to the casino, ESPA’s Heat Experience room,
and the pool, sundeck, and fitness studio.

Through October
14, 2010; doubles
from $751.

Around a
$645 value.

5

Classic Vacations’
seven-day stay on
Waikiki Beach at
the 529-room Royal
Hawaiian.

Through December 20, 2010, Virtuoso guests get Royal oceanfront
rooms at Partial ocean-view rates, along with daily breakfast, a
$500 air credit, and every third night free.

Seven days
from $1,389
per person.

Up to a
$2,500 value.

Villa Andrea in Glen Ellen, California.
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Oahu’s Royal Hawaiian.

Hôtel Metropole Monte-Carlo.

INTERVIEW

The Virtuoso Traveler
This photography aficionado’s secret for getting
great shots? His travel advisor.

Q:

Pick one item
you’d never leave
without:

“My Canon EOS-1Ds Mark III.
It’s the top-of-the-line professional digital SLR camera.”
Where are you
headed next?

“I’m heading to Iceland for
some camping with my oldest
son, but my trip of the year is
a landscape photography tour
in Africa with photographer
David Muench that my advisor
is coordinating.”
As a travel veteran,
why did you start using
a travel advisor?

“I wanted someone who knew
the ins and outs of specialty
photography tours in very
remote places.”
Sum up the best part
about using your advisor
in one word:
Surveying the scene in Europe

A

s the longtime CEO of QSC Audio Products, whose amps and speakers give

volume to cinemas and rock stars like Elton John, Barry Andrews, 61, had a habit of traveling like this: “It was airport, convention center, dinner, hotel, then repeat until you leave
town,” he says with a laugh. But since downshifting into semiretirement two years ago,
Andrews, married and a father of three, has been traveling with a renewed passion. In his case, that passion is photography, and he enlists his Virtuoso travel advisor Janie Bullard for picture-perfect trips.
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“Expertise. She’s also an
accomplished photographer
herself, so she understands the
special needs a photographer
has. She knows, for instance,
that beautiful images come from
visiting really beautiful places
at the right time of year and the
right time of day, and she makes
sure that happens. ”

What’s a
destination worth
a thousand words?

“Argentine Patagonia. The landscape is unlike
anything else on earth. On a photo expedition
Janie arranged, we headed out one pitch-black
morning, and as the light came up, a section of
ice appeared royal blue. Astonishing!”

What ’s your
most hair˜
raising travel
experience?

gonia
El Calafate, Pata

“We did a rafting
trip through the
Grand Canyon
and weathered a
heart-pounding
lighting storm at
our campsite one
night. Talk about
electrifying!”

Grand Canyon
Torres del Paine, Patagonia

(ALL PHOTOS) BARRY ANDREWS

How has she expanded
your horizons?

“The photo tours I’ve done
would have been impossible
without her help. I’ve been
connected with the right tours,
the best photographers, and the
most scenic destinations at the
optimum times.”

Pick one moment you’d
like to revisit:

“I prefer not to return to the
same spot twice, but we had a
sublime moment sitting at the
Lago Grey ice field in southern Patagonia in Chile. Gorgeous glaciers and a glorious
bottle of malbec – what more
could you ask for?”

Which destinations top
your life list?

“I like challenging, out-of-theway places more than resorts.
I’d like to drive from the Arctic
Circle to Tierra del Fuego,
cruise to the Antarctic, tour
remote stretches of China and
Mongolia, and visit northern
India, Vietnam, Australia, and
New Zealand. And then there’s
next year.”

Golden hour on th

e Colorado
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WORLDVIEW

3.

1.

June 30:
Florence.

May 23:
Paris.

5.

May 1:
Shanghai.

2.

June 6:
Barcelona to
Athens.

4.

May 14:
Borobudur.

Map Out Your Travels
A globe-trotter’s guide to what’s happening now.

1.

Découvertes serves
up an ace time with
four days in Paris that
include a day at the French
Open, complete with
private transfers, box seats
on Philippe-Chatrier court,
lunch in the VIP lounge,
and an open bar.
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2.

Fashionistas on
Crystal Cruises’
12-day sailing learn tips and
tricks from the pros, with
hair and makeup sessions,
stylist consultations, and
a runway show by designer
and model Lauren Elaine.
Missing out? Catch round
two on the September
29 sailing from Venice
to Monte Carlo.

3.

Tour the Salvatore
Ferragamo Museum
and taste wine with the
fashion icon’s grandson in
Florence. AuthentEscapes
and Tauck have teamed
up for the insider event on
14-day Italian vacations departing through October 27.

4.

Amanjiwo celebrates
Java’s cultural legacy
with a spiritual retreat
led by renowned meditation teacher and Tibetan
Buddhist Khandro Thrinlay
Chodon. Three- and sevenday programs include
meditation sessions and
lectures with excursions to
Borobudur, the world’s largest Buddhist sanctuary.

5.

Guests staying
two nights at the
610-room Portman RitzCarlton, Shanghai receive
complimentary tickets
to Expo 2010 Shanghai
China (aka the world’s
fair), which runs through
October 31, along with
a $100 dining credit.

SM

SM

we came. we saw. we stayed overnight.
introducing Azamara Club Cruises.

More overnights. Longer stays. Unique destinations. Uniquely delivered. 140 ports. 50 countries. 2 ships.
NOW ENJOY MORE INCLUSIVE AMENITIES:
COMPLIMENTARY BOTTLED WATER, SODAS, SPECIALTY COFFEES AND TEAS

SPECIALTY DINING IN PRIME C AND AQUALINA AVAILABLE (COMPLIMENTARY FOR

HOUSEKEEPING, DINING AND BAR GRATUITIES ARE NOW INCLUDED

SUITE GUESTS, WITH A $15 COVER FOR STATEROOM GUESTS)

SHUTTLEBUS SERVICE TO/FROM PORT COMMUNITIES, WHERE AVAILABLE

ENGLISH BUTLER SERVICE FOR SUITE GUESTS

DESTINATION-INFLUENCED ENTERTAINMENT AND ENRICHMENT PROGRAMS

SELF-SERVICE LAUNDRY

PREFERRED VINTAGE RED AND WHITE WINES WITH LUNCH AND DINNER

FOR MORE INFORMATION OR TO MAKE A RESERVATION, PLEASE CONTACT YOUR VIRTUOSO TRAVEL ADVISOR.
©2010 Azamara Club Cruises.SM Ships’ Registry: Malta.

©2010 Azamara Club Cruises.SM Ships’ Registry: Malta.

True luxury draws from its
surroundings, elevating the finest
achievements of local culture to
grand new heights, creating a
world of vivid color and memory.
The Luxury Collection offers more
than seventy remarkable hotels
and resorts from which to explore
this world of enriching experience.
Experiences, made all the more
rewarding through Virtuoso.

LIfE IS A CoLLECTIoN of ExPERIENCES LET US BE yoUR GUIdE
Please contact your Virtuoso travel advisor to begin your journey at these Virtuoso preferred properties:
Arion Resor t & Spa Blue Palace Resor t & Spa Convento do Espinheiro Hotel & Spa G rand Hotel G rosvenor House Hacienda Temozon Hotel Bristol
Hotel Cala di Volp e Hotel G oldner Hirsch Hotel G rande Bretagne H otel G rit ti Palace Hotel Imp erial Hotel Pitriz za Hotel Pulit zer Hotel Romaz zino
Marques de Riscal Mystique San Cristobal Tower Santa Marina Resort & Villas SLS Hotel at Beverly Hills The Ballantyne The Canyon Suites at The Phoenician
The Equinox Golf Resort & Spa The Joule the Nines The Phoenician The Royal Hawaiian Turnberry Resort THE US GRANT Vedema Resort

©2010 Starwood Hotels & Resorts Worldwide, Inc. All rights reserved.

PASSPORT
BON VOYAGE, 40 SUITE TALK, 42 VANITY CASE, 44 CITY TO GO, 48
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Tim Kahane/pho oshel er.com

DANCE THE NIGHT AWAY
To celebrate summer’s arrival,
Spaniards in Córdoba will dance
till dawn in La Noche Blanca
del Flamenco (White Night of
Flamenco). Like Nuit Blanche
fetes in Paris, Berlin, and Saint
Petersburg, but with a distinctive
Iberian accent, this all-nighter (held
Saturday, June 19, rather than midweek on the actual solstice) features
flamenco shows with guitar, singing, and
dancing in public gardens, traditional theaters, intimate taverns, and grand plazas –
all gratis. Guests of Hospes Palacio del Bailío
can learn flamenco or brush up on advanced
steps, then take part in the big event. The
53-room palace dates to the sixteenth
century and places participants in the
center of town just a castanet’s clap
from the festivities. Doubles from $225,
including breakfast and a tapas lunch.
Flamenco lessons from $200 per couple.
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Paris, Coast
to Coast

• While Paris’ Musée d’Orsay undergoes renovation, San Francisco’s de Young Museum will benefit from the construction.
Some 100 paintings by impressionism’s biggest names, including Manet, Monet, and Renoir, will take refuge in the Golden
Gate Park museum May 22 through September 6 as part of
Birth of Impressionism: Masterpieces from the Musée d’Orsay.
On September 25 van Gogh, Cézanne, and more of the Orsay’s postimpressionists move in. www.deyoungmuseum.org.
• Henri Cartier-Bresson set out to document the “decisive mo-

VIRGIN GALACTIC NEW

S

Liftoff
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Clockwise from top right:
The Dancing Class by Degas; a
1952 photograph in Pamplona,
Spain, by Henri Cartier-Bresson;
and Renoir’s La Loge.

Virgin Galactic spaceship
Enterprise successfully
completed its first flight
on Monday, March 22.
The world’s first commercial passenger spaceship
climbed to 45,000 feet
while attached to mother
ship Eve.
Back on earth, Spaceport America is one step
closer to takeoff: On February 11, crews began pouring
concrete for the runway.
When completed this
summer, the landing strip
will measure 10,000 feet
long, 200 feet wide, and
more than two feet thick.

(Renoir) Courtesy Diane B. Wilsey, (Degas) RMN/Musée d'Orsay/hervé Lewandowski,
(Cartier -Bresson) Magnum Photos/Foundation Henri Cartier-Bresson, (Virgin Galactic) mark greenberg

ment” that distilled a story into one picture and forever changed
photojournalism with his Leica. Henri Cartier-Bresson: The
Modern Century at New York’s MoMA (through June 28) includes 300 of his images – icons such as a Parisian caught midjump over a puddle, as well as largely unknown selections that
range from portraits to industrial landscapes. www.moma.org.

Blanket Bay Lodge.

Precious jewels are hidden in these mountains.
In New Zealand we call them lodges.

Hidden amongst some of the most spectacular scenery on earth is a string of exclusive boutique lodges where the service, food and
amenities are truly world class. After an action packed day of hiking, biking or even a round of golf, you will be truly ready to pamper
yourself with a late afternoon spa treatment followed by cocktail hour and a world class meal. No wonder they say a vacation in New Zealand
is sure to give you your life back. For more information visit www.newzealand.com/virtuoso or contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor.

PASSPORT
Vacation Plan- ff

O

Why Do It Yourself?

It’s Internet versus advisor in this dare-to-compare chart. Hint: Spare yourself the hassle
because, as we’re fond of saying, you can’t VIP yourself.
Hotel

The Broadmoor,
Colorado Springs,
Colorado

Best Available
Rate Online

$360 for an
Intermediate
room

advisor
rate

$300

VIRTUOSO
VALUE

free Perks

• Complimentary room upgrade*
• Continental breakfast for two
• Free Internet
• $100 spa credit

$200 with upgrade
+ $60 rate savings

Advisor tip:

The Resort at Pelican Hill,
Newport Beach, California

InterContinental
Paris Le Grand

Grand Hyatt Santiago, Chile

Tucker’s
Point Hotel
& Spa,
Bermuda

$495
for a
garden-view
bungalow
$454
for a
Classic
room

$275 for a
Grand Deluxe
king room

• Complimentary room upgrade*
• $60 breakfast credit
• $100 resort credit

$260
with
upgrade

$409

• Automatic upgrade to Superior
room upon booking
• Access to Executive Lounge
• 20 percent spa discount

$265 with upgrade
+ $45 rate savings

$248

• Complimentary room upgrade*
• Access to Executive Club Lounge
• $100 food and beverage credit

$240
with
upgrade +
$27 rate
savings

Advisor tip:

• Complimentary room upgrade*
• Continental breakfast for two
• $125 resort credit

$234
with
upgrade +
$37 rate
savings

Advisor tip:

• Complimentary room upgrade
at time of booking
• Continental breakfast for two
• $100 food and beverage credit

$250 with upgrade
+ $23 rate savings

• Complimentary room upgrade*
• Continental breakfast for two
• Relaxation amenity kit with travelsize Bliss spa products

$150 with
upgrade +
$14 rate
savings

$495

$420
$383
for a
Superior
room

Fairmont Scottsdale,
Arizona

W New
Orleans
French
Quarter,
Louisiana

“Crystal Cove State
Park is a nearby
hidden jewel. Make
reservations at the
Beachcomber Café,
where sunsets with
a libation in hand
are spectacular.”

$229 for a
Casita Signature
king room

$206

$139 for a
Wonderful
king room

$125

“The Club Floor king
rooms have the best
views of the mountains
in the city.”

“For a nonsuite room,
request a high floor
in the middle of the
Manor House. These
have full water views
and private balconies.”

Advisor tip:

“With its indooroutdoor setting, the
hotel’s Stone Rose
Lounge is hopping
on weekend nights.
Go for great drinks
and appetizers.”

* Upgrade upon arrival if available.
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YOU’VE TRAVELED WELL WHEN
YOUR MOST VALUABLE SOUVENIRS ARE THE STORIES YOU CAN’ T WAIT TO SHARE.


Intimate yachts that sail to ports larger ships cannot visit. Staff who customize everything from your in-suite
amenities to your excursions ashore. Adventures and experiences so personal, so in-depth, they become part of
you. Aboard The Yachts of Seabourn, you’re not just traveling, you’re traveling well. Begin your journey on the
World’s Best Small-Ship Cruise Line* by contacting your Virtuoso travel specialist.

2-FOR-1 FARES
THE YACHTSMAN’S CARIBBEAN
Seabourn Sojourn–Round-trip Fort Lauderdale
10 DAYS NOV 30, DEC 10, 2010
FROM $4,900
Special Air Packages starting at $299 **
■

CARIBBEAN HARBORS
Seabourn Legend–Round-trip Fort Lauderdale
11 DAYS JAN 6, 17, 2011
FROM $4,350
Special Air Packages starting at $299 **
■

VIETNAM & THAILAND
Seabourn Pride–Hong Kong to Bangkok
12 DAYS JAN 6, 30, FEB 23, MAR 19, APR 12, 2011
FROM $5,400
Special Air Packages starting at $1,299 **
■

JAVA, BALI & BARRIER REEF I
Seabourn Spirit–Singapore to Cairns
15 DAYS FEB 3, 18†, 2011
FROM $6,500
Special Air Packages starting at $1,899 **
■

*According to the over 6,000 travel advisors of Virtuoso Travel Network, and by readers of
both Travel + Leisure and Condé Nast Traveler.
†

FEB 18 itinerary operates in reverse.
All fares are in U.S. dollars, cruise-only, per guest, double occupancy, and subject to availability.
Some suite categories may not be available. Fares are not combinable with any other offer,
may vary by sailing date, are capacity controlled and subject to change without notice, and
are only available to residents of the Americas. Government fees of $67.50 to $160.74 per
person are additional. Book by May 31, 2010.
**Special Air Packages–Round-trip reduced Economy or Business class air is available on select
voyages for guests selecting the reduced air package. Special Air Packages are capacity
controlled; subject to availability; limited to select gateways, air carriers, and routings of
Seabourn’s choosing; and must be booked by May 31, 2010. Reduced air offered from the
following gateways only: ATL, AUS, BOS, BWI, CLE, CLT, CVG, DEN, DFW, DTW, EWR, FLL, HNL,
IAD, IAH, IND, JFK, LAS, LAX, MCI, MCO, MIA, MSP, MSY, ORD, PDX, PHL, PHX, PIT, RDU, SAN, SEA,
SFO, SMF, STL, TPA, TUS, YUL, YVR, and YYZ. Guests are responsible for all applicable air taxes
and fees. For guests selecting the reduced air promotion, transfers will be provided from
airport to pier and from pier to airport. Call for details. Certain restrictions apply. Information
herein is accurate at time of printing. Seabourn reserves the right to correct errors. Seabourn
reserves the right to charge a fuel supplement for all guests, without prior notice, if the NYMEX
oil price exceeds $70.00 USD per barrel, and may collect such a supplement even if the cruise
fare has been paid in full. Book by May 31, 2010. Ships’ registry: Bahamas. ©2010 Seabourn.

PASSPORT
ADVENTURE

1. Get a feel
for the land
and its wildlife with a
two-day
safari in
Kruger
National
Park.

Twenty years after
Nelson Mandela’s
release from prison,
African Travel Inc.
launches a ten-day
trip inspired by the
Nobel laureate’s
journey from the bush
to the presidency (departs any day through
2010; from $2,495).
Three highlights:
to

I

or

ra

T il
Gl y

2. Visit Robben sland,
explore the
Cape Peninsula, and have
dinner with a
Capetonian
family.

3. Take
guided
walks in
Johannesburg and
Cape Town.

ON TRACK

All Abo rd: New journeys in England and India.
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Vintage journeys aboard
The Royal Scotsman
(both images).

es

a

Orient-Express’ 36-passenger Royal Scotsman will make its first-ever
stops outside Scotland, venturing to England and Wales on a new eightday route. Departing from Edinburgh, the itinerary features a visit to a
Scotch whisky distillery and clay pigeon shooting on a Highlands estate.
Travelers pass Snowdonia National Park in Wales, stop, in England, at the
baths of Bath and the university towns of Oxford and Cambridge, and
have dinner at 701-year-old Alnwick Castle – aka Hogwarts from the Harry
Potter films. Departure: July 9, 2010; $12,800, including all meals, beverages,
and excursions.
Over on the subcontinent, Cox & Kings offers departures on India’s
first luxe cross-country train, the newly built 88-passenger Maharajas’
Express. Thirteen- and fifteen-day trips between Mumbai and Delhi in the
west and Delhi and Kolkata in the east include tiger safaris, elephant polo
matches, and visits to Udaipur palaces and the Taj Mahal. In-depth tours
of Mumbai, Delhi, or Calcutta, depending on departure, bookend the seven
days of rail travel. Departures: Multiple dates October 20, 2010, through January
3, 2011; from $7,945, including all meals and most drinks and excursions.

There are some things money can’t buy. For a midnight climb to
the summit oF Kilimanjaro where you’ll watch the sunrise
From the rim oF a crater, there’s World Elite® MasterCard.®

World Elite® MasterCard ® offers access to truly unique travel experiences,
as well as airport lounge access, 24/7 concierge service and a variety
of travel benefits and rewards. Learn more at priceless.com/we
MasterCard and the MasterCard Brand Mark are registered trademarks of MasterCard International Incorporated. ©2008 MasterCard

A Match Made for Paradise

Your Virtuoso® Affiliated Travel Advisor + Your World Elite MasterCard®
Your Virtuoso affiliated travel advisor + World Elite MasterCard together provide you with a host
of special travel benefits. Simply reserve your travel experience through your Virtuoso affiliated
travel advisor and pay in full with your World Elite MasterCard to receive:
AIR ~ Only World Elite MasterCard offers both complimentary companion airline tickets and
upgrades. Plus savings on private jet flights.
CRUISE ~ Receive a $125 per person shipboard credit, shore event, onboard reception and services
of an onboard host. Or, in place of the shipboard credit and shore event, choose an increased
$250 per person shipboard credit instead.
HOTELS & RESORTS ~ Enjoy a room upgrade (if available), daily breakfast and special amenities
at more than 800 hotels and resorts worldwide. Plus, receive extra suite amenities at more than
150 select hotels.
TOURS ~ Save $250 per person with more than 40 top tour companies worldwide.
CHAUFFEURED CAR SERVICE ~ Save up to 50% on chauffeured car service worldwide.
CAR RENTAL ~ Complimentary National® car rental loyalty program membership.
Ask your Virtuoso affiliated travel advisor or visit www.priceless.com/worldelite for full program
details and terms and conditions.

+
Complimentary companion ticket and upgrade are available for international travel on participating airlines from select cities. Benefit restrictions apply. MASTERCARD, WORLD ELITE and the MasterCard
Brand Mark are registered trademarks of MasterCard International Incorporated. VIRTUOSO, the Globe Swirl Logo and SPECIALISTS IN THE ART OF TRAVEL are registered trademarks of Virtuoso, Ltd.
Virtuoso, Ltd. has a U.S. copyright registration for the Globe Swirl Logo. ©2000. All rights reserved.
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(Houghton Mifflin Harcourt, $26) At the peak of America’s
1880s bicycle mania, a naive bookkeeper sought adventure and fortune by cycling solo through some of the
world’s most remote corners, where his novel conveyance
attracted suspicion and envy. David Herlihy’s retelling of
Frank Lenz’s journey and disappearance – and attempts
by another globe-circling cyclist to bring him home –
captures the ambitions and limitations of the Gilded Age.
– LISA WOGAN
L
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that is the Ningbo History Museum in China to a gleaming
clamshell-shaped mobile contemporary art container, this
retrospective of recent museum architecture provides a
jaw-dropping, itinerary-inspiring look at the legacy of the
“Bilbao Effect”: big-name architects designing to wow.
h
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Walking Home by Lynn Schoo er (Bloomsbury
USA, $25) With an avalanche threatening his hometown
of Juneau and his marriage collapsing, Lynn Schooler
heads north to hike 100-plus miles of coast among the
flooding rivers and hungry bears of spring. A former
commercial fisherman and wilderness guide in his early
50s, he takes his literary bearings from the natural world,
weaving earthquakes and glaciers, cottonwoods and
swallows, and Tlingit myth and the legends of explorers
and mountain men into his mini-memoir. But it’s not all
daydreaming over snowmelt tea – an encounter with a
strange grizzly brings this trek to a nerve-racking and
poignant close. A great companion for this year’s Inside
Passage pilgrims.
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No task is too tall for a great concierge. Five bizarre requests
fulfilled by Virtuoso’s best:

√Buy a double-decker bus and ship
it from London to Texas.

√ Arrange a viewing of a Vermeer painting in Buckingham

Palace’s private collection – one of only 34 Vermeer paintings in the world. The guest’s lifelong ambition is to see
them all; this was number 32.

√ Secure reservations for two very publicly feuding celebrities in the same restaurant, on the same night, at the same
time, unbeknownst to each other. Apparently they never
noticed each other, but oh, the gossip that must have ensued
in the dining room.
√ Find a place to go skydiving, naked.
√ Convince Neiman Marcus to open for Oprah Winfrey’s

last-minute wardrobe needs – especially notable as it happened
right after Paris’ Hermès store refused her entrance at closing.

x

And the one that got away:

Propose to a guest’s daughter. “The father
was serious, and had a good reason.” The
concierge’s wife, however, was unimpressed.

PLANE TALK

More Amore

Italy’s irresistibility grows a little stronger this summer
with Alitalia’s new routes and fresh planes. The airline debuts
thrice-weekly flights between Miami and Milan on June 3,
and two days later it launches the West Coast’s only direct
service to Italy with nonstop Los Angeles-to-Rome departures
(five times each week). In August, premium economy class –
more legroom, USB ports, power outlets – launches aboard
newly delivered Airbus A330s traveling to Milan from Miami
and New York, while travelers up front can look forward to
Frette linens and Richard Ginori place settings.
MARCH | APRIL 2010
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Wine and Spirits

Try This:
• Reims, France: Ziplines and rope courses provide thrills
at Arboxygene, an adventure park near Reims. But it’s the
new PerchingBar, a treehouse Champagne bar 18 feet
above the ground, that brings fizz to the forest. Wind- and
solar-powered, the rugged outpost serves refined vintages
from top houses like Billecart-Salmon. Another round of
flutes and ladders anyone? www.arboxygene.eu.
• Napa Valley: Long Meadow Ranch raises grass-fed beef
and produces estate olive oils as well as wine, and the
just-opened Long Meadow Ranch Winery & Farmstead in
Saint Helena offers a one-stop survey of its organic works.
Farmstead, a restaurant housed in a former barn with a
central open kitchen, serves ranch beef as well as dishes
that showcase the region’s bounty, including brick-roasted
Petaluma chicken with flageolet beans. Visitors can take a
guided tour of the heirloom vegetable gardens and sample
Long Meadow’s cabernet sauvignons in an 1870s farmhouse that serves as a tasting room. 738 Main Street;
www.longmeadowranch.com.
• Sonoma County: Wineries including Matanzas Creek,

Paradise Ridge, Balletto Vineyards, and Mauritson have
marked self-guided walks of less than a mile each that
explore the winemaking process from vine to barrel. Pick
up free maps in the wineries’ tasting rooms.
www.sonomavineyardadventures.com.

• In Your Pocket: Not a wine snob? No problem. Tap
Drink It With to help pick a perfect pairing from menus
(or the grocery store aisle). The iPhone app matches 200
types of wine with food in more than 7,500 combinations,
complete with descriptions and recommendations for top
vintages. $3.99 at www.iTunes.com.

Walking Sonoma’s vineyards and (above)
Long Meadow Ranch Winery & Farmstead.
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FAST FACT

Ask the advisor

Q: What’s the most impressive hotel

The sparkly new Swarovski Wien.

you’ve recently visited?

A:

“My favorite
hotel is the
Grand Del Mar in
San Diego, where I
recently celebrated
my 40th wedding
anniversary. The
service is a warm
hug, I haven’t found
better golf instructors
anywhere, and the
resort boasts one of
Southern California’s
top restaurants.”

“The Four Seasons
Resort Maui at Wailea is
more gorgeous than ever
with its new adult pool
on an ocean bluff. Sitting
outside overlooking the
surf for dinner at Ferraro’s
Bar e Ristorante was
truly spectacular.”

“Oberoi’s Wildflower Hall, Shimla, and here
are two must-do experiences: 1) Get a massage
while gazing at the majestic Himalayas, and
2) Take a guided walking tour of Shimla and the
wildflowers.”
“Capella Telluride is
a real gem. The stunning mountain views are
matched only by the hotel’s interior, and special
treats like chocolate chip
cookies or a selection of
olives and crisps arrived
in our room each night.”

Wildflower Hall, Shimla.

“Munich’s Hotel Vier
Jahreszeiten Kempinski
has wonderful rooms,
a fantastic location on
the Maximilianstrasse,
and a memorable breakfast buffet.”

Capella Telluride.

Style stop

House
of Glass

Art meets commerce in
Vienna’s new three-story
Swarovski Wien. Belgian
Arne Quinze’s multimedia
installations and crystaldraped Japanese stilt
houses adorn windows
and display cases, while a
wall of 16,000 movable
mirrors (and the Moët &
Chandon Bar) sets a sparkling tone for shoppers
browsing crystal jewelry,
vases, and chandeliers.
Kärntner Strasse 24; www.
vienna.swarovski.com.
MARCH | APRIL 2010
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Rising Star

Celebrity Cruises is extending
popular innovations and amenities from its new Solsticeclass ships to others in the
fleet. First to emerge from dry
dock: the 2,034-passenger
Celebrity Constellation, with
renovated staterooms and
new restaurants, as well as a
martini bar with a memorable
ice table (the better to keep
concoctions cold). The look
debuts on northern Europe
and Scandinavia voyages this
summer, including a 12-night
round-trip sailing from Amsterdam in June. Departure:
June 9, 2010; from $2,099.

Open
Engagement
Catch the British Open’s final
two days at St Andrews this
summer in advance of Crystal
Cruises’ 12-day voyage
from Venice to Istanbul. The
three-night pre-cruise tour
includes accommodations in
Edinburgh, private transfers
to St Andrews, and passes to
the hospitality tent, followed
by a flight to Venice to board
the 1,080-passenger Crystal
Serenity. Golfers can sharpen
their game on board with a
PGA pro offering swing tips.
Departure: July 19, 2010; from
$6,645. July 16 pre-cruise tour
from $5,199.

A stately Owner’s Suite on
Oceania Cruises’ new Marina.

NEXT UP

Reservations have opened for Oceania Cruises’ Marina, which
launches in January with a 13-day sailing from Barcelona to Miami.
The 1,258-passenger vessel will feature Jacques Pépin’s first restaurant
at sea, a grand staircase by Lalique, and Owner’s suites dressed entirely
in Ralph Lauren Home. Departure: January 22, 2011; from $1,499.

Love It

Through October, French
Country Waterways is offering couples a five percent
discount for every five years
they’ve been married. Dig
up that marriage certificate,
then choose from departures on the 12-passenger
Adrienne in Champagne,
central Burgundy’s eightpassenger Horizon II, or the
12-passenger Nenuphar in
the Côte d’Or.

Cruising Burgundy’s Côte d’Or.

FAST FACT
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By JIM GULLO

On February 7, Zegrahm Expedition’s passengers recorded the first Vanuatu petrel seen at sea in 83 years.
During three days in the remote Vanuatu Islands, they spied 21 of the lost species.
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PASSP ORT SUITE TALK

Manhattan Project
Four additional suites and a new spa debut at New York’s
Hôtel Plaza Athénée this spring. Seventy-eight of the
hotel’s 142 rooms were recently expanded to accommodate deep bathtubs and
A suite’s atrium at
marble vanities with
Hôtel Plaza Athénée.
twin sinks, while the new
apartment-like suites
encompass living rooms,
kitchenettes, and glassedin atriums or open-air terraces. The new guests-only
spa, slated to open May
15, will feature treatment
rooms with their own private steam shower. Doubles
from $470, including breakfast, and afternoon tea and
cocktails once during stay.

Myth Buster

The Mayan calendar dates to the sixth century
but extends no further than December 2012 –
cue the conspiracies, doomsday predictions,
and Hollywood blockbuster. Nonsense, says
Jorge Ruz, son of famed archaeologist Alberto
Ruz Lhuillier, who discovered and excavated the
tomb of King Pacal. To illuminate Mayan history,
Ruz, owner of the 18-suite Hacienda Xcanatun
near Mérida, recently added three new Yucatán
excursions, including daylong trips to partially
excavated Mayapán, a visit to an indigenous
village, and a tour of coastal salt mines originally
dug by the Maya. Doubles from $260, including
breakfast. Day trips from $120.

Amanfayun is surrounded by
temples and tea fields; rooms
(inset) open onto courtyards.

Ancient Revival

A Tang dynasty village amid southern China’s bamboo forests has sprouted a second life as the new Amanfayun.
Twenty minutes from the silk capital of Hangzhou, the town’s 47 historic clay-roofed buildings now house 42 rooms,
upgraded with radiant floor heating, courtyards, and, in some cases, private massage dens. Travelers can walk to
seven temples and monasteries or stroll the village’s main street, which links guest rooms with a library devoted to
Chinese culture, a teahouse serving the famous local Longjing (“Dragon Well”) tea, a shop showcasing regional silk,
and a spa devoted to meditation and reflexology. Doubles from $580, including breakfast and lunch once during stay.
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Park Life

Country pursuits reign at Coworth Park, which opens
this September outside London. Just 15 minutes from
Heathrow, the 240-acre Berkshire property borders
the Windsor Great Park and features 70 rooms (including cottages
and stables converted into suites), a spa, and an equestrian
center. Guests can play the ponies at nearby Ascot Racecourse
and tee up at Wentworth Golf Club, returning for croquet on the
lawn, horse rides, and the chance to learn the “sport of kings”
on Coworth’s polo fields.
NEW
HOTEL

Twice as nice: The Saxon
has doubled its size in time
for the World Cup.

Goal Oriented

Originally built as a private home, Johannesburg’s Saxon Boutique Hotel and Spa
has added three new villas on a neighboring property that can function as individual
homes or 29 unique suites. The expansion,
which includes four-poster beds in the guestrooms, plunge pools, and butler service, more
than doubles capacity to 53 rooms in time for
soccer’s World Cup. Doubles from $893, including breakfast and one-way airport transfers.

ROLL CALL

Servers at The Connaught’s two lounges don’t just bring
drinks to the tables – they roll out virtually the entire bar.
Trolleys filled with vintage Champagnes and wines circulate in The Coburg Bar for by-the-glass pours, while in
The Connaught Bar martinis are mixed to spec from carts
loaded with standard ingredients, as well as unusual additions such as homemade bitters and coriander. Doubles
from $510, including breakfast and a bottle of Champagne
on arrival.
By ELAINE GLUSAC

Coworth Park’s six-suite
Dower House and (above)
stately interiors.

M AY | J U N E 2 0 1 0
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PAS SPORT VANITY CASE

1
{INSPIRED BY GREAT HOTELS}

Pink
Palace

2
4

Channel the old-school
glamour of the Beverly Hills Hotel.

3

PRODUCED BY JASON OLIVER NIXON
PHOTOGRAPHY BY SHIN OHIRA
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1. Top off a poolside look with a Paul Smith straw fedora, $230, www.
paulsmithusa.com. 2. For a La La Land outing, carry the Kooba Millie ostrich
bag, $695, www.nordstrom.com. 3. A Lacoste cotton piqué polo for men
is decor appropriate, $80, www.saks.com. 4. Turn heads at Bar Nineteen 12
with Gucci’s large croc clutch, $6,800, www.gucci.com. 5. Look sunnychic in a Trina Turk teardrop resin necklace, $258, www.trinaturk.com.
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6. Pay homage to glam guests gone by (Marilyn Monroe, among others) with
Pucci’s silk Sioux scarf, $600, www.emiliopucci.com. 7. Beverly Hills luxe for
him: Bottega Veneta’s Military Green Fluo Yellow Intrecciato Nappa Umbria
wallet, $450, www.bottegaveneta.com. 8. De rigueur in L.A.: dark glasses, such as
this Face à Face Rival 2 pair for men, $365, www.faceaface-paris.com. 9. Prep
for a swim in J.Crew’s Mahalo floral board short, $60, www.jcrew.com.
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{INSPIRED BY GREAT HOTELS}
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Sleek and chic are the
signatures of Beverly Hills’
cutting-edge SLS Hotel.
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1. Enter grandly with Tumi’s Alpha Bravo Lejeune ballistic nylon tote, $295, www.
tumi.com. 2. Check the scene through Giorgio Armani’s GA 764 sunglasses,
$265, www.solsticestores.com. 3. Add glitter to tapas at Rojo y Blanca in J.Crew’s
sequined deco top, $495, www.jcrew.com. 4. Flash the Hutton Wilkinson
for HSN Shanghai Deco simulated jade bracelet, $50, www.hsn.com. 5. Stow tip
money in a Meg Cohen coin purse, $35, www.megcohendesign.com. 6. Lounge
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4

on Philippe Starck-designed furnishings in Stubbs & Wootton’s men’s Contra
Coco UK slippers, $425, www.stubbsandwootton.com. 7. Classic with a twist:
J. Peterman’s band-collared unisex cotton shirt, $89, www.jpeterman.com.
8. So Hollywood: Be & D’s calfskin Mercer sandals, $425, www.beandd.com.
9. Tote toiletries in a Flight 001 kit, $36, www.flight001.com. 10. Stylish time: The
Michael Graves-designed Witherspoon watch, $165, www.momastore.org.

Miami to the south of us. Fort Lauderdale to the north of us. Not a single destination above us.
Experience shopping like never before at the fashion-forward Bal Harbour Shops, just a stroll away from our beachfront hotels. Nourish the mind, body and soul
with exclusive beach side workouts, and Kids Club programs designed by the Miami Children’s Museum. Stir the senses with the cultural offerings
of the New World Symphony and culinary originals at one of several taste-tempting Bal Harbour restaurants. Bal Harbour, where life meets style.
Now through September 30th 2010, receive a fourth night free when you book three, at both Bal Harbour hotels.*
www.BalHarbourFlorida.com

Sales Gallery Now Open
*“Fourth night free” offer cannot be combined with any other offers and is subject to availability and blackout dates.

PAS SP ORT CITY TO GO

Beach Town

Make a break for Barcelona this summer.
By JEFF KOEHLER

Go FOR Some of the

City by the sea
(clockwise from top):
Barcelona from the
Gaudí-designed Park
Güell, shopping for style
at Vinçon, sculpture at
Barceloneta beach, and
Bar Mut tapas.
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best city beaches on the Mediterranean. After architecture gazing,
shopping, and a large, late lunch,
take a revitalizing dip in the sea.
Or just spread your towel out on
the sand with the locals. The crescent-shaped beaches in the Port
Olímpic tend to draw a younger
crowd, while many families prefer
the long Sant
Sebastià beach
in Barceloneta, the maritime
neighborhood
jutting out like a
thumb in front
of downtown. A
lively boardwalk
runs the length of
the beachfront.

EAT

For the
city’s best seafood paella, head
for the sea-breezy

DRINK

Splendidly set in
a pedestrian square fronting the
imposing, fourteenth-century
basilica Santa Maria del Mar, La
Vinya del Senyor (Plaça de Santa
María, 5) serves more than 300
varieties of wine with numerous
by-the-glass options. For a preor postdinner cocktail, head 15
minutes by taxi from the center
(and 1,600 feet above it) to the
terrace of Gran Hotel La Florida’s
Miramar Bar (Carretera Vallvidrera al Tibidabo, 83) for spectacular views over Barcelona.

SHOP

Home to the highest concentration of modernista
architecture in the city (including two Gaudí masterpieces),

the wide boulevard Passeig de
Gràcia is also Barcelona’s most
important shopping street. Don’t
miss the design emporium Vinçon
(Passeig de Gràcia, 96). Imagined by Pritzker Prize-winning
Rafael Moneo and Manuel de
Solà-Morales as the Rockefeller
Center laying on its side, the very
horizontal L’illa shopping center
(Avinguda Diagonal, 557) houses
international brands as well as top
Catalan ones, from Camper and
Vialis shoes to Custo Barcelona
and Lurdes Bergada clothing.

STAY

The brand-new
Mandarin Oriental, Barcelona is a
beacon of style and design in the
city. Leading Spanish designer Patricia Urquiola turned this old bank
building into a refined sanctuary
of Zen calm-meets-Barcelona
chic. The subterranean vaults now
house a dazzling 11,000-squarefoot spa and fitness center. A
staff of 170 for 98 rooms ensures
attentive service. (Doubles from
$485, including breakfast and a
bottle of wine or tapas at Banker’s
Bar.) Hotel Casa Fuster occupies
an emblematic, palatial 1908
modernista masterpiece by Lluís
Domènech i Montaner. Lovingly
refurbished, it opened in 2004
as an exquisite 114-room hotel.
(Doubles from $450, including
breakfast and a $70 food-andbeverage credit.)

(PARK GüELL) GlowCam/eStock Photo, (VINçON) Elan Fleisher/AGE FOTOSTOCK,
(BARCELONETA) KEVIN MIYAZAKI/REDUX PICTURES, (TAPAS) Irek/SIME-4Corners Images/eStock Photo

terrace of Can Majó (Almirall
Aixada, 23) in Barceloneta. The
small but sophisticated Bar Mut
(Pau Claris, 192) offers wonderful Catalan market cooking. Its
popularity means that even the
piano in the corner gets set with
two places. For the perfect meal –
creative cooking rooted in local
traditions, immaculately sourced
ingredients – don’t miss Carme
Ruscalleda’s just-opened Moments in the Mandarin Oriental
hotel. Ruscalleda’s son, chef Raül
Balam, oversees this elegant,
intimate dining room, which will
surely add Michelin stars to her
current collection of five.

What do you consider an

extraordinary
cruise experience?

learn the secrets and traditions

To
of Tokyo where East meets West?

Dock in Yokohama and venture through bustling Tokyo for a gala
dinner and Geisha entertainment with Regent Seven Seas Cruises and
Virtuoso Voyager Club. Seven Seas Navigator September 15, 2010.
Ask your Virtuoso travel advisor for more details.

discover the ancient city

To
of Bodrum
from the vantage of Turkey’s Crusaders Castle?

Explore Bodrum and dine at the intimate Marmara Hotel with
The Yachts of Seabourn and Virtuoso Voyager Club. Seabourn Odyssey
August 28 and October 23. Contact your Virtuoso travel advisor for
more Voyager Club departures in 2010.

feast on a banquet

To
of sights, sounds,
and Vietnamese delicacies in Ho Chi Minh City?

Let Silversea and Virtuoso Voyager Club take you on a private
nighttime tour of Vietnam’s Ho Chi Minh City. Silver Shadow
October 19 and November 6, 2010. Ask your Virtuoso travel
advisor about additional Voyager Club sailings in 2010.

experiences for those who choose
to sail with Voyager Club.

Book your cruise through a Virtuoso travel advisor and receive the
following benefits at no additional cost:
Exclusiv , privat shor

v nts •

p rsonabl , d dicat d onboard host

G t-acquaint d, onboard cocktail r c ption
h camarad ri of f llow oya

r

lub trav l rs

Choose from these or more than 400 other Voyager Club departures
aboard these Virtuoso preferred cruise lines:
rystal
nt

v n

ruis s •
as

unard in • olland m rica
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Contact your Virtuoso travel advisor today to broaden your cruise horizons.
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Tuning In to
Torrontés

Argentina’s signature white varietal
is poised to be the next big wine.
By Anthony Di s Blue
photogr phy y MA
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, A g n n ’s s gn u
,
a once-forgotten grape that originated
in Bordeaux, has staked out a secure
position on the world stage with its big,
fruit-driven personality and easygoing charm – much
like the Argentine people themselves. But these days
there’s another up-and-coming player in Argentina, a
white varietal that is loaded with appeal and complements malbec like an agile tango partner: torrontés.
Torrontés is hardly new. This genetic cross between
the aromatic muscat of Alexandria and the criolla

PHOTO CREDIT

Move over, malbec: Argentina’s
white varietal is a must-try.
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WANDERLUST TASTING NOTES

Simply put,
torrontés is going
to be big. Would
calling it the new
pinot grigio be too
cheeky? Time
will tell.
chica grape – aka California’s mission variety – dates back to the time of the conquistadores. But while it was used in the past
for blending, torrontés has now become a
respected varietal in its own right, thanks
to improved vinification techniques. I’ve
tasted many versions, not only in the U.S.,
but also on several trips to Argentina, and
they have improved dramatically over the
past decade.
Argentina can now boast 370 different
brands of torrontés, made by more than 130
producers throughout the country, from
Salta in the far north to Patagonia at the
southern tip of South America. Well over
6 million bottles of torrontés a year are
shipped to more than 80 countries worldwide, with exports up 25 percent last year.
Simply put, torrontés is going to be big.
Would calling it the new pinot grigio be too
cheeky? Time will tell.

stay The splendid Park Hyatt Mendoza
makes an ideal hub from which to explore
Argentina’s spectacular wine country. Behind
the nineteenth-century colonial facade is a
186-room urbane, contemporary hotel with one
of the country’s best wine lists. Doubles from
$180, including breakfast and a wine tasting for
two hosted by the sommelier.

Fresh and floral – perfect summer sippers.
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Park Hyatt Mendoza.

DISCOVERY COLLECTION 2010
Seven Seas Mariner

| 700 GUESTS, ALL SUITES, ALL BALCONIES

Enjoy the most all-inclusive luxury cruise experience ever! This is cruising
as it was meant to be – a world where everything is included, without
exception and without compromise. Regent Seven Seas Cruises promises
an extraordinary experience, touching on amazing new cultures and some
of the most fascinating places on earth. So enjoy...it’s all included.

DATE

Oct 21

NIGHTS

18

ITINERARY

Istanbul to Dubai

2-FOR-1 FARE
PER PERSON
INCLUDING
ADDITIONAL
SAVINGS
(CATEGORY H)

$12,250

COMPLIMENTARY EVENT FOR ALL GUESTS: A DAY IN LUXOR

Nov 8

25

Dubai to Cape Town

$15,780

COMPLIMENTARY EVENT FOR ALL GUESTS: BOMBAY BAZAAR

Dec 17

18

Rio de Janeiro to Ft. Lauderdale HOLIDAY CRUISE

$8,155

COMPLIMENTARY EVENT FOR ALL GUESTS:
NACAO PERNAMBUCO AT THEATRO SANTA ISABEL

THE ALL-INCLUSIVE
REGENT EXPERIENCE:
 2-for-1 Fares plus additional
bonus savings of up to
$2,000 per person
 FREE Roundtrip Air
 FREE Unlimited Shore Excursions
 FREE beverages including fine wines,
beer and premium spirits, soft drinks,
bottled water, specialty coffees and
tea served throughout the ship
 FREE in-suite mini-bar replenished
daily with soft drinks, beer and
bottled water
 All staff gratuities

BUSINESS CLASS AIR UPGRADES FOR ONLY $999 EACH WAY

FOR RESERVATIONS, PLEASE CALL YOUR VIRTUOSO TRAVEL ADVISOR.

VIRTUOSO VOYAGER CLUB AMENITIES:
Virtuoso Host, Private Cocktail Party,
Complimentary Shore Event or $150 per
person credit toward the purchase
of a Custom On Site shore excursion or
another Virtuoso Preferred Product.

Discounts and amenities are per person based on double occupancy. Fares listed are cruise only in U.S. dollars, per person, based on double occupancy. Cruise Ship Fuel Surcharge may apply. All fares and offers are for new bookings
only, subject to availability, may not be combinable with other offers, are capacity controlled and may be withdrawn at any time without prior notice. 2-for-1 Fares are based on published Full Brochure Fares; all fares are cruise only, and
do not include Prepaid Charges, Optional Facilities and Services Fees, and personal charges, as defined in the Terms and Conditions of the Guest Ticket Contract which may be viewed at www.RSSC.com. Full Brochure Fares may not have
resulted in actual sales in all cabin categories and may not have been in effect during the last 90 days. Promotional fares may remain in effect after the expiration date. Air promotion applies to economy, roundtrip flights only from select
U.S. & Canadian gateways: ATL, BOS, CLT, IAD, ORD, DFW, DEN, IAH, LAX, MIA, MSP, EWR, JFK, LGA, MCO, PHL, PHX, SAN, SFO, SEA, TPA, YYZ and YVR. Advertised fare includes all surcharges, airline fees and government taxes. Airline
imposed baggage charges may apply. Air add-ons apply for other gateways and for additional guests in the suite. Air routing, scheduling and air carrier are at the discretion of RSSC. Business Class Air upgrades on select sailings apply to
international flights and may not apply to U.S. domestic or intra-continental flights within North America, Europe, South America, Asia or Africa. Business Class Air upgrade may require a complimentary hotel night. FREE Unlimited Shore
Excursion Reservations are accepted on a first come, first served basis and subject to availability. Supplement will apply on Regent Choice excursions and excludes Private Arrangements and all Adventures Ashore programs. Restrictions
apply and penalties apply 36 hours prior to shore excursion start date. FREE Air and Air Upgrade Offers are not combinable with 3rd and/or 4th guests in a suite. Regent Seven Seas Cruises reserves the right to correct errors or omissions
and to change any and all fares, fees, and surcharges at any time without notice. Additional terms and conditions apply. Complete terms and conditions may be found in the Guest Ticket Contract. Ships’ Registry: Bahamas and Bermuda.
© 2010 Regent Seven Seas Cruises
MK_FL_10145
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This fresh, aromatic, indigenous white
grape grows readily in Mendoza, Argentina’s most important wine region, but
it’s particularly successful in northerly
Salta, where vines flourish at altitudes up
to 8,000 feet above sea level. With its yellow-green color and a nose of rose petal,
orange-peach, and herbs, torrontés makes
an ideal aperitif and jibes with spicy Indian
and Asian cuisine the way malbec sidles up
to grilled steak. It’s also an extremely good
value; these days, that surely can’t hurt.

Recommended Bottles

Bodega Colomé 2009
Torrontés, Alto Valle Calchaquí, Salta ($15)
Colomé is the ambitious high-altitude project from Swiss industrialist and art collector Donald Hess, of Hess Collection fame.
Aromatic and juicy with lovely mineral,
floral, and citrus flavors.
Crios de Susana Balbo 2009
Torrontés, Salta ($15)
Susana Balbo, the doyenne of Argentine
winemakers, has a sure hand with torrontés. Silky smooth with aromatic spice, floral, and citrus flavors; full-bodied yet fresh
and simply loaded with style.
Doña Paula Estate 2009
Torrontés, Cafayate Valley, Salta ($16)
Lush and spicy with lively acidity and keen
notes of jasmine and orange blossoms;
suave and generous with appealing length
and finish.
La Puerta Estate 2009
Torrontés, Famatina Valley ($10)
The Famatina Valley in La Rioja is one of
Argentina’s up-and-coming appellations.
The smooth peach nose leads to ripe flavors
of spice, pear, and peach; dense, silky, and
long with balance and style.

Bonus: Torrontés
offers some great buys.
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Terrazas de los Andes 2008
Torrontés Reserva, Salta ($15)
This Argentine offshoot of French Champagne and cognac specialists Moët-Hennessy is based in Mendoza but sources
grapes from each variety’s best terroir.
Clean and beautifully balanced with nice,
bright acidity on the finish.
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Classic Hawaii
The enchanting islands that make up Hawaii offer a paradise for the senses. Few
places on earth boast such dramatic, natural beauty and so many wonderful things
to do and experience. Let Classic Vacations and your travel advisor take care of
every detail, so you can relax and enjoy every moment in these magical islands.
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WANDERLUST GLOBAL GOURMET
Solo diner’s delight:
Traditional dim sum.

Chinese Lessons
Six easy steps to a great meal in Hong Kong.
by Jessica Mueller

h
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PLATTER OF CRISPY-SKINNED

of the round table, accompanied only by plum sauce. There are no vegetables or rice. While some of my dining companions already hoist slabs
of goose onto their plates, others, including me, still peruse the 218-itemstrong menu. My hunger and my curiosity battle.
This is Yung Kee, a Michelin-starred Chinese restaurant in central Hong Kong. Its
reputation is outstanding, but in appearance, it is typical: The second-floor dining
room is huge, brightly lit, noisy, and crowded.
Diners accustomed to using the Michelin guide in its home turf of Europe might
be surprised to follow the star system and wind up in a place like this. But amazing,
banquet-style Chinese food is often found in a sprawling, pleasantly gaudy place like
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6[`aRNQ f\b dVYY SV[Q N ]NY]NOYR RZ]UN
`V`\[d\_XRaUVP_R]baNaV\[N[QNO\cRNYY
T\\QS\\QFb[T8RRS\_ReNZ]YRUN`ORR[
`R_cV[T aUR `NZR `bPPbYR[a _\N`a T\\`R
`V[PRVa\]R[RQV[&!(aUV`U\b`R`]RPVNYV`
[VPX[NZRQ±SYfV[T_\N`aT\\`R²ORPNb`R\S
Va`YRTNPfN`NPN__f\[VaRZS\_aURZN[fR[
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1. A Crowd or Alone?
/RS\_Rf\baNXRf\b_`RNaNaaUR_\b[QaNOYR
Q\NURNQP\b[a/VT_R`aNb_N[a`YVXRFb[T
8RR `R_cR SNZVYf `afYR AURf SRNab_R _N_V
aVR``bPUN``UN_X´`SV[OV_Q´`[R`a`\b]N[Q
NONY\[R¯UR[PRaURV_`bVaNOVYVafS\_NSNZVYf
PRYRO_NaV\[\_NOb`V[R``QV[[R_
AURY\[RQV[R_`U\bYQV[`aRNQT\S\_QVZ
`bZ P\[TRR _VPR ]\__VQTR dVaU cN_V\b`

Kitchen to table: Yung Kee’s
famed roast goose and
(right) chefs at work.
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If BLEED, make it fit and center in the
DARK GRAY BOX.
Ads should have been designed with
bleed on all sides for balance when imported.
If NON-BLEED, make it fit and centered
in the LIGHT GRAY BOX.
There are NO FOLIOS
for 1/2-page ad pages.

(YUNG KEE FOOD) AUSTIN BUSH, (CHEF) PHILIPP ENGELHORN,
(CONGEE) INSPIRESTOCK/AGE FOTOSTOCK

WANDERLUST GLOBAL GOURMET

NQQV[`\_[\\QYR`\_a\N_\N`aR_f_RP\T
[VgRQOfaURdU\YR_\N`aRQS\dYQV`]YNfRQV[
aUR dV[Q\d` AUR`R N_R NYY `R_V\b` Tb`aN
a\_f ]b_`bVa` V[ 5\[T 8\[T ¯ dUVPU V` dUf
_R`aNb_N[a`aR[Qa\`]RPVNYVgRV[RNPU

2. Getting Started
:N[f_R`aNb_N[a`SRNab_RNU\b`R`]RPVNY¯
\_QR_Va6aP\bYQOR_\N`aT\\`RN`NaFb[T
8RR\_`\ZRaUV[TRY`R`bPUN`UNV_fP_NO\_
_\N`a]VTR\[@\ZR`VT[Nab_RQV`UR`N_RYR``
V[T_RQVR[a Q_VcR[ N[Q Z\_R NO\ba RYNO\
_NaR ]_R]N_NaV\[ YVXR URQ fV TRV ±ORTTN_´`
PUVPXR[² N `Y\dP\\XRQ QRO\[RQ PUVPXR[
`abSSRQ dVaU ]\_X N[Q cRTRaNOYR` \_ WRb[T
PUNNOPNZ]U\_aRN`Z\XRQQbPX
6SaUR`]RPVNYV`[\a\OcV\b`Wb`aN`X.Y
aU\bTU0N[a\[R`RUN`ORR[TNV[V[TT_\b[Q
\cR_2[TYV`U`V[PRaUR&&$UN[Q\cR_ZR[b`
N_Rb`bNYYf]_V[aRQV[O\aUYN[TbNTR`6S
f\b_dNVaR_Q\R`[´a`]RNX2[TYV`UaUR_RdVYY
NYZ\`a PR_aNV[Yf OR N[\aUR_ `aNSS ZRZOR_
dU\Q\R`
3. Navigating the Menu
3\_aURdR`aR_[QV[R_V[NSNZVYf`afYR5\[T
8\[T _R`aNb_N[a aUR R[\_Z\b` ZR[b dVYY
b[Q\bOaRQYf]\`RaUROVTTR`aPUNYYR[TR
.SaR_ \_QR_V[T aUR U\b`R `]RPVNY aUV[X
ONYN[PR ¯ fV[ N[Q fN[T aUR 0UV[R`R dNf

If BLEED, make it fit and center in the
DARK GRAY BOX.
Ads should have been designed with
bleed on all sides for balance when imported.
If NON-BLEED, make it fit and centered
in the LIGHT GRAY BOX.
There are NO FOLIOS
for 1/2-page ad pages.

Chinese comfort
food: Congee.

FAST FACT
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Visitors to Hong Kong
won’t likely go hungry:
The city has an estimated
11,000 restaurants.
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WANDERLUST GLOBAL GOURMET

If BLEED, make it fit and center in the
DARK GRAY BOX.
Ads should have been designed with
bleed on all sides for balance when imported.
If NON-BLEED, make it fit and centered
in the LIGHT GRAY BOX.
There are NO FOLIOS
for 1/2-page ad pages.

4. Soup’s On
.dRYYONYN[PRQ0UV[R`RZRNY`VZ]YfZb`a
UNcR`\b](a_NQVaV\[NYYfQV[R_`a\\X`\b]N`

Popular pour:
Pu-erh tea.
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VIRTUOSO LIFE

Offset a dish of
purple eggplant
and flaky white
crab with auspiciously red Chinese
sausage and
verdant greens.
Juxtapose pasture
and sea, forest and
sky, hot and cold.
aUR±ORcR_NTR²\SaURV_ZRNYD\[a\[a\[T
d\[a\[`\b]V`N[VQRNYPU\VPR6a_RNPUR`
[Rd URVTUa` V[ 5\[T 8\[T dVaU SV_Z N[Q
a\\aU`\ZR]N`aNSVYYRQdVaUZV[PRQ`U_VZ]
N[Q]\_X

5. Portion Control
<_QR_ \[R QV`U ]R_ ]R_`\[ N[Q \[R
a\ `]N_R 4R[R_NYYf S\\Q N__VcR` N` Va V`
P\\XRQ@aRNZRQdUVaR_VPRV``aN[QN_QOba
`\ZRaVZR``U\d`b]NaaURR[Q\SaURZRNY
`\_R^bR`aVaRN_YfVSf\bdN[aVaaU_\bTU\ba
6. Tea Total
5\[T8\[TdN`S\b[QRQV[]N_aa\SNPVYVaNaR
aURaRNa_NQRN[QaRNV``aVYYaURPVaf´`bOV^
bVa\b`ORcR_NTR\SPU\VPR<[R\SaURZ\`a
]\]bYN_ aRN` V` ]bR_U O\ YNf V[ 0N[a\[
R`RNQN_XSR_ZR[aRQaRN6aT\R`dVaURc
R_faUV[TN[QNVQ`QVTR`aV\[6[NPVafdUR_R
f\b´_R]_\ONOYfT\V[Ta\\cR_RNaf\b`U\bYQ
aNXRNYYaURURY]f\bPN[TRa

Snacks at Lin Heung
Tea House.

(LIN HEUNG TEA HOUSE) GREG ELMS/AGE FOTOSTOCK,
(TEA)LANNRETONNE/STOCKFOOD
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AUV`T\R`ORf\[QONYN[PV[TSYNc\_`N[QaRe
ab_R`_VPU[R``N[QNPVQVaf6[0UV[R`RPbY
ab_RS\\QV`ZRQVPV[RN[QY\PNY`N_RYVXRYf
a\P\[`VQR_dURaUR_N[V[T_RQVR[aV`dN_Z
V[T\_P\\YV[TQNZ]\_Q_fV[T(`\ZRS\\Q`
P\__R`]\[Q a\ PR_aNV[ \_TN[` `f`aRZ` \_
`R[`R` 6a´` N[ V[T_NV[RQ N[Q P\Z]YVPNaRQ
N]]_\NPUa\RNaV[T
3b_aUR_ ZbQQYV[T ZNaaR_` PR_aNV[ V[
T_RQVR[a` P\Y\_` N[Q P\\XV[T `afYR` N_R
QRRZRQ S\_abVa\b` \_ `fZO\YVP 3\_ ReNZ
]YR_RQV`aURP\Y\_\SUN]]V[R```\NdRQ
QV[TON[^bRaZVTUaSRNab_RY\O`aR_(S\dYN[Q
`RNS\\QN_R\SaR[`R_cRQdVaUURNQaNVYN[Q
YRT` V[aNPa `fZO\YVgV[T P\Z]YRaR[R``( S\_
aUR ;Rd FRN_ ]R\]YR RNa [\\QYR` ORPNb`R
aURV_b[O_\XR[YR[TaU`bTTR`a`Y\[TYVSR
DUVYRSRdcV`Va\_`N_RNOYRa\SNPa\_NYY\S
aUV` V[a\ aURV_ QV[V[T Re]R_VR[PR f\b PN[
`aVYYZNXRT\\QPU\VPR`6SaUR`]RPVNYafV`
N _VPU ZRNa ONYN[PR Va dVaU ZVYQ dU\YR
`aRNZRQ SV`U O\[b`' SV`U * ]_\`]R_Vaf
0\[a_N`aNQV`U\SPUNeVb`dRRaON_ORPbRQ
_\N`aRQ]\_XdVaU`NYaf`Nc\_fcRTTVR`YVXR
N`]N_NTb`dVaUSR_ZR[aRQOYNPXORN[`NbPR
<SS`Ra N QV`U \S ]b_]YR RTT]YN[a N[Q SYNXf
dUVaR P_NO dVaU Nb`]VPV\b`Yf _RQ 0UV[R`R
`Nb`NTRN[QcR_QN[aT_RR[`7beaN]\`R]N`
ab_RN[Q`RNS\_R`aN[Q`XfU\aN[QP\YQ
A_f ZNaPUV[T N SNZVYVN_ PU\VPR YVXR
PUVPXR[ dVaU YRZ\[ `NbPR dVaU N[ b[
X[\d['5\dNO\ba`U_RQQRQWRYYfSV`U`b_
]_V`V[TYf P_b[PUf \_ ]_R`R_cRQ RTT` dVaU
]VPXYRQ TV[TR_, <_ ZNfOR f\b´Q YVXR a\ a_f
S_\TS\_dRNYaUN[Q]_\aRPaV\[\SP\b_`R

DINE WELL, SLEEP WELL
Where to take your appetite – and your suitcase – in Hong Kong.
EAT Family-style Chinese: Come
once for the roast goose, return
a thousand times for Yung Kee’s
perfectly prepared stir-fries, soups,
abalone, and endless more options.
32-40 Wellington Street, Central;
www.yungkee.com.hk.

Congee: You’ll find more than two
dozen varieties of comforting congee at Nathan Congee and Noodle.
11 Saigon Street, Kowloon.
Dim sum: Old-fashioned yum cha
parlor Lin Heung Tea House has been
dishing up the miniatures since 1926.
160-164 Wellington Street, Central.
Noodles: At the Michelin Bib
Gourmand-selected Crystal Jade La
Mian Xiao Long Bao, watch master

noodle stretchers make your order
fresh. Shop 3328, Level Three, Gateway Arcade, Harbour City, Kowloon,
and other locations; www.crystaljade.
com/hongkong.htm.
STAY On the Kowloon waterfront,
most of the InterContinental Hong
Kong’s 495 rooms have amazing
harbor views. You’ll enjoy the same
backdrop in the hotel’s best restaurants, which include venues by Nobu
and Alain Ducasse, and the Michelinstarred Chinese eatery Yan Toh Heen.
Doubles from $440, including breakfast
and a $100 spa credit.

At the 531-room Island Shangri-La,
the most glamorous shopping in
Hong Kong is right at your doorstep.
The crowning jewel of the hotel’s

seven dining venues is Petrus, a Michelin two-star French eatery on the
56th floor. Also on floor 56: Horizon
Club rooms, complete with a private
lounge and outdoor garden area.
Doubles from $450, including breakfast and a one-way airport transfer.
A standard of style in Hong Kong
since 1963, the Mandarin Oriental,
Hong Kong has 501 rooms and
suites as well as ten restaurants.
The hotel is home to the Clipper
Lounge, nicknamed “Hong Kong’s
sitting room,” and beloved for its
afternoon tea. Doubles from $630,
including breakfast, welcome Chinese
tea or coffee, and a $100 dining credit.

in Kowloon has been a landmark
since 1928. This place is synonymous with celebrations and style,
especially Gaddi’s (for French
cuisine, open since 1953) and The
Verandah. Doubles from $540, including breakfast and one dinner for two
in The Lobby. 
Japanese eatery Nadaman
at the Island Shangri-La.

The 300-room Peninsula Hong
Kong’s grand colonial-style building

h o n o l u l u , h awa i i

The m agic of the kahal a.
The magic of The Kahala Hotel & Resort has always been in
the experience. And it’s lured celebrities, heads of state and
royalty. Now that we’ve completed our makeover, the magic
shines even more brilliantly. And you’re invited to experience
it all over again. It's amazing how 10 minutes from Waikiki
If BLEED, make it fit and center in the
can seem like a world removed.
DARK GRAY BOX.
Ads should have been designed with 2 0 1 0 V i rt u o s o A m e n i t i e s w i t h
V i rt u o s o R at e I n c l u d e s :
bleed on all sides for balance when imRoom upgrade to next category upon reservation
ported.
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Buffet breakfast for two daily
Kahala Welcome Amenity: Beach bag and signature towel.
If NON-BLEED, make it fit and centered
Complimentary parking daily

in the LIGHT GRAY BOX.

Call your Virtuoso travel specialist for reservations and special promotions.

There are NO FOLIOS
for 1/2-page ad pages.

The People. The Place.
The Magic.

WANDERLUST DESIGN TOUR
Beaux Arts outside, art
deco inside, pretty all over:
Palacio de Bellas Artes.

By MICHAEL WEBB
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M

exi o City’s exuber n e exc

a

presses itself in crazed traffic, the
warm hugs of friends greeting each
other on the street, and a startling
juxtaposition of pre-Columbian, colonial, and
contemporary architecture. What’s new in this
old city is a burgeoning array of innovative restaurants, boutiques, and art galleries.
Though the capital has grown fivefold in the
past 60 years, the core districts retain much of
their character. The broad Paseo de la Reforma –
Mexico’s Champs-Élysées – is booming, but the
colonial plazas of the historic core and the suburb of San Angel still have a small-town quality.
The neighborhoods of Polanco, Condesa, and
c

For a rich immersion
in the capital’s
culture, head to its
historic heart.

San Miguel that flank the green expanse of
Chapultepec Park have become as sophisticated as the best of the United States and Europe. Two destination restaurants in Polanco
are Izote (Presidente Masaryk 513), where chef
Patricia Quintana performs nightly miracles,
and the minimalist Biko (Presidente Masaryk
407), where chef-owners Bruno Oteiza and Mikel
Alonso create delicious tasting menus inspired
by Alonso’s Basque mentor, Juan Mari Arzak.
Must-see attractions in the park include the
National Museum of Anthropology, which contains the world’s finest collection of pre-Columbian artifacts, and the Tamayo Contemporary
Art Museum.

Guillermo Montesinos/AGE FOTOSTOCK

Mexico City, Done Right

JAM MEDIA/GETTY IMAGES
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Diego Rivera’s mural, La
Creación, at the Antiguo
Colegio de San Ildefonso.
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DAVE G. HOUSER/CORBIS

Rivera re-created his
agitprop mural, first
painted for Rockefeller
Center and later destroyed by the clients.

Postal panache at the
Correo Mayor.
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Our resort is

Beyond Compare.
Our service is

Without Compromise.
And this summer, our
amenities are

Complimentary.
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The St. Regis
Mexico City.

The Four Seasons
Hotel México, D.F.
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plus an array of daily activities
and entertainment, as well as Summer
Savings on Dining, Spa Services,
Beach Bungalows, Shopping and more.

Three top spots for a Mexico City stay.

249
June 1–September 30

$

METROPOLIS FOR ALL

*

per night

From $299* per night, May 2-31 & Oct 1–31
From $369* per night, Nov 1–20

Virtuoso Exclusive Amenities:
$100 Resort Credit
Continental Breakfast Buffet Daily

Contact your Virtuoso Agent, today.

www.thebreakers.com
*Valid May 2 – November 20, 2010. Rates are per room, per night based on Standard Superior accommodations,
subject to availability. Tax not included. Not available to groups. Spa admission (excluding services), kids' meals &
camp available on the days of Mon., Tues., Wed. and Thurs. Virtuoso Amenities available only when booking through
a Virtuoso Agent. Resort Credit is a one time credit and cannot be applied toward daily room rate, redeemed for cash
or refunded. Other restrictions apply.

New to the D.F. lodgings scene,
Las Alcobas Hotel is a stylish arrival on Polanco’s chic
Avenida Presidente Masaryk.
The contemporary 35-room
property ensures that guests
look as good as their surroundings with rosewood dressing
rooms complete with three-way
mirrors; spa treatments that incorporate aloe, agave, and other
indigenous ingredients; and a
roster of chic boutiques nearby.
Marta Ortiz Chapa of the city’s
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famed Águila y Sol developed
both on-site restaurants. Doubles
from $357, including breakfast and
desserts for two.

from which to explore the city.
Doubles from $545, including
breakfast and round-trip
airport transfers.

The Four Seasons Hotel México, D.F. has 240 guest rooms
and suites around a garden
courtyard that creates a leafy
oasis for outdoor dining and
relaxation. The staff add a layer
of warmth to the superefficient
service, and its central location
makes this hotel an ideal base

A sparkling new arrival that
occupies the first 15 floors of
a glass tower, the St. Regis
Mexico City offers cool modern
decor, exemplary service, and
sweeping views from every
room. Doubles from $415, including breakfast and a welcome fruit
platter and cocktail.

(LAS ALCOBAS) EVAN DION

from

Las Alcobas.



Circling the statue on
Paseo de la Reforma.

Capital and Beyond

JOSE FUSTE RAGA/AGE FOTOSTOCK

Kick off an exploration of Mexico with two
days in the capital city during Abercrombie &
Kent’s private nine-day south-of-the-border
journey. D.F. highlights include a trip to the
National Museum of Anthropology, time
in the Zócalo, and accommodations at the
Four Seasons. Next, continue on to secluded
Campeche, colonial Mérida, and finally, the
Mayan ruins of Chichén Itzá. Departures:
Multiple dates through 2010; from $4,995.
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The World is Your Oyster
Take a short trip or a long getaway to visit your favorite cities…
or add a day or two before or after your cruise or land vacation to relax and unwind.
Travel Bound offers luxury stays at outstanding hotels throughout the world.
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Omni Royal Orleans (King/Queen)
Phoenix
145
Royal
Palms
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San
Francisco
146
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St. Francis (traditional room)
DARK GRAY BOX.
Miami
194
Mandarin
Oriental (Deluxe room)
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282
Helvetica & Bristol ( Deluxe room)
Madrid
295
Ritz
If NON-BLEED, make it fit and centered
New York
304
Carlyle (Superior room)
in the LIGHT
GRAY BOX.
London
322
Mandarin Oriental Hyde Park
Kong
There Hong
are NO
FOLIOS346 Peninsula (Deluxe Kowloon-view room)

for 1/2-page ad pages.
*Prices are per person based on double occupancy (in a standard room unless otherwise stated) at the lowest price for stays
now through Dec. 31, 2010; including hotel taxes & service charges; breakfast is also included in Europe. Prices are subject to
fluctuation. Hotes are subject to availability. Holiday surcharges & blackout dates may apply. Actual prices depend on travel
dates, room category & number of travelers. Alternate cities, travel dates, hotels & room categories are available; prices vary.

Book private transfers too,
plus sightseeing & activities
to suit any interest.

Call your Virtuoso travel specialist for reservations.

WANDERLUST QUICK ESCAPE
Mission possible: La Quinta Resort
has recharged Hollywood heavyweights since 1926.

California Cool

La Quinta keeps it classy amid the Palm Springs revival.
By Degen pener

O

ld-school Palm

rings may have a new rival in older-
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Sp

school La Quinta. Located about 40 minutes east of Palm Springs proper,
La Quinta luxuriates in 1920s Spanish-style architecture. It’s 180 degrees
from the midcentury modernist vibe of Palm Springs where, for the last
decade or so, design-minded Southern Californians have enthusiastically rediscovered the town’s swank ’60s aesthetic. The typical P.S. weekend offers chic pursuits:
If you don’t fly in, make the three-hour drive to the desert; check into a playfully designed, see-and-be-seen hotel; sip kiwi caipirinhas or gin and sins by the pool; then
comb vintage shops for the latest decor anointed neo-fab by design cognoscenti. At
some point, you’ll wonder if you can really pull off paisley-print pants (um, no).
In contrast, La Quinta Resort, which my boyfriend and I recently chose for a threeday getaway, provides a less party-central escape with character to spare. A landmark
destination in the Coachella Valley, the laid-back property predates Rat Pack cool by
a good 40 years. Its original Spanish colonial revival-style main building, along with

MEXICO & CARIBBEAN ALL-INCLUSIVES

RIVIERA MAYA

Royal Hideaway Playacar
- 5-star
FROM
INCLUDES 3 nights, Royal Hideaway Playacar,
all-inclusive, adults-only & private hotel transfers.
BONUS save 30%.

JAMAICA

$745*

Round Hill Hotel & Villas

- 5-star
FROM $1335
INCLUDES 4 nights, Round Hill Hotel & Villas, all-inclusive
& hotel transfers. FEATURES bottle of champagne,
gift & fruit platter upon arrival. BONUS 4th night free &
$100 food & beverage credit.

*

PRICES DO NOT INCLUDE AIRFARE. ASK ABOUT SPECIAL AIR-INCLUSIVE RATES FROM YOUR CITY.

FOR RESERVATIONS, PLEASE CONTACT YOUR VIRTUOSO TRAVEL ADVISOR.
*Conditions Apply: Prices do not include airfare. Special promotions valid on new bookings only. Prices are per person, based on double occupancy accommodations. Packages do not include meals unless otherwise indicated.
Savings reflect land prices only and vary by resort and travel dates. Availability is limited. Rates are subject to holiday blackouts, peak period surcharges, and cancellation charges may be applicable of up to the full price paid depending on the package and when it is cancelled. Other restrictions may apply and vary by resort. Mexico valid for travel thru 12/17/10. Caribbean valid for travel 5/1 - 11/22/10. CST#2007207-30 ADV#316 SS 3/10

WANDERLUST QUICK ESCAPE
Desert chic at Trina Turk.

20 casitas, was built in 1926 – ancient by
California standards – back when the surrounding area was a sea of sand dunes. Since
then, the property has mushroomed to comprise 796 rooms and villas, four restaurants,
a 23,000-square-foot spa, nine golf courses,
and one of the country’s top tennis centers,
with 23 tennis courts, five of which are clay.
The resort, which first gained renown
with such privacy-seeking guests as Greta
Garbo, Frank Capra, and Clark Gable, retains its original grace with rows of majestic palm trees waving guests along the long
boulevard-like driveway, a pair of life-size
conquistador figures greeting them at the
lobby entrance, and an enormous rubber
tree presiding over adobe brick-and-stucco
structures. But it’s the citrus trees that bowl
me over. The place sprawls over 45 acres,
and every path seems to be cheered by orange, lemon, lime, and grapefruit. “If you
want something and you can’t reach it,” the
concierge tells me, “the bellman will come
get it down for you.”
The firs

Adobe Grill serves 50
tequilas and scratch-made,
organic margaritas.
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morning, af er savoring

some grapefruit, we decide to take it easy and
sit by one of the resort’s 41 pools – there are
four within yards of our room, though only
the one near the exhibition tennis court has
cocktail waitresses. Guests briskly walk by,
either heading out to a match or a run. There’s
also the option of hiking in the thrillingly
adjacent Santa Rosa Mountains.
In the afternoon, Palm Springs’ shopping calls. Skip the supertouristy downtown and head farther up North Palm
Canyon Drive, the main drag. Trina Turk’s
retro-glam boutique, located in a 1960s Albert Frey-designed building and selling the
fashion designer’s colorful, pop-inspired
clothes, jewelry, and pillows, anchors this
less-trafficked stretch. Next door, a new
shop, Wil Stiles, stocks Fred Perry shoes,
Marc Jacobs sunglasses, and print dresses
by Spanish line Desigual. It’s easy to lose
a good hour or two in the dozen or more
vintage furniture shops, but save time for
the Galleria, a suite of ten stores in a 1940s
arcade, where biomorphic coffee tables,
Plexiglas floor lamps, and Curtis Jere metal
sculptures set the tone.
A few blocks away from the Galleria, we
have a dinner of hand-cut potato chips,

North Palm Canyon Drive, home
to Palm Springs’ top shops.

a

a

at

STAY Part of the Waldorf
Astoria collection, 45-acre
La Quinta Resort – the name
translates as “country retreat”
in Spanish – offers 20 original
casitas, suites with fireplaces,
and even private residences
among its 796 rooms. Golfers
can choose from five on-site
courses, including one designed
by Jack Nicklaus and one by

Trio, one of Palm Springs’
hottest restaurants.

Bowl of rui
t

nd

Keys to the Coachella Valley.

F

All Th

Greg Norman. Doubles from
$71, including breakfast and
lunch once during stay.
EAT Trio has more to offer
than just its delicious crawfish
potpie. You can also enjoy a
drink at the lively bar and check
out the well-curated painting
and photo installations. 707
North Palm Canyon Drive, Palm
Springs; www.
triopalmsprings.
com.

Located in a
house that
once belonged
to Cary Grant,
Copley’s is an
oasis of seclu-
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sion in Palm Springs. The front
garden features a two-level
fountain topped by a graceful
pepper tree. Pull a chair up to
the fire pit and order a vanillapoached shrimp “martini” or
roasted pumpkin ravioli with
goat cheese. 621 North Palm
Canyon Drive, Palm Springs;
www.copleyspalmsprings.com.
The recently opened Morgan’s
in the Desert at La Quinta
Resort features James Beard
Award-winning chef Jimmy
Schmidt’s cuisine. Don’t miss
the pan-roasted duck breast
and foie gras with a caramelized apple salad. 49-499
Eisenhower Drive, La Quinta;
www.morgansinthedesert.com.

beet salad, and crawfish potpie at the new
Trio, decorated with large hanging lights
that resemble spun sugar, then drive back
to La Quinta. On the walk to our room, I
see a couple ambling along a starlit path
(the town of La Quinta has a dark-sky ordinance that limits outdoor lighting), when,
out of the blue, the guy springs up with kidlike energy and snatches a grapefruit out of
the tree for his gal. We decide we’re staying on this side of the valley for the rest of
the trip.
The next day, things start to slow down.
Some casitas have enclosed yards with a
Jacuzzi and patio, others feature a private
pool or fireplace; guests can sit quietly in
the courtyard and just take in the mountains, which jut right up against the resort.
The weather is verging on perfect, almost 80
degrees – just right for an afternoon spent
reading and napping.
In the evening, a flamenco band plays on
the raised plaza in the resort’s new quarter,
which includes a few retail shops, a coffee
joint, and the Adobe Grill, where it’s hard to
resist a classic margarita and a bowl of guacamole, prepared tableside from organic avocados. For dinner, Morgan’s in the Desert
has become the locals’ favorite destination
since opening last year, so it’s best to make
reservations to sit near the oversize fireplace for dishes like pan-roasted duck with
caramelized apple salad or porcini-crusted
Angus filet.
Our final day, after checking out and selecting a few grapefruits (a bowl of them
sits on the valet stand), we have just enough
time to drive a mile down the road to Old
Town La Quinta, which, despite its name,
was built a few years ago. You don’t feel the
hand of a developer too strongly, though.
A few streets wind among Spanish-style
buildings housing restaurants and retail
stores, and the place has acquired a smalltown, community feel. “We like the hominess. Everyone talks to each other,” says
the co-owner of recently opened home
store Caldi Caldi. (It’s one of two chic finds
in Old Town; the other is the fashion boutique Elizabeth and Prince.) On benches
in the central plaza and at the coffee shop,
people sit and chat unhurriedly. Engaging
and friendly, it’s the opposite of see-andbe-seen.

(North Palm Canyon Drive) Walter Bibikow/AGE FOTOSTOCK
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Discovery
AN AFFORDABLE LUXURY

Discover the allure of the Worl’s most exciting continent. With more time in port, immerse yourself in
the vibrant beauty, culture and cuisine of more than 300 global destinations. Your Oceania Cruises’
home away from home awaits you with a refined yet relaxed ambiance that ensures your absolute
comfort. Our staff warmly welcomes you as you savor the culinary creations of Master Chef
Jacques Pépin or simply relax with a massage in our Canyon Ranch SpaClub®.
Discover a world of

Value without compromise.

AFRICA • ASIA • CARIBBEAN • EUROPE • SOUTH AMERICA

$

Price Reduction

2,000

OFF

2 FOR 1 CRUISE FARES WITH FREE AIRFARE
plus VIRTUOSO EXCLUSIVE $100 CANYON RANCH SPACLUB® CREDIT
SAMBA SERENADE • RIO DE JANEIRO TO BUENOS AIRES • 12-DAY VOYAGE
December 21, 2010*
January 2 , February 19† & March 3, 2011 onboard Insignia
†

Rio de Janeiro, Brazil overnight • Buzios, Brazil
Ilha Grande, Brazil • Parati, Brazil • São Paulo (Santos), Brazil
Porto Belo, Brazil • Rio Grande, Brazil
Punta del Este, Uruguay • Montevideo, Uruguay
Buenos Aires, Argentina overnight
from

8,598

$

FULL BROCHURE FARE

$

3,299 per guest

SPECIAL OFFER WITH FREE AIRFARE

ANTARCTICA AND THE FJORDS • RIO DE JANEIRO TO VALPARAISO • 22-DAY VOYAGE
January 14, 2011 onboard Insignia
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil • São Paulo (Santos), Brazil
Montevideo, Uruguay • Buenos Aires, Argentina
Punta del Este, Uruguay • Port Stanley, Falkland Islands
Cruising the Drake Passage and by Antarctic Islands
Ushuaia, Argentina • Punta Arenas, Chile • Cruising the Chilean Fjords
Puerto Chacabuco, Chile • Puerto Montt, Chile • Valparaiso, Chile
from

15,598

$

FULL BROCHURE FARE

$

5,799 per guest

SPECIAL OFFER WITH FREE AIRFARE

SECRETS OF SOUTH AMERICA • VALPARAISO TO BUENOS AIRES • 14-DAY VOYAGE
February 5, 2011 onboard Insignia
Valparaiso, Chile • Puerto Montt, Chile
Puerto Chacabuco, Chile • Laguna San Rafael, Chile
Cruising the Chilean Fjords • Punta Arenas, Chile
Ushuaia, Argentina • Cruising the Drake Passage
Port Stanley, Falkland Islands
Montevideo, Uruguay • Buenos Aires, Argentina
from

9,998

$

FULL BROCHURE FARE

$

3,999 per guest

SPECIAL OFFER WITH FREE AIRFARE

*Holiday surcharge applies to the 12/21/10 voyage. †Reverse itinerary. SpaClub credit offer expires June 30, 2010. Special Offer discounts and $100 Canyon Ranch SpaClub® credit are per stateroom based on double
occupancy. All fares listed are in U.S. dollars, per person, based on double occupancy and include Non-Commissionable Fares. Cruise Ship Fuel Surcharge may apply. The Cruise Ship Fuel Surcharge, if applicable, is additional
revenue to Oceania Cruises. All fares and Special Offers are subject to availability, may not be combinable with other offers, are capacity controlled and may be withdrawn at any time without prior notice. 2 for 1 Fares are
based on published Full Brochure Fares. Full Brochure Fares do not include Prepaid Charges, Optional Facilities and Services Fees, and personal charges, as defined in the Terms and Conditions of the Guest Ticket Contract
which may be viewed at www.OceaniaCruises.com. Full Brochure Fares may not have resulted in actual sales in all cabin categories and may not have been in effect during the last 90 days. Promotional fares may remain
in effect after the expiration date. Free Airfare promotion applies to economy, round-trip flights only from select Oceania Cruises U.S. & Canadian gateways and does not include ground transfers. Free Airfare is available
only from the following Oceania Cruises Primary Air Gateways: ATL, BOS, ORD, DFW, DEN, IAH, LAX, MIA, JFK, EWR, MCO, PHL, PHX, SAN, SFO, SEA, TPA, YYZ, YVR, IAD. Special Offer Fare includes all surcharges, airline fees
and government taxes. Airline imposed baggage charges may apply. Airfare is available from all other U.S. & Canadian gateways at an additional charge. Full Brochure Fares are cruise only. Oceania Cruises reserves the
right to correct errors or omissions and to change any and all fares, fees, and surcharges at any time. Additional terms and conditions may apply. Complete terms and conditions may be found in the Guest Ticket Contract.
Ships’ Registry: Marshall Islands. APR1001

exclusively for
virtuoso guests
On the evening of your arrival, you’ll enjoy
a welcome Napa Valley Sparkling Wine toast
in The Restaurant Bar accompanied by
a series of small “bites” from
Chef Christopher Kostow of The Restaurant
at Meadowood…Napa Valley’s only
Michelin Two-Star dining venue
and one of only two San Francisco
Four-Star experiences
(the other being The French Laundry).
This is the perfect introduction to the
culinary and wine delights awaiting you as
you explore America’s premier wine region.

Relationships are core to life in Napa Valley.
For the past 45 years Meadowood has served as the heart and soul of the winegrowing
community—as a center for social and family life and as a second home for travelers
from around the world wishing to immerse themselves in the region, its wines and
its people. Founded as the original gathering place for the Valley’s burgeoning wine
community, Meadowood has now become an international destination.
Come for a visit. Mingle with vintners and growers as they enjoy their club
through sport activities, recreation and the pursuit of lifelong wellness. Enjoy a meal
prepared by Michelin Two-Star Chef Christopher Kostow in The Restaurant at
Meadowood. Spend a day exploring the wineries you’ve longed to visit with Gilles
de Chambure, Master Sommelier, whose sole role at Meadowood is to enhance
guests’ knowledge and enjoyment of wine.
A stay at Meadowood offers you entry into an extraordinary way of life. Capture
the magic of Napa Valley and develop your own relationship with the people who
define this unparalleled experience.

For reservations,
please call your Virtuoso travel advisor.

www.meadowood.com
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Real
Escapes
These days, travel is all about the experience, from what you do
to where you stay. Whether it’s getting back to nature, going for
a steeped-in-history stay, or focusing on wellness, authenticity
is the ultimate amenity at these hotels.
Amangiri: Natural beauty.
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Into the Wild

Well-appointed and woolly hideouts worthy of their surrounds.

R

in simplicity. Austere panes of gray and beige concrete and glass contrast with the delicate bristles of scrub that flitter in the wind and the
swells of the Entrada Sandstone in the distance. The swimming pool
curls around both sides of a finger of creamy sandstone like a crystalline evaporating pool on a canyon floor. And from the tumbleweed
sculptures to the Navajo-style sand paintings created with local
earth and pigments, the designers took great care to nestle the resort
into the landscape. Here, connecting with nature is fundamental.
Some people say that camping is the ultimate way to commune
with the earth, but choosing a tent over a room at Amangiri would
be like vacationing at a sandbox instead of the high desert of the Four
Corners. Each room has a wall of glass that accordions open to let
you enjoy sleeping alfresco while still lolling in crisp linens. Floorto-ceiling glass frames the marble tub for wide-open bluff vistas
while you soak. And though you could roast marshmallows over the
sleek flame flickering from the stainless EcoSmart fireplace on your

PHOTO CREDIT

the

EMEMBER, AS A KID,
simple abandon of being outside,
rambling in the woods, sloshing
through surging streams, charging across clearings that stretched to
the horizon? In the vast canyon country at Amangiri, the latest U.S. offering from Singapore-based boutique
hotelier Aman, you can rediscover that
untamed childhood freedom. But with Dungeness crab cakes and
sumac-roasted chicken on the menu, no one will have to call you indoors when the sun begins to fade.
Crouching between Lake Powell, Glen Canyon, Grand StaircaseEscalante, and Paria Canyon Wilderness, the resort is practically a
private reserve, with 600 acres of crackling desert lassoed by a string
of sedimentary bluffs. The stark-but-elegant 34-room hotel is a study

By Aaron Gulley
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More back-to-nature getaways

1.

Perched in the thick of the
imposing scenery that
graced Baz Luhrmann’s
blockbuster Australia, El Questro Homestead is an ideal spot
for playing drover or simply
getting in touch with your
strapping side. Take a horse
trek along the banks of the
Pentecost River, go walkabout
in the endless bush, or, if you’re
feeling soft, slide into Zebedee thermal springs. And save some
time to spend at the dramatic six-room lodge, which thrusts
out over the Chamberlain River like a diving board. Doubles from
$1,700 (two-night minimum stay), including meals, most beverages,
and touring and wilderness park permit.

2.

(RESTAURANT‚ BALLOON) JEN JUDGE,
(POOL) BALL & ALBANESE

Desert pastimes: Dining
in Amangiri’s restaurant,
which opens onto the
pool, and (left) admiring the view from a hot
air balloon. Opposite:
Where sandstone meets
sun worship.

patio, more likely you’ll just ring
round for a waiter to pop up with
an Ibarra chocolate fondant and
a cappuccino.
Amangiri’s most compelling appeals lie beyond the resort walls,
though, where burnt sienna panoramas crash into massive cobalt
skies at every turn. You can charter a flight to the Grand Canyon for
a day or spend an afternoon paddling the twists and undulations of
the Colorado below Glen Canyon Dam. But with so much empty land
swaddling Amangiri, you need not even leave the property. Instead,
take a page from your youth and set off into the corduroy of red rock
and burning sand, charging across boulder fields and through broiling slot canyons. Just don’t be late for dinner. Doubles from $900,
including breakfast, one lunch for two, and round-trip transfers from
Page Airport.

Few places are wilder
than Patagonia, at the
wind-lashed tail of
South America, and The Cliffs
Preserve at Patagonia, Chile
lets you witness the ferocious
setting from the serenity of a
five-star villa. Watch pods of
blue whales from the patio of
your suite – one of only 18 –
before hopping a helicopter
to a lonesome stretch of water in the hills to hook a few giant
trout. There’s white-water rafting and culinary tours, but you
might be tempted to just take a sauna and then sit and watch the
pounding surf from the terrace of the 20,000-square-foot lodge.
Four nights from $2,700 per person, including meals and beverages,
guided activities, and round-trip airport transfers from Puerto Montt.

3.

The ultimate mobile
home, King Pacific
Lodge is a barge-cumeco-resort that’s towed 100
miles each year to inhabit a
sublime perch on the flanks
of northern British Columbia’s
Prince Rupert Island. Floatplane
flights shuttle guests from
Vancouver to this 17-room
Rosewood resort. Some come
to cast a line for salmon, and others just want to crack a novel
in the comfort of their suite. For a treat, book the Princess Royal
Suite, a two-story flat with a private dining area, a slate soaking
tub, and balcony views to both ocean and forest. Three nights
from $4,625 per person, including meals and beverages, guided
activities, and round-trip floatplane transfers.
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Royal Retreats

Travel back in time at these historic hotels.

I

f you’d like a proper introduction to a European castle hotel, try
spending an afternoon on the deep blue
waters of Lough Corrib with Frank Costello, Ashford Castle’s resident gillie (fishing guide). Or perhaps mount a horse for a
ride into the Connemara countryside, take a
Harris’s hawk out for an afternoon of falconry, or simply recline on a sofa and gaze
out the leaded glass windows at some of
the most dramatic scenery in the west of
Ireland. This is daily life at Ashford Castle, a dramatic architectural
statement in stone of fairy-tale turrets and towers that’s fronted by
formal gardens and a fountain, overlooking Lough Corrib.
Surrounded by 26,000 acres of parkland and thick, ivy-covered
forest, Ashford is the most famous castle in the country, a storybook
idea of what a castle should look like. Dating from the thirteenth century, it’s a compendium of Irish history and architectural styles. The
Guinness family bought the castle in the mid-nineteenth century
and gave it Victorian flair as they added wings.

Ashford Castle
riding and (below) refinement.
Opposite: Some
26,000 acres
of parkland surround the castle.

By Everett Potter

A warm and welcoming place that’s quite low key, Ashford offers a
typically Irish relaxed formality. Many of its staff count their tenure
in decades, and you feel like a return guest even if it’s your first visit.
You can well imagine an extended family living here – assuming
your extended family came from the pages of Brideshead Revisited.
It feels like a rambling country house, with dozens of high-ceilinged
rooms and countless stairways and passages. The paneling is dark,
the nineteenth-century landscape paintings are important, and the
floors creak a bit, as they should. The 83 guest rooms are each different, but many have four-poster beds, wingback chairs, Victorian
wallpaper, and tall windows offering views of the lake or parkland.
Dinner at Connaught, the castle’s most formal restaurant, is in a
setting of vintage paintings, silver service, and glowing peat fires. In
the morning, enjoy a classic Irish breakfast in the George V dining
room, which is marginally more relaxed. Romantic? Irish actor Pierce
Brosnan even held his nuptials here.
Like any true castle hotel, Ashford offers almost everything you
could ever want right on its grounds, such as horseback riding and
shooting. Or you can stroll along a riverbank into the tidy town of
Cong, where some of The Quiet Man was filmed. Galway, that most
Irish of cities, is less than an hour away, as is Westport, a typical
County Mayo market town, best reached by taking the “boreens,”
the tiny roads of Mayo that lead into the wild, largely treeless landscape of Connemara. But sitting in a club chair by a window, near a
fire, with a cup of strong Irish tea and an Oscar Wilde play at hand –
he was a frequent guest of the Guinness family – is also a memorable
way to spend an afternoon. In fact, in this period setting, it’s enough
to gently and convincingly transport you to Victorian times. Doubles
from $332, including breakfast and a $68 activities credit.

More castle chic

1.

Surrounded by vineyards, forests, and rolling
hills, Château de Bagnols was a derelict thirteenth-century castle in Beaujolais, France,
when Lady Hamlyn of Great Britain purchased
it in 1987. It took 400 artisans to renovate the
21-room property, unveiling Renaissance and
eighteenth-century wall and ceiling frescoes and
restoring the moat, drawbridge, and towers. Dine
in the shade of century-old lime trees on the terrace or at the Michelin-starred Salle des Gardes
restaurant. Doubles from $583, including breakfast
and a wine tasting at a local cellar.
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2.

Built in 1450 as a hunting
lodge for the archbishops
of Salzburg, Hotel Schloss
Fuschl overlooks Lake Fuschl, one of
Austria’s prettiest. A hybrid of mountain rustic and formal, the 110-room
hotel features stone fireplaces and
timbered ceilings, but also Biedermeier furniture, historical paintings,
and a star chef in its restaurant.
Doubles from $885, including breakfast
and a $68 spa credit.

3.

Set on 50 acres of
woodlands against
the backdrop of Ben
Nevis, Britain’s highest mountain,
intimate Inverlochy Castle in
Scotland has just 17 guest rooms
sumptuously furnished with floral
wall coverings, botanical prints,
and antiques. Three dining rooms
showcase inventive Michelinstarred cuisine. Doubles from $662,
including breakfast.
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The Healing Touch
Hotels that put well-being center stage.

O

As such, they wound up on Koffler’s couch, sipping purified water
from Bodum glasses and discussing issues like life expectancy and
weight loss. By the time the 80-minute consultation ended, the wife
had signed up for three days of well-choreographed services that included diagnostic treatments such as body composition scans and
metabolic tests, and the husband had blood drawn to check for predisposition to a number of ailments. They eventually found the spa
across the hall for a de-stressing chakra ritual, but their time with
Koffler was the trip’s highlight, prompting promises of return visits,
with kids.
Forget deprivation and detoxing: Canyon Ranch is far from yesteryear’s roads to Wellville. Rising from a pristine oceanfront stretch in
the heart of Miami Beach, it’s part of an increasing trend of catering
to travelers in search of a tune-up – be it physical or mental – along

PHOTO CREDIT

n
e en Thu sd y
afternoon in Miami, a thirtysomething couple from Long
Island shuffled into the waiting room of r. Karen Koffler, a dynamic
physician who projects a stylish earth
mother-meets- arah Jessica Parker vibe.
They’d come to the new avid Rockwelldesigned Canyon Ranch Hotel & Spa in
Miami Beach for a week away from their
children, and, so far, the vacation proved everything they asked for:
days spent lying on the hotel’s glorious stretch of sand, with nights
partying in outh Beach. One mojito often leads to another; thus
time for a little TLC at the spa.

By Elizabeth Woodson
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Canyon Ranch in the
big city: Alfresco massage and (left) Miamiappropriate cuisine.
Opposite: Meditating on
the good life.

with 500-thread-count sheets, Bruno Paillard Champagne, and multicourse meals. These new hybrid hotels specialize in any number
of health services just short of going under the knife – territory formerly left to destination spas (as Canyon Ranch well knows). However, whereas traditional health retreats completely immerse clients in
structured (and usually restrictive) programs of diets and workouts,
guests at Canyon Ranch Miami Beach freely partake of all the city’s
hedonistic pleasures. After all, South Beach is just a few blocks down
Collins Avenue.
Of course, the property tries its best to counter excess with a
full enrichment-activity roster: more than 230 fitness classes per
week, from active (spinning) to contemplative (sandcastle building,
anyone?); lectures on a number of health and wellness topics; and
Aquavana, an elaborate circuit of pools, showers, saunas, and other
thermal experiences. Then there’s Koffler’s medical program featuring her team of experts, including one of the country’s top exercise
physiologists, a Chinese medicine practitioner, a nutritionist, a life
management coach, and a physical therapist who will regale you with
stories of his days training fashion editors in New York.
Book one of the ranch’s health packages and you’ll walk away with
a file inches thick, along with an incredibly detailed fitness prescription for prolonging your life, grounded in both Eastern and Western
medicines. It may not be Ponce de León’s fountain of youth, but it’s
likely the closest you’ll find in Florida. Doubles from $350, including
breakfast and a $100 spa credit.

More to-your-health vacations

2.
1.

Located on a 1,000-acre private island in the
Turks and Caicos, 58-room Parrot Cay – part
of Christina Ong’s stylish hotel empire – is
home to the Como Shambhala Retreat, one of
the Caribbean’s more holistically minded havens.
Check in for yoga classes, spa treatments, and
a diet tailored to your dosha (body type) by the
on-site ayurvedic doctor. The center also runs
multiday yoga retreats led by some of today’s top
talents, such as Rodney Yee. Doubles from $621
(three-night minimum stay), including breakfast and
lunch once during stay.

Velden, Austria’s legendary, 104-room
Alpine resort Capella Schloss Velden
complements spa offerings with wellness
programs that address stress, physique, and
relationships. Guests sign up for a combination of
nutrition appointments, life management counseling, yoga classes, and (of course) massage
services. There’s even a medical spa for those
desiring a little extra touch-up. Doubles from $337,
including breakfast and a sunset boat outing.

3.

A rotating mix of holistic healers – from
naturopathic doctors to chiropractors,
acupuncturists, abdominal massage
specialists, and traditional Chinese medicine
doctors – supplements diverse spa offerings
at Thailand’s Six Senses Hideaway Yao Noi
resort. The 54-room retreat sits on the tiny
island of Yao Noi, a 45-minute boat ride from
Phuket, and offers prearrival consultations with
the spa director to craft a health-oriented stay.
Doubles from $795, including breakfast and an
80-minute massage.
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Carefree at Jumby
Bay in Antigua.

all
-inclusive
allure
Savvy travelers don’t sweat
the small stuff at resorts such as
Jumby Bay, where (almost) everything’s
included in one package price.

PHOTO CREDIT

By Skip Hollandsworth

i

t was the first day of our family vacation in the Caribbean,
and I was lying half-asleep
next to an infinity pool that seemed to extend, impossibly, straight toward a sparkling
sweep of white-sand beach and turquoise
waters. I heard my wife, who had just made
friends with a couple from England, order
a round of drinks. I caught the voice of my
daughter ordering a hamburger with fries
and a shake and – “Oh, wait!” she suddenly
exclaimed. “Make that two orders of fries.”
Unlike any other vacation I had ever been
on in my life, I did not immediately start
tabulating what this afternoon at the pool
was about to cost me. I did not raise my head
from my lounge chair and say to my family,
“Guys, please, can you hold it down?” In fact,
a contented smile slid across my face when,
30 minutes later, I heard my wife ordering
more drinks and my daughter ordering ice
cream, a double scoop. I actually waved to
the attendant and ordered a drink and an
appetizer of calamari for myself. Yes, all was
right with the world. I was at Jumby Bay, a
Rosewood Resort in the Caribbean that just
happens to be all-inclusive.
“All-inclusive” was once the butt of jokes,
conjuring images of low-end hotels filled
with hordes of tourists wearing plastic

A renovated suite at Jumby Bay.
Water sports included.

Verandah with a view:
The new open-air restaurant.

even affluent guests love never having to
think about a thing on their vacations, such
resorts have packaged the value of a single
daily fee that covers all services. When you
show up, you are not presented with checks
to sign five times a day to remind you how
much you are spending. You never have to

unlike any other vacation I had ever been on in my
life, I did not immediately start tabulating what this
afternoon at the pool was about to cost me.
beads, doing mass water aerobics in the
pools, and standing in long lines to eat from
giant buffets full of lukewarm fried food.
But a few high-end resort operators have
set out to change that. Recognizing that
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calculate tips. You literally leave your wallet
in your room.
Jumby Bay is located just off Antigua on
a private island, a mere 326 acres in size,
that’s accessible only by boat. There are no

shopping centers, supermarkets, clubs, casinos, or office buildings on the island. Nor
are there cars or trucks, only bicycles and
golf carts. All you will find are some villas
and palatial mansions – and Jumby Bay.
The resort, which reopened in December after a $28 million renovation that took
more than a year to complete, features 28
new spacious suites and 12 updated suites
in one-story bungalows spread up and
down the island’s western edge (plus 16 villas and six rental properties). Suites boast
hand-carved four-poster mahogany beds

A stretch of sand, a beach chair,
and an umbrella: Life is good.

Island exploring on two wheels.

Oleander Estate House is a four-bedroom villa
perfect for multigenerational vacations.

Have a predinner drink
at the Estate House bar.

and alfresco bathrooms with rain showers and deep soaking tubs set in private
courtyards. Plunge pools grace some of the
suites. Still, with just 40 rooms in all, the
resort rarely hosts more than 100 guests
on any given day. It feels more country club
than tourist resort.
One morning, for instance, we woke up,
strolled over to the new open-air Verandah
restaurant, and ordered breakfast. Afterward, my wife joined a yoga session in the
gazebo and sampled a Pilates class by the
lap pool, while I wandered over to the ten-

nis courts and hit balls with the full-time
tennis pro. My daughter headed over to
the activity center, where eager employees
would take her waterskiing, sailing, kayaking, windsurfing, or snorkeling to nearby
Bird Island. (No Jet Skiing, however. That’s
banned because of the noise. As a matter of
fact, they ask that you not talk on your cell
phones while on the beach, which has to be
a first.)
We met up again at the Verandah for a
light lunch of grilled fish and vegetables,
and then walked down to the beach where
we sat underneath a bohio, or traditional
hut, sipping margaritas brought to us by
a server and marveling about the perfect
breeze that blew nonstop across the island.
My daughter disappeared on her bicycle,
knowing we wouldn’t worry – after all, this

island has practically no crime. Late that afternoon, a pelican, gliding low over the bay,
gracefully dived for fish just as the sun began to set behind a bank of clouds. I looked
around. There were exactly ten people on
the beach.
That evening, we dined at the resort’s
celebrated Estate House, sampling the
chef’s fusion of Caribbean and European
cooking styles. (Among the delicacies:
crisped whole island fish, lobster risotto,
and bouillabaisse.)
Later, a staffer led us on a stargazing tour.
The next morning, the sounds of finches
and mourning doves flitting past our windows awakened us. “Oh, dear, another day
in paradise,” my wife said. I was in paradise, of course, because I hadn’t spent a
dime over my daily room charge.
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Playa del Carmen’s new Grand Velas.

The Point at Saranac Lake, New York.

the beach & beyond
The ranks of all-inclusive resorts
are growing – here are a few around the globe.

Beach

Safari

Spa

Desert

Jumby Bay, a Rosewood Resort, Antigua Each of Jumby Bay’s 40
suites is mere steps from the beach. The resort has three restaurants, including the new Pool Grille, and a new Sense spa. Doubles
from $950, including all meals, cocktails and wine, afternoon tea, water
sports, and use of recreational facilities, plus a $100 spa credit.

Grand Velas All Suites and Spa Resort, Playa del Carmen,
Mexico The 491 suites measure 1,000 square feet or more, but
the 77,000-square-foot spa is the centerpiece of this new resort.
Treatments, alas, are not included – but practically everything else
is. Doubles from $600, including all meals, a personal trainer, fitness
classes, daily sports programs, and nonmotorized water sports.

Coastal Canada

Sonora Resort, Vancouver Island, British Columbia In the
spectacular wilderness of the Canadian West, set against
a backdrop of untouched mountain forest and miles of
unspoiled coastline, the 88-room Sonora Resort combines
outdoor adventures and luxe creature comforts. Doubles from
$600, including all meals and beverages.

Private Isle

Necker Island, British Virgin Islands The 74-acre Necker Island,
owned by British entrepreneur Sir Richard Branson, is run more like
a private residence: Guests are free to decide what to do, what to
wear, what to eat, and when to dine. Rent the whole island to
accommodate up to 28 guests. Rates vary and include a staff of 50
at your disposal, all meals and drinks, use of watercraft and equipment,
and a calypso band for an evening party, plus two one-hour massages.
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Lupita Island, Tanzania Hidden in a dense, indigenous forest,
Lupita Island’s 14 spacious thatched-roof villas are all open-sided
for fantastic views of Lake Tanganyika’s crystal-clear waters. Rent
the entire island for total privacy. Doubles from $932, including meals,
most beverages, and water sports.

Al Maha Desert Resort & Spa, Dubai Re-creating a Bedouin
encampment spread across vast dunes in a desert oasis just 45
minutes from Dubai, Al Maha offers 42 lavishly appointed tent-style
suites, each with a chilled swimming pool. The resort is so private
that day visitors are not allowed on the grounds, which are dotted
with camels, gazelles, Arabian oryx, and falcons. The sole focus of
the 120 staff members, who speak 30 different languages, is the
guests themselves. Doubles from $1,200, including all meals and two
activities daily.

Lake

The Point at Saranac Lake, New York At this former Rockefeller
estate tucked away in the Adirondacks, you’ll feel like, well, a Rockefeller.
The 11 guest quarters contain giant stone fireplaces and antique furniture
that conjure the great camp era. Use the boats in the summer, the crosscountry skis in the winter, and the fishing rods and tackle throughout the
year. Around the communal dining table in the resort’s great room, every
night is like a well-heeled dinner party (where children under 18 are not
“suitable guests”), and two nights a week, guests don black-tie attire.
Rockefeller, indeed. Doubles from $1,350, including meals, afternoon tea,
alcohol, and use of sports equipment and facilities; Virtuoso-exclusive amenities include transportation and entrance to the Adirondack Wild Center and
the Lake Placid Olympic facilities.

Networking
A product of Lufthansa.

With over 400 destinations worldwide,
you’re always well connected.
Wherever your business takes you, we’ll fly you there with seamless
connections and punctual performance. So your business network
can be as extensive as ours. For more information, please contact
your Virtuoso travel advisor.

SM

SM

SM

Breathing room: Restaurant Blanc at
the Mandarin Oriental, Barcelona.
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CALM
IN THE

CITY
22

URBAN HOTELS
WHERE TRANQUILITY REIGNS

BY GAIL HARRINGTON

T

ravelers love big cities and all that
comes with them: restaurants that
make all the lists and those on the
edge of discovery, wonderful shopping, great museums, operas and
other musical performances, theater, the contrast of what’s old with contemporary flourishes, plus insider secrets to discover.
But even better is finding a way to enjoy all that
and still have an escape plan when you need to
get away from it all. Here are 22 places where
you can do just that – hotels where you find refuge exploring gardens or parks, rejuvenating in
a soothing spa, or enjoying home-away-fromhome comforts.
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an antique statue that spouts
water into a pool. Stop by the
James Joyce sundial statue, and
feel like you have all the time in
the world to read Ulysses. Doubles from $630, including breakfast and a bottle of Champagne.

Dusky bliss at the Çirağan
Palace Kempinski.

FLORENCE

#

EUROPE
barcelona

#

1

mandarin oriental,
barcelona
From the city’s most stylish
boulevard, Passeig de Gràcia,
guests enter this contemporary
98-room cocoon via a raised
glass catwalk. Take it easy at
this new hotel’s 11,000-squarefoot spa that keeps style simple
with black ceilings, white floors,
and wet-look stone. Book a
“Time Ritual” for a set amount
of time, rather than a specific
treatment, and forget all about
the clock. But arrive early and
use the whirlpool, herbal steam
room, and indoor spa pool first,
or the rooftop pool where you
can swim laps or just soak and

watch the world go by. Doubles
from $485, including breakfast
and a bottle of wine or tapas at
Banker’s Bar.

DUBLIN

#

2

the merrion
Sharp-suited politicians keep
the neighborhood hopping. But
across from the Irish Parliament, a calm universe awaits
behind the black doors of 142room The Merrion, which was
created from four magnificent
Georgian townhouses. Off the
hotel’s drawing rooms, guests
take refuge in an eighteenthcentury-style garden with
seating amid box hedges, flowering bulbs, and scented plants,
plus the soothing sound of

KEYs to calm
GARDEN
OASIS
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SPA
ESCAPE

HOME
COMFORTS

3

four seasons
hotel firenze
After forays in Florence, return
to this fifteenth-century former
palace of the Gherardesca family
that’s graced with soaring ceiling murals, bas-reliefs, restored
original frescoes, Murano glass
chandeliers, plus an ample indoor courtyard with a glass

Flora with flourish
at the Four Seasons
Hotel Firenze.

ceiling. Take a time-out in the
116-room hotel’s 11-acre walled
park – the hill inside the garden
is made of stones from the old
Florence city wall that was destroyed in 1870. This botanical
garden with historical species
has been private for centuries,
and you won’t have to share it
with the masses. Doubles from
$680, including breakfast and a
$115 spa credit.

ISTANBUL

#

4

˘
ÇiraGan
Palace
Kempinski
After navigating ancient lanes
and negotiating rug prices, head
for this hotel, a former home of

Ottoman sultans on the edge of
the Bosporus. There are no city
sounds, just splashing water
and the horns of ships passing
by. In the vast riverfront garden,
palm trees, grassy stretches, and
spa cabanas surround an infinity pool. These outdoor grounds
are as grand as the 315-room
palace: views of the Old City on
the right, the magnificent Bosporus Bridge to the left, and Asia
across the water. Doubles from
$620, including breakfast and one
afternoon tea service.

LISBON

#

5

Olissippo
Lapa Palace
No wonder it feels like a country
manor – Lapa Palace was once
the home of a count. On a quiet
street in the embassy district,
this nineteenth-century hillside
villa is surrounded by gardens
with streams, waterfalls, and a

Lisbon goes green
at Lapa Palace.

swimming pool. Many of its 109
rooms have terraces overlooking
the Tagus River. It’s just the kind
of place that reminds you to slow
down and listen to the sweet
song of the green parakeets
chirping in the trees. Doubles
from $470, including breakfast,
flowers and port on arrival, and
complimentary parking.

LONDON

#

6

the goring
With a garden just bigger than
Centre Court at Wimbledon,
The Goring has an edge on quiet
with large trees that muffle city
sounds. Guests may stroll along
stone pathways and dine on the
intimate garden terrace from
April through September – the
roof can be opened or closed
with the flick of a switch. To
celebrate its 100th anniversary
this year, the 71-room hotel will

Looking great at 100:
The Goring.

offer tea and croquet lessons
on the lawn every Thursday
evening from July 22 through
August 26. Doubles from $370,
including breakfast, and fruit and
flowers on arrival.
51 Buckingham Gate.

LONDON

#

7

51 buckingham gate, taj
suites and residences
It’s easy to feel at home in
these plush nineteenth-century townhouses, practically
around the corner from Buckingham Palace. Every room

comes with a fully equipped
kitchen (washing machine
and butler on request) and access to a tranquil courtyard
garden whose fountain was a
gift from Queen Victoria. You
could say the 86-room 51 Buckingham outdoes the palace:
Not even the Queen has a Michelin-starred chef organizing
backyard barbecue dinners on
summer nights. Doubles from
$520, including breakfast, tickets
to the Queen’s Gallery at Buckingham Palace, and butler service.
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aboard a nineteenth-century
yacht, but the adjoining solarium with city views brings them
back to the present. Doubles
from $970, including breakfast
and complimentary parking.

paris

#

10

La Réserve Paris

Parisian pad:
La Réserve Paris.

Naples

#

8

hotel romeo
// spa coming Soon //

If this flashy 83-room retreat’s
views of the Gulf of Naples
and the isle of Capri don’t transport you, the newly renovated
spa, slated to open this August,
will win you over. In addition to
an expanded treatment menu
featuring slimming and antiaging therapies, the new spa
will pay homage to the Gulf of
Naples and the Mount Vesuvius volcano. You’ll get heatbased treatments amid soft
red lighting in the Paradise of
Fire zone. It’s all about aquatic
therapies in Inferno of Water,
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which opens onto a terrace
where the infinity pool seems
to merge with the sea. Back inside, settle into an immersion
chaise lounge in the hydrotherapy pool for a soak before treatments or, for a truly Zen haven,
book the three-room Japanese
suite, which comes with its own
private garden. Doubles from
$405, including breakfast, a $70
hotel credit, and a personalized
city guide.

paris

#

9

Hôtel Le Bristol
No hotel in the city can compete with the 187-room Bristol’s
13,000-square-foot garden – the

largest green space among the
Parisian palaces – with its giant magnolia trees, vibrant
azaleas and rhododendrons,
chubby cherubs spouting water, and dining terrace for
meals created by the hotel’s
Michelin three-star chef. A
rooftop pool, surrounded by
teak decking and murals, convinces guests they’re lounging

Turn that dream of a Parisian
pied-à-terre into reality – one
that puts a contemporary spin
on spacious nineteenth-century apartments in the exclusive sixteenth arrondissement.
La Réserve sits at the place du
Trocadéro, and five of the ten
roomy residences come with a
direct view of the Eiffel Tower
across the Seine – also, apartments 1 and 2 have private gardens. If you need a chef, hair
stylist, or massage therapist,
just ask the butler. One-bedroom
apartment from $8,900 for three
nights, including breakfast, two
one-hour massages, and a bottle
of Champagne.

Bigger is better in Hôtel Le
Bristol’s garden.

prague

#

11

THE AUGUSTINE, PRAGUE
In addition to its own garden,
The Augustine, in Prague’s
Malá Strana district, has easy
access to the gardens of the adjacent Wallenstein Palace (now
the Czech Senate). Comprising
seven historic buildings, the
101-room hotel has its share
of quiet corners, including a
thirteenth-century Augustinian monastery (still in operation) that welcomes visitors
to explore its cloistered terraces and private courtyard;
guests can take yoga and tai
chi lessons in the serene inner
cloisters. Doubles from $400,
including breakfast and a $100
dining credit.

rome

#

12

overlooks the city as well as the
tranquil garden. Doubles from
$1,100, including breakfast and a
$50 dining credit.

THE
AMERICAS
BUENOS AIRES

#

13
A breath of fresh air
at Palacio Duhau.

Palacio Duhau – Park
Hyatt Buenos Aires
In the ritzy Recoleta shopping
district, the 1930s former Duhau family home still feels like
a private enclave. Between the
walled palacio and the 165-room
hotel’s contemporary tower,
there’s a lovely multitiered garden built on the family’s former soccer pitch. A waterfall
cascades into ponds fringed by
native grasses and calla lilies,
and white leather chairs make
a great place to take it easy in
the shade while sipping malbec. Doubles from $705, including breakfast and one wine-andcheese tasting for two.

Secret garden:
Hotel de Russie.

HOTEL DE RUSSIE
Set between two of Rome’s most
beautiful piazzas, the 122-room
Hotel de Russie has a big secret:
a hidden garden with walking
paths, grassy banks, old palms
and yews, flowering roses, and
fruit-laden orange trees. This
could be the most exclusive place
to escape the bustle of central
Rome. For the ultimate hideout,
the Nijinsky Suite comes with a
2,572-square-foot terrace that

So peaceful it still houses a
monastery: The Augustine.
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CHICAGO

#

14

THE PENINSULA
CHICAGO
On the top two floors of the 339room Peninsula, you’ll be humming “My Kind of Town.” High
above North Michigan Avenue,
urban frustrations melt at the
20th-floor spa, where foot-care
and tea rituals start off lavish
two-hour treatments such as
the Uplifting Mint Experience.
Afterward, nest in a relaxation
room with a fireplace and a
view of the indoor pool on the
19th floor. Natural light from
20-foot-tall windows floods
this glass-enclosed pool, where
water kept between 79 and 82
degrees and a sprawling outdoor
deck make this urban hotel feel

like a secluded resort. Doubles
from $415, including breakfast
and a $50 dining credit.

Emirates Palace gives
guests 210 acres of room
to roam.

LOS ANGELES

#

15

hotel bel-air
// Coming Soon //

Since opening in 1946 in a canyon above Sunset Boulevard,
the Hotel Bel-Air has been a
favorite of not just the celebrities who hang out there, but
just about everyone. And who
wouldn’t love the privacy of
this exclusive hillside residential neighborhood? But it’s the
12 acres of gardens and the lake
with swans that make it a true
escape. Now closed for renovation, Hotel Bel-Air will reopen
in mid-2011 with a new spa

housing ten treatment rooms,
12 new hillside villas, and some
creative design twists, such as
outdoor alcoves off the bar to
bring those gorgeous gardens
inside. Rates to be announced.

NEW YORK

#

16

gramercy park
hoteL

Big Apple - with trees:
Gramercy Park Hotel.
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Who needs the keys to the city?
Guests at this hotel across the
street from Gramercy Park may
request a key to unlock the gate
of the city’s only private park,
which belongs to the owners of
39 buildings around the square.
And the hotel’s private rooftop
club and garden feel like the
terrace and solarium of a private home. The recent reinvention by Ian Schrager makes this
185-room property a retreat
from New York City – vibrant
Renaissance colors, conversation-stopping custom furniture, over-the-top fixtures, and

rooms that are sheer theater.
Doubles from $675, including
breakfast and one lunch for two.

AFRICA &
THEMIDDLE
EAST
ABU DHABI

#

17

emirates palace
Owned by Abu Dhabi’s ruling
family, this modern-day palace
on a desert peninsula is a national monument, perhaps the
world’s only such landmark,
with its own beach and 210 acres
of private gardens. Choose your
playground, land or sea – snorkeling along coral reefs, strolling through the gardens, lazing
on a 4,200-foot-long crescent of
white sand, and riding the swimming pool’s water slides and lazy
river. It’s a true desert oasis, and

the skyline of the central business district is in clear view from
many of the 410 rooms. Doubles
from $400, including breakfast
and a 15 percent dining discount.

CAPE TOWN

#

18

MOUNT NELSON
hoteL
At this 201-room property, it
would be easy to forget you’re
in South Africa’s second-largest city, except the backdrop
is Cape Town’s iconic Table
Mountain. Inside the walled
estate, nine acres bloom with
more than 100 types of trees
and roses, including one variety
created for the hotel’s 1999 centenary. Plus, each garden suite
has its own private walled oasis.
Outside the gates, walk through
a public green space to reach a
main city thoroughfare. Doubles
from $580, including breakfast
and one afternoon tea for two.

DUBAI

#

19

ARMANI HOTEL DUBAI
// new //

In the midst of Dubai’s oneupmanship design craze, Giorgio Armani had a single focus:
to create a 160-room hotel that
feels more like a home – with,
of course, the same understated elegance that defines
his fashion empire. Anchoring

the world’s tallest tower, the
new Armani Hotel has a private
entrance and no traditional
check-in – instead, a dedicated
host acts as your single point
of contact throughout your
stay. Outside is a 27-acre park
with palm-fringed walkways,
flowering trees, rows of shady
date palms, reflecting pools
that cascade into a lake, and the
world’s tallest water fountain –
500 feet high, 900 feet long,
and, by night, sparkling with
6,600 lights. Doubles from $680,
including breakfast and either entrance to the 124th-floor observation deck or a $150 dining credit.

ASIA
Beijing

#

20
AMAN AT
SUMMER PALACE

Adjacent to the vast domain
where Chinese emperors once
summered in lakefront palaces,
these bungalows that formerly
hosted guests of the royals hide
out amid lush greenery and
little ponds. Aman’s 44-room
paradise has a secret doorway

Take the waters – 45
floors up – at the Park
Hyatt Tokyo.

through a stone wall, which
gives guests 24/7 access into
the Summer Palace grounds for
quiet walks and private lakeside tai chi classes. Doubles from
$550, including breakfast and one
lunch for two.

Private garden suite at
Mount Nelson Hotel.

new delhi

#

21
tokyo

aman new delhi
Even in a city of 17 million,
there’s an antidote for urban
frustrations. Not a sound penetrates beyond the manicured
sphere of green that circles this
67-room resort. Start the day
with an early-morning yoga
class in nearby Lodhi Gardens,
surrounded by fifteenth-century tombs; follow it with a picnic breakfast; laze on daybeds
that line the hotel’s 50-meter
lap pool; and finish off with
spa treatments and a snooze
in Aman’s bamboo relaxation
garden. Lodhi Pool Suites (one,
two, or three bedrooms) come
with a terrace, private garden,
and pool. Doubles from $550, including breakfast and one lunch
for two.

#

22

park hyatt tokyo
Grasp Tokyo’s magnitude from
a steel-and-granite skyscraper
while feeling as light as the
clouds floating past – Club on
the Park is one place to catch
those breathtaking views, wipe
out stress, and find your happy
equilibrium. Make a circuit of
this 45th-floor spa and fitness
center – whirlpool, sauna, cold
plunge pool, and 360-degree
shower – and get pampered with
customized spa treatments
or maybe the Tokyo Massage,
which begins with a foot cleansing that employs rare stones
from Mount Fuji. Afterward,
extend your bliss in a private relaxation suite that looks out at
Tokyo’s skyline. For a grander
vision, the 47th-floor fitness
center delivers panoramas of
the city and snowcapped Mount
Fuji – even from the swimming
pool. Doubles from $420, including breakfast and two cocktails at
Peak Lounge.
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Brazil

South America’s pulse beats in Brazil. World-class resorts and hotels welcome
even the most discriminating travelers. With our dazzling landscapes and
welcoming people, let this be your destination to relax and rediscover yourself.
Contact your Virtuoso Travel advisor to arrange a custom itinerary at one of our many
distinguished hotels or resorts properties in Brazil.

www.braziltour.com

SHIPSHAPE
TO P C R U I S E T R E N D S

David Sacks/RISER/getty images

“Feeling hot, hot, hot!” proclaims the popular tune in shipboard discos
around the world. And the same can be said of cruising: A recordbreaking 14 million travelers will take to the seas this year, lured by new
ships, big amenities, and more. Cruises are more popular (and a better
value) now than ever before. Here’s why. BY FRAN GOLDEN
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OFFBEAT EXPEDITION
Clockwise from left: Zodiac
excursions with Lindblad,
Zegrahm, and Orion.

C

ruising was born from the passion of explorers, and the ever-increasing number
of cruisers whose mantra is “The more unexpected, the better” is fueling a boom in expedition itineraries; for example, Africa – not the most
traditional cruise destination. This year, Travel Dynamics International serves up the Gold and Ivory
coasts – including a 21-day itinerary from Ghana to
Namibia – and next year offers options that combine
Namibia and South Africa, as well as Mozambique and
Madagascar. In fact, the line’s 114-passenger Corinthian
II will call on some 20 African nations in 2011.
Of course some destinations just seem created for

FAST FACT

small-ship access and have become perennial
favorites with free-spirited travelers – Antarctica with Zegrahm Expeditions, Orion Expeditions’ voyages to Australia’s Kimberly region
and Papua New Guinea, and Lindblad Expeditions’ sailings to the Galápagos and Costa
Rica, for example. The best part: Adventure
travel no longer requires roughing it. Five-star
exploration can be found from Patagonia to
Alaska and beyond, and with most expedition
ships carrying fewer than 120 passengers (in
some cases, fewer than 50), you not only get
out there, but do so in intimate style.

Royal Caribbean International’s 5,400-passenger Oasis of the Seas, the world’s largest cruise ship (along with her sister ship
Allure of the Seas), is a 225,282-ton city, with some 3,300 miles of electrical cables and 150 miles of piping.

POUR IT ON:
FOUR NOTEWORTHY CHRISTENINGS TO TOAST
Seabourn

The 450-passenger Seabourn
Sojourn launches in June.

Holland America Line

Coming in July: the 2,106passenger Nieuw Amsterdam.

CUNARD

The 2,092-passenger Queen
Elizabeth debuts this October.

ROYAL CARIBBEAN INTERNATIONAL

December unveiling: the 5,400passenger Allure of the Seas.
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R

Canyon Ranch has introduced SpaClubs on Oceania Cruises’ and
Regent Seven Seas’ ships, with treatments such as warm Canyon
Stone Massages. Can you put a price on bliss? Of course. Five signature treatments – husbands, are you listening? – promise perfectly
pampered afternoons.

Paul Gauguin Cruises

Windstar Cruises

Regent Seven Seas

Crystal Cruises

Silversea Cruises

Discover a Polynesian Treat
by Hei Poa – a traditional
full-body Polynesian massage featuring tropical
scents. $240.

The Rehydrate facial
nourishes sun-kissed skin
with lavender and rose
geranium. $149.

Achieve deep-tissue relaxation with Canyon Stone
Massage’s heated basalt
stones. $218.

The Ceremony of Paradise
combines a coconut-infused
scrub and body wrap to
soften skin, along with a
facial and massage. $446.

Reenergize after exploring
ports (or lazing by the pool)
with the scented Thai Herbal
Poultice Massage. $213.

ADVISOR TIPS 
What’s the hottest
cruise destination
this year?
“Croatia. The Med is always
popular, but Croatia and ports
along the Turkish Riviera really
have a buzz now.”
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What’s your top moneysaving tip for cruisers?
• “Be sure to look at every

aspect of cruise pricing.
Remember that ‘all-inclusive’
has a price tag, and travel
advisors can sometimes get
a better deal on flights than
‘air-included’ fares.”

• “Cruise line hotel programs

can give wonderful savings in
cities such as Rome and London that are far from their
actual ports, as they include
pricey transfers. In cities near
ports of embarkation/debarkation, however, there may
be better values.”

• “If it’s a destination rather

than a specific ship that
excites you, always ask your
travel advisor for promotions
in the area. Many lines offer
similar itineraries.”
• “The least expensive cruise
isn’t always the best deal. A
cruise expert can help you
find the best fit and value for
your money.”
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elax. Nearly all ships, new and old, are beefing up their spa
offerings. Cases in point: Seabourn cruise line’s new Seabourn Odyssey boasts the largest spa at sea (two decks), featuring private open-air cabanas with oversize tubs and sundecks.
Passengers on Silversea’s Silver Spirit can unwind in a hammam.
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BIG TIME

D

D

Celebrity Cruises’ 2,850-passenger Solstice-class ships,
such as the just-launched Celebrity Eclipse, offer a half
acre of real grass for putting and picnics. Sharing in the
well-heeled atmosphere, Cunard’s 2,092-passenger
Queen Elizabeth will serve up a spacious open-air Games
Deck that embraces English country garden ambience
with croquet and lawn bowling on artificial turf, under
a shaded canopy.

And SeaDream Yacht Club
always stands out.”
Ex ll n and a n t :
“Crystal Cruises’ staff displays
ies

a lovely spirit and attention
to detail with 24-hour room
service and stellar dining.
Seabourn never forgets the
small things, down to passengers’ choice of soap or pillow.”
i

Which cruise line is
your top pick for:
Fa l : “Disney has such
a unique product for family
travel, from their clever dining
options to great kid-friendly
venues and events on shore.”
Food : “It’s hard not to be
enticed by the culinary attention
given to Oceania’s Nautica.

me

motion sickness, opt for the
center of the ship.”
• “Consider what’s over and
under each cabin. (Staff typically rearrange deck chairs at
night, and you don’t want a
nightclub beneath you.)”

ce

• “If you’re concerned about

e

What are the keys
to choosing a great
a cabin?
• “Know your geography:
If sailing on a ‘land defined’
itinerary, the side of ship
comes into play: e.g.west on
Europe’s Mediterranean Coast
(starboard side preferred).”

ce

er
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l

C ub
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When Disney Cruise Line debuts the 4,000-passenger
Disney Dream early next year, the ship will make waves
with the first “water coaster” at sea – a whopper of a ride
that stretches 2.5 football fields in length. The ship also
brings artwork to life with LCD screens that can sense
when someone is looking at them; kids may think they’re
looking at a simple, framed still from Bambi, then suddenly Thumper and Flower scamper by.
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Clockwise from left:
Royal Caribbean’s Central
Park, isney’s qua uck
water coaster, and a lawn
on one of Celebrity’s
Solstice-class ships.

In July, 4,200-passenger Norwegian Cruise Line’s
Norwegian Epic brings Sin City’s Blue Man Group and the
Vegas show “Legends in Concert” (yes, Elvis will be on the
ship). Among its first-at-sea features: an ice bar (even the
stools are ice), a circus/dinner show, and a rappelling wall.

mi
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Royal Caribbean International’s 5,400-passenger Allure of
the Seas debuts in December with seven “neighborhoods”
and such features as a boardwalk with a merry-go-round,
an open-air Central Park with 56 real trees and some 12,000
plants, a zipline across the top deck, and an AquaTheater
with synchronized swimmers and high divers.

ies

CITY
SLICKER

A

B

aked Alaska and shuffleboard went out with the twentieth century. While no one has come up with shipboard
skiing – yet – giant waterslides, croquet lawns, and Vegas shows are just some of the “wow factors” that help ships
appeal to nearly every type of traveler.
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SWEET SUITES

Book it For

Silversea’s
Silver Spirit

Owner’s Suite: 1,668 square feet

Seabourn’s
Seabourn Odyssey

Grand Wintergarden
Suite: 1,397 square feet

Royal Caribbean International’s
Oasis of the Seas

Royal Loft Suite:
1,524 square feet

Oceania Cruises’
Marina (launching January 2011)

Owner’s Suite: 2,500 square feet

Furniture, fabrics, and bedding
from Ralph Lauren Home, plus
a mahogany bar and an ebony
baby grand piano

The 18-day San Francisco-to-Miami
sailing traverses the Panama Canal,
with calls in Costa Rica and Colombia. Departure: February 26, 2011;
Owner’s Suite from $14,999.

Cunard’s Queen Elizabeth
(launching October 2010)

Queens Grill Grand Suite:
1,493 square feet

An oversized balcony,
en suite Queens Grill dining,
 daily canapés, access to a private
sun deck

Spend Christmas at sea on a 22-day
round-trip voyage from London
(Southampton) that calls at Tortola,
Barbados, and nearby islands. Departure: December 14, 2010; Queens Grill
Grand Suite from $55,728.
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[ ] Driver’s license – ships retain passports onboard and you’ll want some form of ID ashore
[ ] Small bills for easy tipping
[ ] Wading shoes (if your itinerary includes reefs and volcanic islands)
[ ] Workout clothes to balance out wonderful food and umbrella drinks
[ ] A pashmina – no matter how hot your itinerary is, ships’ public rooms can get chilly

ran

In the bag: A checklist of must-take items.

o

ADVISOR TIPS 

GES

Seven-day western Caribbean
sailings from Fort Lauderdale drop
anchor at Costa Maya and Cozumel.
Departures: Multiple dates through
November 27, 2010; Royal Loft Suite
from $11,700.

outdoor Jacuzzi,
private wet bar

M

 Baby grand piano,

GETTY

The 21-day voyage from Athens to
Istanbul includes Greece, Montenegro, Croatia, and Italy. Departures:
Multiple dates June 19 through October 2, 2010; Grand Wintergarden Suite
from $33,150.

in

Enclosed solarium with
an oceanview soaking tub

I A

A seven-day round-trip cruise from
Istanbul, with calls in Ukraine and
Bulgaria. Departure: June 19, 2010;
Owner’s Suite from $17,097.

E

Two bedrooms, large teak veranda,
full-size Jacuzzi, free
 laundry service

all

calling card

r

Suite and size

r

Ship

Y

E

very new ship seems determined to outdo its predecessor with amenities for top-tier passengers – pillow menus,
designer bath products, stocked minibars, butler and concierge services, and what have you – but the big trend
right now is condo-size staterooms and services.

Sydney Melbourne Bali Singapore Yangon Dubai Bodrum Venice Nice Barcelona Lisbon Bordeaux Fowey Dublin Liverpool

When you live to travel
The World, offers you a travel lifestyle like no other. A life which allows you to explore
the globe with 200 like-minded adventure seekers. It is a place that is beyond place,
where journey and destination become one.
This one-of-a-kind elegant community of only 165 residences offers the ultimate
combination of a friendly and lively atmosphere, unrivalled personal service and the
privileged access to the earth’s most beautiful destinations.
Design your own voyage or select from some of our favorites and receive an exclusive
Virtuoso $250 onboard spending credit.
• Belle Bretagne & British Bailiwick – July 16 to 26, 2010 - Bordeaux to Southampton
• Greenland Expedition – September 1 to 22, 2010- Reykjavik to Quebec
• Capitals & Cabanas – December 4 to 14, 2010 Rio de Janeiro to Buenos Aires
If your passion is travel, come live a life like no other.

The World
To plan your voyage, please contact your Virtuoso specialist.
virtuoso@residensea.net
www.aboardtheworld.com
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Sun, fun, and a touch of pride –
hail Mykono , ing of the yclade .

Tranquility rising: Mykonos
town’s harbor at sunset.
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t’s a toss-up whether Mykons, grandson of Apollo and namesake of the Greek

isle Mykonos, would turn in his grave at his island’s tourism or delve into its
party atmosphere. Knowing mythology, probably the latter – after an invigorating day of swimming and bronzing on the shore.
I wasn’t sure what to expect from my first visit, but the island is filled with
surprises. Mykonos has many faces – from some of Europe’s best nightlife and posh
resorts to rooms overlooking secret beaches where you’re truly left alone with the
stars. Little Venice, the main stretch of Mykonos town, is packed with restaurants offering cruise ship passengers and other visitors excellent seafood (order the octopus)
and sunset views. It can get overcrowded in the high season, but in the island’s interior,
the bustling scene quickly fades. Outings here reward travelers with a stunning arid
landscape where they’re never long without a new point of reference on the deep blue
Aegean Sea. Beach tavernas, typically run by one family for generations, dot the little
dirt roads, serving fish fresh from the grill to guests cooled by gentle ocean breezes.
Greek mythology lends Mykonos a sense of mystery that extends to its people, especially the women. They’re proud, deservedly so: I remember photographing a group of
beautiful girls just hanging out on the beach, friends since childhood. Turns out two of
them were Olympic medalists.
Mykonos resonates long after its scenery disappears. It’s a sense of tolerance served
up with a good portion of hedonism in one of earth’s most picturesque settings. And
really, who can’t use a little more of that?
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Clockwise from top
left: Island blue and a
crisp white, savoring
an afternoon, a windmill above Mykonos
town, and serve’s up
on Panormos Beach.
Opposite: Little
Venice’s café scene.
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Above: Le Poisson Bleu boutique and a fisherman on the Bay of Ornos.
Opposite: Kicking back at Panormos Beach.

Aegean Odysseys

Start planning your Mykonian epic here.

Dressed in the freshest island
blue-and-whites, Mykonos Blu
Grecotel Exclusive Resort presides
on Psarou Beach with 111 bungalows,
suites, and villas about two miles
from Mykonos town. Doubles from
$398, including round-trip airport or
port transfers, breakfast, and lunch
once during stay.
A private beach, rubber speedboats
(available by the hour), and a helicopter for island tours await guests
at Santa Marina Resort & Villas,
a 96-room oasis that spreads out

on its own peninsula. Doubles from
$342, including breakfast, a bottle of
mastiha liquor in room, and one spa
treatment per guest.
Discreet Kivotos features 40
elegant rooms and the 82-foot
Prince de Neufchatel motor yacht
for day or weeklong cruises for up
to 40 guests. The on-site hammam
provides recovery from Mykonos
town’s nightlife, just five minutes
away. Doubles from $282, including
breakfast and one 30-minute massage per guest.

Mykonos Blu Grecotel
Exclusive Resort.

Cypress and bougainvillea
gardens lend a natural touch
to the Belvedere Hotel, which
comprises six buildings and
an 1850s hilltop mansion in
Mykonos town. Dining options at the 43-room property
include chef Nobu Matsuhisa’s

Matsuhisa Mykonos. Doubles from
$348, including round-trip airport
transfers and breakfast.
Princess Cruises’ eight-day sailing
from Rome to Athens includes a
day in Mykonos, where the Ocean
Princess’ 680 passengers can
take a boat to Delos, visit a 1542
monastery, or simply lie on the
beach before dining in one of Little
Venice’s sidewalk cafes. Departures:
September 1 and (reverse itinerary) 8,
2010; from $1,499.
Sail the eastern Mediterranean in
traditional tall-ship style during
Star Clippers’ 11-day voyage from
Athens to Venice. The 170passenger Star Clipper calls at
Croatia and Montenegro, as well
as four Greek isles: Corfu, Yíthion,
Santorini, and Mykonos. Departure:
July 28, 2010; from $2,855.

Kivotos.

Explore Mykonos and Santorini on
Regent Seven Seas’ 11-day cruise
from Istanbul. Virtuoso travelers
booking the 700-passenger
Seven Seas Mariner’s voyage through
Journeys by Design receive two
complimentary bonuses: a pre-cruise
stay in Istanbul, complete with an
evening cruise on the Bosporus, plus
an exclusive Voyager Club excursion to Ephesus followed by a garden
luncheon in Kuşadası. Departure:
September 21, 2010; from $7,055.
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Magical Moments are Everywhere. The Possibilities, Endless.
What is the Mexico of your imagination? Perhaps it’s
watching a heavenly sunset over “the City of Angels.”
Relaxing in the graceful lifestyle of Yucatan’s famed
land barons. Exploring pre-Hispanic temple ruins in
Morelos. Or listening to musicians stroll along ancient
cobbled streets in Guanajuato.
When you’re in Mexico, magic waits for you at every
turn. You can learn Spanish at the famed international
learning center in Cuernavaca, capital of the state
of Morelos. Then again, you might take a Spanish
cooking class in San Miguel de Allende, a delightful
Highlands town noted for its colonial architecture,
natural hot springs, and more museums than anyplace else in the country.

Discover Chichén Itzá and
other Mayan sites located
throughout Yucatan, and
stay at an intimate, inviting hacienda that was
once an 18th-century sisal
estate. Or wander the World
Heritage-designated city of
Puebla — then head back to
your serene hotel, located next to
one of its most historic churches. As always, we’ll enhance your experience with expert knowledge and an
array of exclusive amenities. Because when you travel
to Mexico with Virtuoso, anything is possible.

The St. Regis Mexico City

Maroma Resort and Spa by ORIENT EXPRESS

La Purificadora, Hotel En Puebla

Mexico: The Ultimate i n
Life Experiences

Hacienda Uayamon, Campeche

Come to México where each destination is
unprecedented and unmatched in hospitality.
Let us pamper you with sunshine, good food, relaxing
breezes, amazing wildlife, historical and archaeological
sites, all within easy access to the most luxurious hotels.
Call your Virtuoso travel advisor to book a custom
trip to México today.

w w w.VisitMex ico. com

Discover the treasures
that Morelos offers you…

www.morelostravel.com

In 2010
Explore the route of the Independence

San Miguel de Allende
THE

HEART OF MEXICO

A favorite city in Guanajuato, San Miguel de Allende
was just voted a World Heritage Site by UNESCO.
With its cobbled streets, colonial architecture, natural
hot springs, and mild clime, San Miguel de Allende
attracts expatriate artists, writers, and musicians.

www.turismosa nm ig ue l . com . mx

Uncover the

Secrets of Puebla
Visit the Historic Center of Puebla, awarded World
Cultural Heritage Site by UNESCO, and tour Cholula,
home of the largest pyramid and the world’s largest
monument. Built by the Spaniards in 1594, the Church
of Our Lady of the Remedies is a major pilgrimage site
and sits on top of the base of the ruins.

www.visitmexico.com/wb/Visitmexico/Visi_Puebla_esta
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Core Pursuits

GREAT OUTDOORS 126
cruise call 132

ECO-Travel, Outdoor Adventures, and More

GO GREEN

Headlining
Hotels
A look at today’s most eco-savvy stays.
By Costas Christ

I

t’s safe to say that we have

Las Vegas, green?
Bet on it at CityCenter.
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truly hit a tipping point when
Las Vegas emerges as an environmental trailblazer. Consider
the newly opened CityCenter, a 67acre, $8.5 billion complex housing
hotels, a shopping and entertainment district, a residential area,
and convention space on a grand
scale, even by Vegas standards. Its
public areas also contain one of the
largest corporate art collections in
the world, including Maya Lin’s 133foot interpretation of the Colorado
River, made entirely from reclaimed,

®
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Receive up to $300
Onboard Credit†
per stateroom

2011 QUEEN VICTORIA Voyages — Balcony Fares starting at:
®

Panama Canal Treasures

Hawaiian Adventure

Hawaiian Adventure

New York to Los Angeles
17 Days — January 13, 2011

Roundtrip Los Angeles
14 Days — January 30, 2011

Roundtrip Los Angeles
14 Days — February 17, 2011

$4,095*

$3,195*

$3,195*

Be part of maritime history with the Royal Rendezvous event on
January 13, 2011 & Queen Victoria’s maiden American season
CALL YOUR VIRTUOSO TRAVEL ADVISOR TO PLAN YOUR ADVENTURE TODAY.
*Fares in USD, per person, based on double occupancy, voyage only, subject to availability, and capacity controlled. $4095 fare is based on category A6 01/13/11 Queen Victoria and $3195 fare applies to Balcony category A6 01/30/11 Queen
Victoria, $3195 fare applies to category A6 02/17/11 Queen Victoria. Government fees and taxes of up to $29.84 per person are additional and may be higher for Canadian residents. Cunard reserves the right to impose a fuel supplement of up to
$9 per person per day on all passengers if the NYMEX oil price exceeds $70 per barrel, even if the fare has already been paid in full. †Up to $300 onboard credit is based on double occupancy, applies to the first two guests in a stateroom only, is $75
per person for inside and outside staterooms, and $150 per person (Max $300 per stateroom) for balcony and grill staterooms, and applies to 01/13/11, 01/30/11 and 02/17/11 Queen Victoria sailings only. See applicable Cunard brochure for terms,
conditions and definitions that apply to all reservations. Other restrictions may apply. ©2010 Cunard. Ships registry: Great Britain.

CORE PURSUITS GO GREEN
Conservation chic at the
new Mandarin Oriental,
Las Vegas.

Australia’s Wolgan Valley
Resort and Spa is set on a
4,000-acre private nature reserve.

rather than newly mined (and environmentally damaging), silver.
During the center’s construction, 94 percent of building waste was recycled, keeping
thousands of tons of steel, concrete, paper,
and plastic out of landfills. A fleet of custombuilt limousines transfers guests; fueled by
clean-burning compressed natural gas, they
generate significantly fewer emissions than
standard vehicles. And CityCenter offers
nonsmoking slots and gaming tables, a rarity in cigar- and cigarette-filled Vegas, with
special floor-to-ceiling ventilation to protect guests from secondhand smoke.
The 47-story, 392-room Mandarin Oriental, Las Vegas, which opened last December in CityCenter, is among six ultramodern
buildings that have earned LEED Gold Certification, putting Vegas on the map as home
to one of the world’s largest sustainably designed destinations.
While the Mandarin welcomes guests with
its trademark refinement, it also boasts an
innovative light-reflective roof that, along
with other measures, helps keep the building cool in summer and reduces the amount
of energy used, exceeding national efficiency standards by more than 30 percent. Improved water technology, including specially designed showers and faucets, saves an
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estimated 4.1 million gallons of freshwater
annually – a major conservation achievement in Nevada’s desert climate, where the
water table has been drying up during the
last decade. Use of nontoxic paints, sealants,
adhesives, and carpets might not sound like
a big deal, but few hotels go so far as to use
building materials that are free of carcinogens and other harmful chemicals, meaning
healthier indoor spaces. Doubles from $225,
including breakfast and a $100 spa credit.
While Vegas is heading toward a greener
future, elsewhere around the world, a new
breed of hotels and resorts is marrying highquality services with more environmentally
friendly practices. One day there will be no
need to compile a list of sustainable hotels –
they will all be sustainable, because having
a positive impact on the planet is also a measure of five-star status. Until then, the following places are helping to get there sooner
rather than later.

Wolgan Valley Resort and Spa, Australia
Not many people know that Emirates airlines has a hotel and resort division, which
is spearheading one of the most successful
FAST FACT

conservation-through-tourism programs in
the world. You’ll find it on full display at Wolgan Valley, Emirates’ newly opened 40-suite
resort three hour’s drive from Sydney. Bordering the Blue Mountains World Heritage
Area, the location is so rich in natural history
that, on a trip to Australia in 1836, Charles
Darwin documented its unique geography,
along with native fauna and flora. Today,
kangaroos, wombats, and wallabies thrive
here, but the real natural wonder is the Wollemi pine. This 200-million-year-old tree
species, known previously only through fossil records and presumed extinct, was rediscovered in the Blue Mountains in 1994 – a feat
akin to finding a dinosaur alive today.
As part of its conservation commitment,
Wolgan has established a Wollemi pine
grove on its 4,000-acre private nature reserve. Guests can explore on horseback,
mountain bike, or by foot, or just relax at the
resort’s Timeless Spa, with an 82-foot infinity pool overlooking the valley. Because
of Australia’s arid climate and low-lying
coastline, global warming is a national concern; Wolgan is the first resort to achieve
carbon-neutral certification, aligned with

The sustainable design of CityCenter in Las Vegas saves enough energy to
power 8,800 homes in the United States for a year.
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2011 Early Booking Discount

2-FOR-1 Cruise, plus up to 2-FOR-1 International Air,
plus Complimentary Wine

X

Viking Legend suite

X

St. Basil’s Cathedral, Moscow

X

Travel with the world’s best

Hurry—offer expires May 28, 2010

X

Viking Legend, Europe’s premier river cruise ship

Explore the World in Comfort with Viking
River cruising is the only way to travel through many of the world’s most fascinating places. You unpack once, enjoy
breathtaking scenery from anywhere on the ship and walk right into the heart of your destination.
•

Viking owns and operates the world’s largest and
best river cruise fleet with all river-view staterooms,
hotel-style beds and luxurious suites.

•

Europe—Viking Legend—New state-of-the-art
design with hybrid engines that produce 20%
fewer emissions, deluxe staterooms, French balconies
and the largest suites in Europe. For 2011,
Viking Schumann will be completely renovated to
provide the ultimate experience on the Elbe River.

•

•

Russia — We offer the very best ships on Russia’s
waterways. Viking Surkov and Viking Kirov have
been completely renovated in 2008/2009. For
2011, Viking Pakhomov will follow. These vessels
set the standard in Russia.
China— For 2011, Viking Emerald will make her
debut as the Yangtze’s most elegant and newest
ship — with the largest suites in river cruising and a
balcony in every stateroom.

•

Great service, guaranteed —
Over 99% guest satisfaction

•

Cultural enrichment with included daily shore
excursions, Old World Highlights® and Culture
CurriculumSM lectures, demonstrations and
workshops.

For reservations, please call your Virtuoso travel advisor.
THE WORLD’S LEADING RIVER CRUISE LINE...BY FAR®
Note: Offer valid on select 2011 itineraries only. 2-for-1 cruise, $500 off international air per person (or up 2-for-1 international air for Waterways of the Czars and Footsteps of the Cossacks departures from Boston, Newark, New York,
Philadelphia or Pittsburgh and for Imperial Jewels of China, Roof of the World and China’s Cultural Delights departures from Los Angeles, Portland, San Francisco or Seattle; all other gateways and departures slightly higher) and
complimentary wine are considered a single offer. Complimentary wine (with dinner on board) is included with cruise purchase; international air does not have to be purchased to get cruise offer. Must request offer EBD and book and
pay in full by 5/28/10. Offers valid on new 2011 bookings only as of 5/1/10, subject to availability, may not be combinable with other offers except Past Guest Travel Credit and Referral Rewards Credit, are capacity controlled and may be
withdrawn at any time without prior notice. Air promotion applies to economy, roundtrip flights only from select Viking River Cruises U.S. and CAN gateways and includes airport-to-ship or hotel transfers, air taxes and air fuel surcharges.
Air seats are limited and airfares are subject to change and are not guaranteed until full payment of air is received. Viking reserves the right to correct errors or omissions and to change any and all fares, fees and surcharges at any time.
Additional terms and conditions apply. Complete terms and conditions may be found the in the Passenger Ticket Contract at www.vikingrivercruises.com. Offer expires 5/28/10. CST# 2052644-40

CORE PURSUITS GO GREEN
Rosewood Mayakobá’s canals wind
through protected mangroves.

Presidential preference:
The Hay-Adams Hotel.

the Australian government’s new National
Carbon Offset Standard. With a maximum of 90 guests, the entire resort can be
reserved for green meetings and private
parties. And since this is Australia after
all, expect one of the best wine lists found
anywhere down under. Doubles from $1,762,
including all meals, nonalcoholic beverages,
and select regional alcoholic beverages. Two
on-site nature-based activities per day are
also included.

The Hay-Adams Hotel, Washington, D.C.
That the Obamas chose the Hay-Adams
as their residence before moving in to the
White House is a good enough reference for
most people looking for a place to stay in the
nation’s capital. So guests at this historic
landmark property – named after John Hay,
Abraham Lincoln’s personal assistant, and
author Henry Adams, a descendant of John
Quincy Adams, whose homes once stood
here – can be forgiven for not realizing that
it’s also one of the greenest hotels in the
world. The Hay-Adams prefers to discreetly
deliver its services to guests and the environment. Its “100 steps to sustainability”
program includes refitting with energysaving appliances, reducing and recycling
waste, and sourcing supplies locally, such as
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organic eggs and produce from area farms
served up at The Lafayette, the hotel’s restaurant, which has a high-profile following.
On a recent visit, while I was eating my
dinner of pan-roasted duck breast with
pecan bread pudding, former Secretary of
State James Baker walked in, followed by
Condoleezza Rice. Perhaps they had no idea
that in 2009, the 144-room hotel became
the very first to receive Sustainable Travel
International’s Luxury Eco Certification,
one of the most rigorous and comprehensive standards for green practices and social
responsibility. An extensive independent
audit was carried out over six months that
evaluated the hotel’s operating policies, energy and water conservation, recycling, and
community benefit programs, among many
other criteria. The Hay-Adams passed with
flying colors – multiple shades of green, that
is. Doubles from $495, including breakfast and
a $75 food and beverage credit.

Mayakobá, Mexico
When developers broke ground in the
1990s along the Riviera Maya on what
would become home to Fairmont Mayakobá and Rosewood Mayakobá, they dug
a series of canals in the Yucatán’s springfed limestone karst – raising environmen-

One day there will be no
need to compile a list of
sustainable hotels – they
will all be sustainable.
talists’ eyebrows. Today, the crystal-clear
canals linking these two flagship hotels are
considered a conservation success. Jaguars
have reappeared among the canals’ native
vegetation, jaguarundis – smaller members
of the wildcat family – live near its mangroves, and endangered leatherback turtles nest on the hotels’ beaches, one of the
last stretches of sand along the tourismdeveloped Riviera Maya where these rare
sea turtles have returned to lay their eggs.
Romantic small wooden boats take guests
through the canals with a naturalist guide
to hidden locations like the “bird spa” – a
tiny rock outcrop in a cenote where, on any
given day, multiple waterbird species come
to sun themselves and snack on small fish
darting below. Aboveground, an 18-hole
PGA Tournament golf course is carpeted
with paspalum grass, which can be irrigated with salt water, saving precious freshwater supplies. Landscaping around the
Fairmont focuses on native plant species
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V`T\\QS\_aURRN_aUN[QT\\QS\_f\b_]NY
NaR 5V` Y\PNYYf PNbTUa `RN ON`` `NbazRQ V[
`UNYY\a ObaaR_ dVaU O_\PP\YV[V \[R \S `Rc
R_NY `VT[Nab_R QV`UR` UN` YN[QRQ AUR ?Vag
0N_Ya\[´`7R_[R?R`aNb_N[aNZ\[TaURPVaf´`
OR`a RNaR_VR` AUR U\aRY´` ! _\\Z` dUVPU
\cR_Y\\X9.´`UVQQR[`N[PabN_faURUN_O\_
\S :N_V[N QRY ?Rf P\Z]YRZR[a Va` ]YN[Ra
S_VR[QYfQV[V[TdVaUT_RR[YVcV[TS_\ZNPR_
aVSVRQ [\[a\eVP YNb[Q_f `f`aRZ _VTUa Q\d[
a\_RPfPYV[TYNb[Q_fdNaR_S\_U\aRY]YN[a`
6a´`aRZ]aV[Ta\XVPXONPXV[`VQRf\b__\\Z
dVaUaURSY\\_a\PRVYV[TONYP\[fQ\\_`dVQR

Dining alfresco at The RitzCarlton, Marina del Rey.

\]R[N[QWb`adNaPUYVSR`NVYOfYVaR_NYYfV[
aURUN_O\_ORY\dObaN[Rd]_\T_NZ[\d\S
SR_`TbR`a`N[NQQVaV\[NYdNfa\Re]R_VR[PR
aURN_RNN[Q`aNfV[`UN]R.OVXRObaYR_URY]`
Pb`a\ZVgRPfPYV[TS\_YRV`b_R\_d\_X\baN[Q
aUR[ TbVQR` f\b NY\[T ZVYR` \S `b[[f OVXR
a_NVY``a_RaPUV[TS_\ZCR[VPR/RNPUa\@N[aN
:\[VPN aUNa `aN_a _VTUa \ba`VQR aUR U\aRY
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6HQWLHQW&KDUWHU SURYLGHVZRUOG
FODVVVHUYLFHDQGVDIHW\GHOLYHUHG
ZLWK UHDO YDOXH DQG ZLWKRXW DQ\
WUDGHRIIV<RXUHFHLYHDSULYDWH
MHW H[SHULHQFH EH\RQG \RXU
H[SHFWDWLRQV DQG SHDFH RI PLQG
NQRZLQJ \RX DUH ZRUNLQJ  ZLWK
DQLQGXVWU\OHDGHU
6HQWLHQW &KDUWHU LV SURXG WR
EHD9LUWXRVRSUHIHUUHG3DUWQHU
7RERRNDWULSSOHDVHFDOO\RXU
9LUWXRVRWUDYHODGYLVRU
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Find your inner cowboy at
Montana’s Triple Creek Ranch.

Back at the Ranch
By ELAINE GLUSAC
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A

nxious versus angus. n this

frontier showdown, I was the former.
The latter, according to her ear tag,
was number 9610, who had rebelliously
turned 1,000 pounds of grass-fed heft on me in a
test of wills.
“Walk right up to her,” coached John Thomas,
manager of 9610 and 999 other cows like her on a
sprawling ranch in western Montana, where Lewis
and Clark trekked over the Bitterroot Mountains
in 1805. “Keep going. Don’t let up on her.”
An urbanite often confounded by choice – Sushi or pizza? Which black shoes? – I went to Montana for a few days of adventure and discovered
I

Where home on
the range meets
cowboy chic.

Great Plains psychotherapy, also known as driving cattle. Herding heifers is no business for the
hesitant. Riders resolve in a split second to nip after an errant calf before the massive moving unit
frays into 1,000 strays. Or, in this case, advance
on a challenger despite his size. It’s decision time,
all the time.
Fuji, my white quarter horse, approached 9610
with a foot-plus height advantage and hoof-tohoof arrogance that convinced the bovine to
back down, but not before wheeling with a defiant kick that made both of us flinch. It was a
minor success in a day that would end incomplete,
with 300 uncorraled cows left to graze so that we

Discover
®

the best of Europe in style with Princess.

EXCLUSIVE OFFER:

Receive up to
ONBOARD
CREDIT†

$75
10/08/10

16-Day Venetian Passage Cruise
®

Ruby Princess | sail from Venice to Ft. Lauderdale

balcony fares from

$1,695*
09/02/10

12-Day Grand Mediterranean Cruise
®

Ruby Princess | sail from Barcelona to Venice

7-Day Mediterranean Interlude
®

Ocean Princess | sail roundtrip from Rome

balcony fares from

$3,040*

10/20/10

09/22/10

balcony fares from

balcony fares from

$1,799* $1,899*

Contact your Virtuoso travel advisor
to escape completely today!

*Fares in USD, per person, based on double occupancy, cruise only, subject to availability, and capacity controlled. $3040 fare is based on category BD, Ruby Princess, 09/02/10, $1695 fare is based on
category BD Ruby Princess 10/08/10, $1899 fare is based on category BC, Ocean Princess 09/22/10, $1799 fare is based on category BD Ocean Princess 10/20/10.. Government fees and taxes of up to $61.75
per person are additional. Princess reserves the right to impose a fuel supplement of up to $9 per person per day on all passengers if the NYMEX oil price exceeds $70 per barrel, even if the fare has
already been paid in full. †Up to $75 maximum shipboard credit is per cabin, based on double occupancy. Amenities vary per sailing. See applicable Princess brochure for terms, conditions and definitions
that apply to all bookings. Other restrictions may apply. ©2010 Princess Cruises. Ships of Bermudan registry.
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Git along, little dogies.

Guests buckle into
fringed chaps, slide
on leather gloves,
and tamp down tengallon hats. These are
no costumes – they
are protection.
Fairmont Le Château Frontenac, Québec

d_N[TYR_`P\bYQ_Rab_[V[aVZRS\_aUNaRcR
[V[T´`dV[RQV[[R_
5\`a\ScV[a[R_`´RcR[a``]\[`\_\SPNaaYR
Q_VcR`aUR PNOV[A_V]YR0_RRX?N[PU`]R
PVNYVgR`V[Ob[QYV[TaUR_RSV[RQN[QaUR_bT
TRQ <[ Va` #NP_R Z\b[aNV[`VQR `]_RNQ
aUR O\baV^bR V[[ _b[` N[ ReaR[`VcR _VQV[T
]_\T_NZ /Rf\[Q aUR ON_[ aUR N_aSVYYRQ
Y\T Y\QTR U\`a` RYRTN[a S\b_P\b_`R ZRNY`
SRNab_V[TY\PNYYf_NV`RQS\\Q`V[aURQ\bOYR
URVTUaQV[V[T_\\Z6[aURd\\Q`aUR_RN_R
U\aabO`(NaaUR]\[QSYfSV`UV[TYR``\[`/ba
ORadRR[ 7b[R N[Q @R]aRZOR_ A_V]YR 0_RRX
`a\XR` 0Vaf @YVPêR_` SN[aN`VR` Of `R[QV[T Va`
U\_`R` \SS]_\]R_af a\ URY] Z\cR PNaaYR OR
adRR[ b]P\b[a_f ]N`ab_R` Na [RVTUO\_V[T
@bYN=RNX?N[PU\SSR_V[TTbR`a`aURPUN[PR
a\a_bYfP\dO\fb]
±6QVQVaaURSV_`aaVZRV[$N[Q6SRYaYVXR
NXVQNTNV[6dN`U\\XRQ²Re]YNV[RQN`Ve
aVZRQ_VcRcRaR_N[S_\Z9\`.[TRYR`@URV`
NZ\[TNON[Q\S R[aUb`VN`aVP_RTbYN_`aUNa
V[PYbQR`N;RdF\_XNaa\_[Rfad\9N`CRTN`
_RaV_RR` N[Q N ]NV_ \S 3Y\_VQN Q\Pa\_` dU\
PNZRS\_YN`a7b[R´``RN`\[\]R[R_a\ZNXR

The Fairmont Orchid, Hawaii

aURQ_NZNaVPQ_VcRS_\ZcNYYRfa\Z\b[aNV[
a\]±6aSRYaZ\_RYVXR]YNfaUN[d\_X²
2ZO_NPV[T aUR _\YR TbR`a` ObPXYR V[a\
S_V[TRQ PUN]` `YVQR \[ YRNaUR_ TY\cR` N[Q
aNZ] Q\d[ aR[TNYY\[ UNa` `b]]YVRQ Of
A_V]YR 0_RRX .ZVQ aUR URN_a`dRYYV[T dVQR
\]R[ dUR_R Va dVYY _NV[ N[Q `UV[R dUR_R
ZbQN[QSNYYR[O_N[PUR`aUNaPUaUR_NcV[R`
dUR_RP\dP\[aNPaV`P\ZZ\[aUR`RN_R[\
P\`abZR`AURfN_R]_\aRPaV\[
±DR UNcR Wb`a b[QR_ % NP_R` N[Q
ad\ ]R\]YR a\ d\_X aURZ SbYYaVZR² [\aRQ
@bYN =RNX ZN[NTR_ AU\ZN` aUR ]VPab_R \S
_bTTRQ V[QVcVQbNYV`Z dVaU dV[QPUN]]RQ
PURRX`S_NZRQOfYNZOPU\]`VQROb_[`N[QN
O_\NQO_VZZRQ`a_NdUNa.a\b_\_VR[aNaV\[
V[N]NQQ\PX`URQURdN_[RQNTNV[`aT\]UR_
U\YR`N[Q`XVaaV`UPNaaYR±2cR[dVaUaUROR`a
P\dO\f`Va´`UN_Qa\Q\dUNadR´_RQ\V[TF\b
N_RQ\V[TNW\ON[QdR_RNYYfN]]_RPVNaRVa²
DUVYR Va P\[a_VObaR` a\ aUR UN_Q`P_NOOYR
RP\[\Zf\SaURDR`aPNaaYR Q_VcV[T V` NY`\
N ^bVPX dNf a\ VZ]_\cR f\b_ _VQV[T ¯ \_ a\
YRN_[U\dA_V]YR0_RRXTbR`a`aNXRN]_NPaVPR
_VQRNaYRN`a\[RQNfORS\_RaURV_SV_`aQ_VcR

Fairmont The Norfolk, Nairobi
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Discerning leisure travelers know that, wherever the Fairmont name is found, they can look

are NO
FOLIOS
forward to anThere
authentic
expression
of a destination—the most glamorous cities or the most
for 1/2-page
ad pages.
exclusive resorts
on the planet.
Whether you seek the thrills of alpine skiing or world-class
golf, the relaxing atmosphere of warm surf and sand, or the sparkle of dazzling nightlife, our
distinctive collection of elegant properties will suit your tastes remarkably well. Add to this
our famous service, luxurious amenities, tantalizing fine dining and refreshing spas, and
discover an escape that will leave you with memories for years to come.
For more information, please contact your Virtuoso travel advisor.

B

C

A

OF

AUSTRIA.
A JOURNEY DISCOVERY.
Austria is all about contrast and balance. The
traditional and the contemporary. See for yourself!

D

CZECH REPUBLIC
SLOVAKIA

GERMANY

VIENNA

SALZBURG

PHOTOGRAPHS: [A] © Österreich Werbung/ Lammerhuber; [B] © WienTourismus/ Peter Rigaud;
[C] © Österreich Werbung/ Diejun; [D] © Lech Zürs am Arlberg/ Georg Schnell

Start your journey in Vienna, Austria’s cultural center. Discover a rich diversity of architectural
styles and eras. Highlights such as the gothic St. Stephen’s Cathedral, Hofburg Imperial
Palace, and baroque Schoenbrunn Palace draw thousands of visitors every year. Viennese
architecture around the turn of the 20th century is unique in the world. The subway stations and
Steinhof Church, by Otto Wagner, or the famous painting “The Kiss” by Gustav Klimt are just
a few examples of Vienna’s Art Nouveau period. Lovers of Art Nouveau Design should not miss
the masterpieces at MAK, the Museum of Applied Arts. The perfect complement to the day is
to enjoy an evening performance in one of the numerous musical venues, including the Vienna

HUNGARY

LECH

SLOVENIA

ITALY

State Opera, Volksoper, and Konzerthaus where programs change almost daily!
Journey on to Salzburg, a baroque gem famous as the birthplace of Mozart and location for
“The Sound of Music”. During the elegant Salzburg Festival the entire city becomes a stage. In
addition to the traditional sights, be sure not to miss the art galleries in the Mirabell District, the

PHOTO DESCRIPTIONS:
[A] The Albertina museum in Vienna, housing one of the
largest graphic arts collections in the world, is a perfect
example of blending a classical baroque building with a
graceful contemporary ‘wing’ extension.

Museum of Modern Art on the Moenchsberg—which has the most magnificent view of the
old city—and the unique Hangar 7.
In the mountains of western Austria, you will find Lech Zürs am Arlberg. Selected “Europe’s most
beautiful village” in 2004, it is one of the most elegant and exclusive villages in the Alps. In July
the Lech Music Day celebrates folk music performances. The upscale hotels and spas await
those who desire a stress-free mountain vacation in summer or a vibrant exciting ski resort in winter.
For reservations to Austria, please contact your Virtuoso travel advisor.

[B] Vienna’s famous ‘fiaker’ horse-drawn carriages seen
from above St. Stephen’s Cathedral’s tiled roof.
[C] Hangar 7 in Salzburg, which is an aircraft and modern
art museum featuring a gourmet restaurant and café-bar.
[D] The entrance leading into beautiful Lech Zürs am Arlberg,
a beautiful alpine resort village.

Peter Greenberg’s
Travel Safety Tips

CORE PURSUITS GREAT OUTDOORS

Sponsored By:

DRIVING SAFETY
Peter Greenberg’s Tip #8:
Many countries, especially developing
nations, have very different driving
rules. So you need to check with the
country’s embassy or consulate to learn
about restrictions or requirements.
The Association for Safe International
Road Travel offers road travel reports
for several countries. And the U.S.
State Department provides information
sheets to help prepare you for, well you
know what it is, international driving.
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Saddle up to the bar at the
new Ranch at Rock Creek.

The Lodge and Spa
at Three Forks Ranch.

HOW TO BE A RANCH HAND
Triple Creek details, plus four more city-slicker opportunities.
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BACKUP PLAN
Medjet is a world leader in medical
evacuation membership programs.
Medjet members hospitalized more
than150 miles from home will have
medical transportation arranged
to the hospital of their choice.
Memberships start at $250 annually.
Make sure you have a plan if a
medical emergency interrupts your trip.

Call your Virtuoso Travel
Advisor to enroll.

Former Intel CEO Craig Barrett
and his wife, Barbara, own the
23-cabin Triple Creek Ranch
on 600 forested acres in the
Bitterroot Mountains. Wine
weekends featuring vintner
seminars, tastings, and wine
dinners are held over four dates
in May and June. Cattle drives
are offered Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays, June through
September, and cost $200
per person. Doubles from $585,
including meals, drinks, fly-fishing
instruction, and horseback riding.
On the Colorado-Wyoming
border, 40 miles northwest of
Steamboat Springs, The Lodge
and Spa at Three Forks Ranch
features highly regarded flyfishing on the Little Snake River
as well as horseback riding in the
Sierra Madres and clay shooting
at a 14-station course. Guests
can admire the views from
patios and terraces adjoined to
each of its 15 bedrooms in the
stone-and-timber lodge. Doubles
from $700, including meals, beverages, and a $100 spa credit.
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Montana’s 37,000-acre Resort
at Paws Up, 35 miles northeast of Missoula, houses 46
accommodations ranging from
three-bedroom log homes
to butler-serviced tents with
feather beds, including four new
two-bedroom family tents debuting in July. Activities include
riding lessons, hiking, whitewater rafting, fishing, and rappelling. A seasonal spa features
massage tents in a mountain
meadow. Doubles from $465,
including round-trip transfers,
meals, beverages, and gratuities,
plus a $150 activities credit.
Montana’s just-opened Ranch
at Rock Creek, 100 miles south
of Missoula, features 21 rusticchic rooms ranging from
fully furnished tents to
log homes. Horseback
riding is the way to
explore the 6,600-acre
spread, which also offers
private fly-fishing, hiking,
mountain biking, and
archery. Participate in
cattle drives, then soothe

your saddle sores in the fivetreatment-room spa. Doubles
from $850, including meals and
activities, plus choice of private
dinner, cooking class, or (in winter) downhill skiing.
Trafalgar Tours’ eight-day
Wild West itinerary offers two
days at a working Wyoming
cattle ranch with horseback
riding and campfire storytelling. The Salt Lake City-toDenver trip includes wildlife
watching in Yellowstone
National Park and an evening
visit to Mount Rushmore.
Multiple departures May through
September 2010; $1,475 per
person, including transportation,
lodging, and some meals.

Fly-fishing at The
Resort at Paws Up.

D_N[TYR_` V[`V`a RcR[ ORTV[[R_` PN[ Q\ Va
a_b`aV[T PV_PbZ`aN[PR a\ aRNPU .SaR_ QNf
\[R\SZV[QV[TPNaaYR6P\bYQab_[3bWV\[N
QVZRdRNcRV[N[Q\ba\Sa_NSSVPN[QT\V[
_RcR_`R¯`XVYY`6V[abVaRQV[aURSVRYQ6[a_bR
DR`aR_[a_NQVaV\[`RYS`bSSVPVR[PfV`XRf
<[ aUR ]YNf `VQR d_N[TYR_` N_R S_RR a\
_VQR YVXR \[R \S AUR :NT[VSVPR[a @RcR[ ¯ Na
O_RNX[RPX`]RRQU\\aV[TN[QU\YYR_V[TNYY
aURdNf6[SNPaVSf\bdN[aa\Z\cRNP\d
Va´`aUR\[YfdNf
±4Rab][\dONOVR`²fRYYRQURNQd_N[TYR_
8_V`aV[ @[NcRYf `UNaaR_V[T ad\ `aR_R\af]R`
Na \[PR' aUNa P\dO\f` N_R aNPVab_[ N[Q V[
QRRQO\f`@URUR_`aNSS\S`VeaR[\aUR_TbR`a
UN[Q`N[Q6R[PV_PYRNO\ba$URNQRN_Yf\[
QNfad\dNYXV[TaURZb]a\NY]V[RRYRcNaV\[`
dUR_RaURf´YY`aNfb[aVY@R]aRZOR_
0_\``V[T aUR T_N``f Z\b[aNV[_V[TRQ
]YNV[ aUR SV_`a U\b_ dN` ]b_R `VTUa`RRV[T
/badVaUaURR[`bV[T]b`Ub]UVYY[R_c\b`
N[VZNY` ORTN[ a\ ONYX AU_RR aVZR` dR
Q_\cR aURZ a\ N UVYYa\] \[Yf a\ URY]YR``Yf
dNaPU aURZ `aNZ]RQR ONPX Q\d[ V[a\ N
[N__\d_NcV[R

±DR UNcR N ]YN[² AU\ZN` `VTURQ ±Oba
aURP\d`QVPaNaR²
<[R YN`a QRaR_ZV[RQ ]b`U T\a aUR UR_Q
dVaUV["SRRa\SaUR]N`ab_RTNaR`dUR[
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PNYcR` O_RNX S\_ Va Q\d[ N[ \]R[ `Y\]R 6a
dN` aUR Z\ZR[a 6 QVQ[´a X[\d 6 dN` UR_R
S\_' a\ OR N P\dUN[Q \_ Wb`a Y\\X YVXR \[R
.PaV[T\[V[`aV[Pa6fN[XRQ3bWV´`URNQYRSa
N[QQbTV[ZfURRY`PbaaV[TORY\daURaR_
_\_VgRQfRN_YV[T`NaNQRNQ_b[N[Qab_[V[T
aURZONPX[RN_YfY\`V[T3bWV´`O_VQYR\[aUR
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Triple Creek Ranch hosts wine
weekends for cowboy connoisseurs.

CORE PURSUITS CRUISE CALL

A Cruise
with Character

Set sail for a trip the kids will love. (Surprise: The adults will too.)

e

By Elain Srnka

A

s waves gently

lapped the shore
and a warm breeze
rustled through our
open-air cabana, the massage therapist kneaded my
back and I drifted in and out
of sleep. I looked over at my
husband stretched out on the
table next to me and smiled.
Kids? What kids?
We were on a private island
in the Caribbean, not at some
romantic couples-only resort,
but at Castaway Cay, an exclusive stop on our itinerary with
Disney Cruises – yes, Disney.
Our two children were on the
island somewhere, but, well,
I hadn’t seen them for a few
hours. Such is the beauty of
a vacation with a company
that knows a little something
about catering to families.

Just a few days earlier,

my husband, two grade-school
children, and I boarded the
2,400-passenger, ten-deck Disney Wonder for a three-night
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Glad-handing: Kids get to meet
(and pose with) Disney characters
throughout the cruise.

Ecuador
Home of the Galápagos, and
a Country of Four Worlds.
Straddling the equator in southwest South America,
Ecuador is more than a small country — it’s four worlds in
one, with dazzling scenery and astounding biodiversity.
Come experience the legendary Galápagos, the extraordinary
Coast, the vast Andes, and the amazing Amazon.
It is truly the most diverse country on the earth —
four worlds in one.

Connecting with nature
under the sea.

Kayaking at Santa Cruz Island

(KAYAKING MAN) FRANCISCO CAIZAPANTA
(COTOPAXI VOLCANO) QUITO VISITORS BUREAU
(MALECON) CRISTÓBAL CORRAL
(NAPO WILDLIFE CENTER) MURRAY COOPER

The Galápagos islands are a living
laboratory of animal species that
do not exist anywhere else on earth.

Malecón 2000 at Sunset
Guayaquil

Enjoy beautiful beaches alongside charming
ports, fishing villages, modern cities, and
protected mangroves.

Admiring the 17,347 ft of pure nature
Cotopaxi Volcano — Cotopaxi National Park

Hike the Andes mountain range to discover
impressive valleys, lakes, rivers, waterfalls,
hot springs, and cloud forests.

Canoeing on
the Napo River
in Napo Province

Visit with local tribes people or relax in the
comfort of sumptuous hotels and lodges.

For a one-of-a-kind
travel itinerary,
please contact your
Virtuoso travel advisor.

Life at its purest
www.ecuador.travel

CORE PURSUITS CRUISE CALL
Bahamian cruise with friends. Though the
kids vibrated with excitement, the parents
expressed more reticence. We reminded
ourselves that the purpose of this trip was
fun for the kids, not relaxation for the adults.
What a surprise that it offered both. In fact,
the experience was full of surprises and
made for the perfect long-weekend getaway.

The kids still talk about
our personable and ohso-patient servers, who
told jokes, did napkin
origami, and taught
them magic tricks.

Surprise #1:

Clever cabins.
I immediately panicked upon entering our
cabin to find only one queen-size bed and a
sofa that would serve as a twin bed – enough
for three people, but we were four. Our attendant put my mind at rest – and thrilled
the kids – when he unlocked a latch in the
ceiling to reveal a drop-down mattress that
created – voilà – bunk beds. Seeing the kids’
happiness as they clamored to claim their
spaces for the next few days was a good reminder that even the little things can bring
joy, and that travel through a child’s eyes
brings adventure at every turn.
Cabins are über-efficiently designed for
a family, with lots of storage space and two
separate bath compartments: one with a

sink and toilet, the other with a sink and tub/
shower combo – so very smart.
Surprise #2:

Cocktails and confetti.
The party started at send-off, with live
music, streamers, and dancing Disney characters – no surprise there. But alcoholic
concoctions? The grown-ups knew they’d
come to the right place.
Surprise #3:

Darling dinner servers.
Disney makes much of its rotational dinner system, where your family – and your
waitstaff – rotates to a different restaurant
every night for a new experience. Don’t underestimate the perks of having the same

To find the bunk bed, unlock the
ceiling. Left: Napkin as art form.

FAST FACT
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Disney Cruise Line ships use the first seven notes of “When You Wish Upon a
Star” as their horn signals.
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Classic Caribbean
Throw on your sandals and enjoy the beautiful beaches and luxury resorts
that define a Caribbean vacation. Classic Vacations and your Virtuoso
Travel Advisor can help you with your Caribbean travel plans by offering
you the best Caribbean vacation packages and special offers available.
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CORE PURSUITS CRUISE CALL

u n c h a r t e d .
one island, infinite dreams.

`aNSS aR[Q a\ f\b AUR XVQ` `aVYY aNYX NO\ba
\b_ ]R_`\[NOYR N[Q \U`\]NaVR[a `R_cR_`
dU\ a\YQ W\XR` QVQ [N]XV[ \_VTNZV N[Q
aNbTUaaURZZNTVPa_VPX`RcR[VSZRN[a_R
]RNaRQYf`]VYYRQQ_V[X`N`\b_XVQ`a_VRQa\
P\]faURZ
AU\bTU`R_cR_`NaaURNQbYa`\[YfQV[V[T
`]\a =NY\ Q\[´a Q\ a_VPX` aUR _R`aNb_N[a
\SSR_`RYRTN[aQRP\_T\b_ZRa6aNYVN[PbV`V[R
a_faURQRPNQR[aY\O`aR__NcV\YVN[QN[Na
Z\`]UR_R]RNPRSbYYfS_RR\S`]VYYRQZVYX
@B?=?6@2!'

03GGGGG

Three great pools – just not enough
time to enjoy them.
AURSNZRQ:VPXRf´`=\\YdVaUVa`QRPXUVTU
adV`aV[T`YVQRORPX\[`¯Oba\[`bPUN`U\_a
P_bV`R f\b d\[´a _RNYYf UNcR ZbPU aVZR a\
`]R[QaUR_R6[`aRNQf\b´YY`]R[Qf\b_QNf`
V[]\_aN[QNa[VTUaXVQ`N_R\PPb]VRQdVaU
aU\`RQV[[R_`R_cR_`XVQ`´PYbO`N[QR[aR_

aNV[ZR[a V[ aUR #%`RNa aURNaR_ _N[TV[T
S_\Z ZVQ[VTUa Z\cVR ]_RZVR_R` a\ RYNO\
_NaR YVcR ]R_S\_ZN[PR` =``a' AUR ]N_R[a`
V[\b_]N_afQVQZN[NTRa\UVaaURU\aabONa
aURNQbYa`\[Yf]\\YS\_NYNaR[VTUa`\NX
@B?=?6@2"'

Flubber.
.PabNYYf Va´` [\a `bPU N `b_]_V`R aUNa XVQ`
Y\cR aUR f\baU PYbO` dVaU NPaVcVaVR` N[Q
`]NPR` QRQVPNaRQ a\ RcR_f NTR T_\b] S_\Z
dRR\[R`V[N9VaaYR:R_ZNVQaURZRQ[b_`
R_fS\_NTR` Z\[aU`a\ fRN_`(a\XVQ` a\
$ N[Q % a\  Na ad\ <PRN[RR_ YNO` dUR_R
XVQ`]YNfTNZR`N[Q]R_S\_Z`PVR[PRRe]R_V
R[PR`ZNXV[TaURNS\_RZR[aV\[RQSYbOOR_N
T_RR[T\\aUNaU\YQ`R[QYR``SN`PV[NaV\[(a\
aRR[`dU\`R.Y\SaPYbOY\\X`cR_fUV].[Q
Q\[´aS\_TRaaURcVQR\N_PNQR]\\Y`VQR=V[T
=\[TaNOYR`N[Q`]\_a`QRPXdVaUON`XRaONYY
N[Qc\YYRfONYYP\b_a`
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GRAYoff-shore
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ThereFlorida
are NO Keys,
FOLIOSit’s the
in the Lower
for 1/2-page ad pages.
ultimate place to get lost.



Dive-in movie.

For reservations, please call your
Virtuoso travel advisor.

No ble House H ot els & Resorts

GO In addition to three- and four-night Bahamian
cruises from Port Canaveral, Florida, aboard the Disney Wonder, Magic, and the new Dream (which sets
sail next January), Disney also offers seven-night
Caribbean cruises, as well as ten-night Mediter-
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Grown-up gourmet.

ranean cruises and 14-night transatlantic sailings.
For a double dose of Disney, consider a pre- or
post-cruise visit to Disney World. Departures:
Multiple dates for three-night Bahamian cruises
through December 26, 2010; from $349.

Sit Ba c k a nd
co u n t t h e

Stars

F I V E N I G H T S AT F I V E - S TA R R E S O R T S F O R A
F R A C T I O N O F W H AT Y O U ’ D E X P E C T .

OA H U
7KH5R\DO+DZDLLDQ
D/X[XU\&ROOHFWLRQ5HVRUW

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . FROM

$

890

2PKZ `V\UNLYZ[H`-9,,
=PY[\VZV(TLUP[PLZ!daily breakfast for two at Surf Lanai, $100 resort credit,
room upgrade and late check-out.
;YH]LSKH[LZ1\S`¶+LJLTILY

+DOHNXODQL

$
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . FROM

1,125

0UJS\KLZ[OUPNO[-9,,73<:2PKZ `V\UNLYZ[H`-9,,
=PY[\VZV(TLUP[PLZ!daily buffet breakfast for two, complimentary daily
parking, daily newspaper, local telephone calls and internet, welcome
amenity upon arrival, and complimentary admission to Bishop Museum,
Honolulu Academy of Arts, Contemporary Museum of Art, and Iolani Palace.
;YH]LSKH[LZ1\S`¶6J[VILY

MAUI
)DLUPRQW.HD/DQL0DXL

$
                 FROM

1,053

6UL)LKYVVT:\P[L2PKZ `V\UNLYZ[H`-9,,
=PY[\VZV(TLUP[`!welcome basket
;YH]LSKH[LZ(\N\Z[¶5V]LTILY

7KH5LW]&DUOWRQ.DSDOXD

               FROM

$

1,488

0UJS\KLZ[OUPNO[-9,, YLZVY[JYLKP[73<:2PKZ
`V\UNLYZ[H`-9,,
=PY[\VZV(TLUP[PLZ!complimentary room upgrade.
;YH]LSKH[LZ1\S`¶6J[VILY

VACATIONS INCLUDE:UPNO[Z»HJJVTTVKH[PVUZHSSOV[LS[H_LZHUKTVYL

For reservations,
please call your Virtuoso travel advisor.

Rates quoted are per person, land only, based on double occupancy unless otherwise stated. Rates valid for select travel dates shown. Rates, terms, conditions, availability and itinerary are subject to change without notice. Certain restrictions may
apply. Taxes, gratuities, transfers, airfare and excursions are additional unless otherwise indicated. Not responsible for errors or omissions. [Pleasant Holidays acts only as an agent for the various travel providers shown above.] CST# 1007939-10.
Copyright © 2010 Pleasant Holidays, LLC. All Rights Reserved.
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May
every mile
be a
sunny one.
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for 1/2-page ad pages.

Sunny skies. Warm weather.
It’s your time to shine. And Hertz
has just what you need to soak it
all in on your next vacation.
Like a wide selection of vehicles to
choose from, Driving Directions,
and 24-Hour Emergency Roadside
Assistance. When you rent from
Hertz, you’ll truly have your
moment in the sun.

Night lights at sea and
(below) Castaway Cay.

@B?=?6@2#'

Good times for grown-ups –
minus Mickey.
.SaR_ `VabNaV[T aUR XVQ` Na aURV_ _R`]RPaVcR
PYbO`V[aURRcR[V[T`]N_R[a`PN[PURPX\ba
S\b_ QVSSR_R[a NQbYa`\[Yf cR[bR` S_\Z N
`]\_a`]bO\b_SNc\_VaRa\NXN_N\XRY\b[TR
N[Q QN[PR PYbO a\ N ]\\Y`VQR \]R[NV_ ON_
AUR_R´` NY`\ N[ NQbYa`\[Yf `]N \]R[ b[aVY
%=:N`NY\[N[QSVa[R``PR[aR_
@B?=?6@2$'

Sophisticated shore excursions.
DU\X[RdaUNaV[;N``Nb`U\_RRePb_`V\[`
d\bYQ V[PYbQR N[ NQbYa`\[Yf dV[RN[Q
PURR`R]NV_V[TNaNSVcR`aN_U\aRYN[Q_R`aNb
_N[a,/badR\]aRQa\`]R[QaURQNfNa.aYN[
aV` N _R`\_a dU\`R RYNO\_NaR !NP_R dNaR_
]N_X N[Q ZN_V[R UNOVaNa R[aR_aNV[RQ b` NYY
@dVZdVaUQ\Y]UV[``YVQRaU_\bTUNab[[RY

Call your Virtuoso travel advisor
for more information.
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NORWAY

Bryggen Wharf, Bergen. Photo ©Robin Strand/Bergen Tourist Board
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Flåm Railway
Gudvangen
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Bergen Myrdal Geilo
Oslo
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NORWAY

DENMARK

Union Hotel Geiranger. Photo ©Terje Rakke/Innovation Norway

Oslo Opera House. Photo: Bjørn Eirik Østbakken/Innovation Norway

Stockholm

SWEDEN

Toftaholm

Copenhagen
Malmö
Frederiksborg

Tauck’s Scandinavia Tour
14 DAYS. OSLO–FLÅM–LOEN–FJORDLANDS–BERGEN–STOCKHOLM–COPENHAGEN
Traveling with Tauck on its signature “Yellow Roads of Europe” tours along Scandinavia’s back,
or “yellow,” roads, you’ll encounter some of Norway’s most enthralling sights and experiences.
Highlights include the country’s spectacular fjords, which you’ll explore in exciting ways: aboard
one of the world’s steepest rail journeys, traveling by open-air “troll car” on a glacier, and
cruising past cascading waterfalls and lush mountains. You’ll be intrigued by a land steeped
in the legacy of the Vikings, visiting a unique wooden stave church, luxuriating at a mountain
resort, and discovering centuries of art and music in Oslo and Bergen.
For reservations, please call your Virtuoso travel advisor.

NORWAY
POWERED BY NATURE
www.visitnorway.com/us
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Rock on: Anatolian Houses
is a one-of-a-kind stay.

Turkish
Delight
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The experience:
Cave-dwelling deluxe.
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WHAT Anatolian Houses, a series of 19 rooms carved into calcareous stone.
This singular hotel boasts rooms with Turkish antiques, fireplaces, and whirlpool tubs.
WHERE Tucked into the storied caves of Cappadocia, Turkey’s historic region dotted with conical “fairy chimney” rock formations. INSIDER’S ADVANTAGE Book a stay
through your Virtuoso advisor and receive breakfast, dinner, and tea for two, plus a
one-hour horse-riding excursion. One advisor’s recommendation: “Rent bicycles – the
hotel is in a great location for seeing the city on two wheels.” Doubles from $282.

What’s your
RETURN on LIFE ?
TM

Ask the advisors at any
Virtuoso afﬁliated travel agency.
Now, more than ever, the time you spend with family, friends, and even yourself is your most valuable
investment. To ensure you’re spending it wisely, take advantage of our personal knowledge, expertise,
and connections around the globe to design your custom travel experiences.
There’s never been a better time to invest in your life.

The world’s finest travel agencies and advisors are Virtuoso.
Contact us today to reach an expert advisor at
one of the 300+ travel agencies in the Virtuoso network.
(800) 401-4274 or travel@virtuoso.com
www.virtuoso.com

Thinking about a family summer vacation, romantic
escape, or want to get away to one of the amazing
resorts featured in this issue? Connect with a Virtuoso
affiliated travel advisor today.

Virtuoso

®

Expert Advice. Extraordinary Experiences.

Virtuoso affiliated advisors specialize in transforming do-it-yourself trips into extraordinary
customized travel experiences. For everything from weekend getaways to trips of a lifetime, count on us.
The world’s finest travel agencies and advisors are Virtuoso.
To be connected to a Virtuoso affiliated travel advisor,
call (800) 401-4274 or visit travel@virtuoso.com.

